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PREFACE

A Conference on lProbabilitJ~ Stochastic

Processes and App If.cata ons I was conducted by MATSCIENCE

(The Lns ta tut.e of Mathematical Scien.ces, Madras-600l13) 7

at the Clu~ House of the Hindustan Photo Films,

Oc tacamund, from 24th to 27th August 1981.

Pro f'esso r Alladi Ramakri shnan, Founder Ditector

of MATSCIENCE,who was one of those responsible for

the subject 1 Stochastic Processes 1 gaining a footing in

I ndia mainly due to his pioneering iJJOrk, inaugurated

the Seminar. He pminted out that the techniques deve-

loped to study Stochastic Processes - whi.ch are random

processes that develop with time - find wide applica-

tions in Industries, Engineering, Bio-medical Sciences,

Operations Research, Marketing and several other fields.

About 25 participants f rom varf.o'us parts of

India participated in this Conference. The papers pre-

sented by some of them, which were made available to

us in time, are included in thi s E tscience Report.

K. Srim vas a Rao and R.Sridhar
EDITORS



STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATICNS AND
PHySICAL *APPLlCAT IONS

by
R.Vasucevan

MATSCIENCEI The Institute of Mathematical Sciences, Madras-eOO 113.

INTRCDUCTICN

Stochastic processes form a basic part of many types

of modellin~ of phenomena in physical and mathematical sciences

as we~,l as in Engineering. The ra~dom elements enter into t.he

dynamics of the systems in very many different ways. Usually

the time evolution of the system is governed by a differentia 1

equation, wherein t?eparameters like the c~efficients of ·tre

differential equation may be random.. The driving forces. may "e

fluctuating. This itSthe traditional way of introducing a he2t

hath to be in equilibrium with the system. The initial

conditions may be random. Thus we are faced with the problem

of integrating a stochastic differential equation which

implies the knew ledge ,.,f the p.d. f. of the soLut.Lon,

Alternatively we may be satisfied with some of the mo",ents
of the solution.

, ~ ._e __ . .,..... '_" , ~ __

Presented at the Conference on 'Prob(',i1ity, stoch.sstic Process-
es and App1ics.tions' 24th to 27th Au[ust 1981 at OOTY.
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It is well known that a Brownian particle suspended

in a c0llodal s~lution suffers random collisions and hence

the velocity of the particle satisfies a stochastic

differentia 1 equation of the type

+. F ({)
" ..'

(1)

where , :'1is the friction or '\J\)l( 'I:nA..-t, dampting coefficient

and F (t.) is a fluctuating f orce; These types .of.., equations.

are called equations with additive noise. The moments of LA. ,.
can be found dirE::ctly, knowing the statistica 1 features of the

fluctuating force F (t) which can be pi.ct.ured with a

constant spectrum-or a white noise process. Thes~ have been

ceJ:aborated in Ramakrishnan, Hand book article

Historical Co'ncepts~of stochastic Integration.

The primary concern here is a breakdown of the exact

parallelism between random and deterministic functions in the

context of integrals. The physical scientist based most of the

conclusions on the F-P equat.Lon satisfi-ed by r andorn functions

and their integrals. Doob and Ito deve loped properties of

integrals L2 ] of certain special random functions. MeyeL,

developed· a comprehensive set of theorems. on M3.rtingales and,

stochastic integrals. Usual Rieman-sums of random functions

lead to the loss of uniquness. The concept of convergence and

their generalizations by Ramakrishnan, Wiener, Khinchine etc.
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was ~ollowed by Bartlett's book which deal\ with stochastic

integrals and stochastic equations fr~m the view peint ef

mean square convergence. The estima tes of the probabi litie~

of sample paths in the context of stochastic integrals wa~

•carried thrbu}h in the work of Ramakrishnan et. al [i J
Srinivasan and Vasudevan, detailed an account; of t.heee in

.-- -I·

. 3 ; It was. the work of >lcshane that providec 2-. :
,;._~ _i

their book

basis f er a rl£gorous and unambiguous me t.hoe nf arriving at

stochastic integrals. The work of Stratanovi6.h in his book
r and also the work of Skorohoi and Gikman are Jfecommendec

for a deep study. Ramakrishnan used phenomenologicai

interpretation ()fthe integrals of a class of randorr.functicDs

Wiener's trajectories am Feynman path integral~ ~~ used in

non-relativistic quantum mechanics are of great interest anc

~pecify methods widely in use in in\egrations of rando~
ecf.lations [4, 5 ]
II Stochastic Calculus

To d Lscuss stochastic integrals e nd differentiation the
first step is the development ..of a ca Leu Ius to define

convergence of .a .sequence.of. random vC1riables. There are
. '0

three types ~f·convergepce.Usually the mean square conver-

gence is taken to be fundamental apart from convergence

in probability and alm~st su~ convergence n~J. With this
notion mean Square continuity also follows.

has mean square derivative or m.s cErivative

)( /.) f t- ( T
.~ [toO) at

- DEFINITION A second order StOCh2stic process

t if'



in m.s •.. sense
Higher order inean square -derivatives are defined analogously.

Differentiation i-n MeanSquare Criterio!l-

A second .~order stochastic process 1(~)I t E -( is

dif£erentiable at t
if and "only if, the second generalizer).

deri~ ative -:0.

c ~'() f I ((-;(,B-Ie L') :-:-r (HCl) ?)
. L

exists at{~/t)
and is finite. where

r-( l- I ,>.,) fC:t (D :((h~ (4)

We remark that the concept of mean square differentiation leads

to the notion ef mean square Taylor expansion of a stochastic

process and the definition of mean square analyticity.
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To define Mean-square Riemann Integral =...::.

Let X(:, )

ra C] Let,C( (,. 1.\ '\
,L 4) /\;, l ," I /'

the same interval for t

be a second-erder stochastic process,

defined on he an ~rdinary function

an~ Riemann integrable for

every (A( U We form the randem variable

(5 )

If, fer
.1 r .1.J"

T! [tV

(6)

f~exists fer seme se quence -f subdivisions /\.. the
"

stochastic process Y Y'\ \ t\..) I \A fV is called the mean

s@are Riemann integral or m.s. Riemann integral of

<ve r the intenal ~:. J and it is

denoted by

r -1--.,./cl. I'i (fA.) _,

Integration in Mean Square Criterion

The stochastic process \f ( ,\) ', c\ c.., "1t, defined by
"i

eq. (7) exists if, and only if, the ordin~ry double

Riemann Integral
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\
\,
i,.I
CI..· (8 )

( \- (t~'Y;j -tel, \').11)(' !"'
p..

exists and is finite.
Similarly, Riemann-Stieltjes Integral can be define~ and

mean square Riemann Stieltjes IntegrQ.l exists if and only if,

the f"\rdinarydouble Riernann-StieLt.j es integra 1

(10 )

ex Lst » and :L~ finite.
.~ ~

!") ~-. f}

We will see in the sequel the definition (lC) and the

definition of Riemann-Stieltjes Integrals will take different

forms according to different prescriptions warranted by
IJ../ ~.

different types of modelling.
A ~pecial class of differential equations which has f~und

important applications inco~trol, filtering and communications

theory is one where the vee t e.r stochastic process Y (?)
of equation

/ 1:.. T ' Y ( i J) -
C c )

(11)

•.. .)

.;.. ~:
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has only white noise components. More specifically, we meaD

equations of the form

)< CT) ("t.tt-J I /) +
r .•.....'

(12).,
where J,.J (~) is an m-dimensional vector S. p, whose

r--'" . ./

components are Gaussian white noise. GvC!:,{Oj t-)
,.-

n x m matrix function an~ is innependent ~f

is an
tv l (.) I (-f r'
.....J .

The popularity ef this model in control and filterin!l. .., ~. ~

applicati.n~ is due to two principal reasons. The fir~t is

the mathematical e-implicity, it is a natural stochastic

extension of the pcwerful state sp~ce approach in classical

optimal theory. Moreover, as we shall see, the solution

process generated by eqn. (12) is Markovian, for which

powerful techniques for obtaining its solution exist. The

second reason is that, although white noise is a mathematical

artifice, it a~proximates closely the behaviour of a number

of important no iae processes in eLectr i.ce I and electronic

systems.

The resistance noise in linear resistors, for example, yields

a power spectral den~ity for the equivalent voltage source

which i~ 'flat' up to very high frequencies. The use of white

noise models leads to good results if we only deal with a

small portion of ·the frequency spectrum in the analysis.
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Let be the Brewnian motion or the'

"

Wiener process. It is Gaussian with mean zero and cevariance

(13 )

The formal derivative of ~,U), eu: is clearly
Gaussian with mean zer_. Its convariance is given by

-0 1./& ( t( I (~I.}

.) (--.,(j fL
(14)

-,

_ r..1.]) 0LV\/U:~~~~~~_~.· }_ 2.]) 6 V (t,; h)
~U (~..(r o· I~2...---d F-I

2. 7J ~ ( f( '-"!-. 2;)

In eq. (15)
(15)

V { (,- I: ) Is the Heaviside Unit step
/

function.

Thus we can formally write
!)

p (c<'\ (S (.)
C{/-- - Ir0 (l) . ~.~'7 D

. ). /'
(16 )

w

n

d

ar

wh

reJ

the

whi

or

Fok]

idee

no Ls

•
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with the formal representation (16) for the white Ga~ssian

noise, we can interpret eqn. (12) I as formally equivalent t"

dXf~),-..,
- 'i" (?:.J f) J (-) cf (,' -+ II(~.r·) ( (j i~(e(1-)

""" '

and, in integral equation representa +i ont- ',~
xC(~)_ -x.rG) JF;!,< ?)~,3),,\.3 JS 6 ( :'v( &) ) 6)

, ,~
{o -, it) (6 I

where is independent of the increment
L' I
T' ,\",v'l~

r' The reader can with profit ao Lhree the list _f- /',

references given at the end "nurfoe red (7) to (1"4) for many

applications of S.D.E. in various fields.

III The Paradox

For equations of the type giVEn by eqn. (12) there is

t.he appr-oach of Fokker-Planck partial differential equat.Ler.,

which is readily suited for studying either the transient

or the statio~ery behaviour of the s0lutio~ of the process.

H.wever, a conceptual difficulty arises in writing the

Fctkker-Planck equationJ' si~cel' the hueristicrnathernatical

idealization of the fluctuating f1!rce \-:-i~) as a white
, " J

noise process can lead, to ai!ficulties~ The result has been
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~ '.t~at someth~ng of a contrnversy has appeared ir: recent

literature concerningtwn possible ways of extending

ordinary calculus to stochastic functions. The so-called

Stratanovich caLcu Lus, in which the usual rules continue

tn apply, and the so called Ito-calculus, in wh ich the

rules are modified.[' 5J) [1],[;3]
White noise is much the same kind of mathematical

pathology in the theory of random pr.jce ssas that the Dirac

delta function is in the theory of deterministic functions.

As is by n0W well appreciated, so long as one d~es ~nly

linear eperations on a delta-function~ it is usually possible

to iDterpret,the result in a meaningful way_ H0wever~ one
e

runs into trouble in trying t~ do nonlinear things to a

,lelta-function. The Square or the logarithm of a delta

function is.meaningless, for 'example.

Taking the one d LmensLona L version of eqn, (12), we can
write., .; if f !-) ~~( {) (I S)'-

,.

with vtt) being

i-= [' "I)-f UJ ~0

i')

a rUSSian noise, which mear.s

[-!';-'(f.) ru:~j: E:( r·.-A)
L._ .

,,
; .
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or equivalently,

d. i.(;-) .; f({(I )/f) cl r +(j (.f') d f!:. it)

Qr, f.-. @- .

'XU) ~')( io) 0:(~{1'))'(JelL ~J(J'{r) JUT) -@JJ 0 .
D

Since '!(!:c) is a non random function ef t ,then

both It. and Stratonovich interpretations of these

integrals agree and we take the Riemann-Stieltjes sum

",_, •. ]') {j- {t-iJ IS U-{+')"7 1S (1--,. )
c::::' . - ' .
(: 0

where D::.? 0 c; +( .?--. , . ; ~~. Y\ z: ~.
The probability densityp('rt-.) t:-I)t~ (fi) of the

solution Markbv process '{ [ f) is obtained by forward

equation LI t, ! I? ""J IJ ... ,
~ I') (') J ~-( X ~ I 0)

---.-.----~
t f--

--
( 02_(f_)- 1.) 0 ,-

L....-+ L.

f· ~D) /
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with the boundary conditions,

,C"':'v'v p ( » • ~ f .?It) t 0) b ( )t - )(0
I . ,....,
C-·) o

n ,
AAAA.A-

D

A

Similarly the Backward Fokker-Planck equation is

•

He!
_'0 P C)) ..(')t 0) h)

of i) t:

~o:

If {;: 0 -> d': ( the solution is a Wiener va i

process with probability density given by sai

P()){-) :: r
r ""'\ ,..."p\J 4., 1/'

'l;hl.s p ()() f) obeys the Fokker-Planck equation

:'I':".

( ")'1..f (~I f.)

:<. 6 ::t..L..

anc
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A Paradox

Let 1(f) be passed through a non-linear device

to pr+-duce a new process .-

2. (~) ~.. S t~ !.~'>(I)]

t-'()( () (ix' )'z .f} - \). --:no .. . IrTj r. . 1""-, . r:':) r--, l ; (''I)
f.' ( I r .' c, , ,)!;.j ~~h . 1::

Hence
1
-~ ;

m·() r 1d -- I r

~oing back to F ~ 1e~ation(2C\) with the change of

variable )(:: 5~"" r;\l: I one find~' the f -P
satisfied. by 11{ 6 J (,-) as

·1J[L·m.?·f-Jl!~- ";]'
~~~. ~

(jL r r f -t~2). TTr i:: f-j'f \ I l .z::: II \ ) .'__ I .
, &--- J

r...J. --- -l.. )- ,.. --- c:
o<J /)'L,

equa t Lo•.l

b 1l(~.,~?--_._--of-

and this equation is the .forward equation corresponding to

st~chastic differential equation
r- '., [

--1 { ~. Cf) cf' f -/-LI".--f 7-2 2(F.f] 2- cPg {,~)(,/\t: (~) :: _
!).c:

-

(9;;'.~.
~
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If we simply compute d -t.:' ( f) from equatio:g

VIe ~btain
( )+ 21) 2- d::( u.)

'which means

from equation (22)

The st~c...hc..£'t.icdifferential equations C 2<,{ ,) and (: /)
I . t.t

2 2,( f-J DI (-

correct stochastic differential 'equation
differ by The question iSt which is the•

for generating

the prr-cess from a Wiener process?

Ito and Doob would say equation' (2("1) is the correct
/ .

equation. Stratanovich would say that eqn. (3t) is the

correct equation.
ThereforeJ the situation is that the one unambiguous

way to specify a Markov process mathematically is to specify

its transition density, or equivale:ntly, the Cokker-Planck

equation obe1ed by the transition density. ThedivergencE;,

boils down to two different ways of associatin~ the

ceefficients in the Fokker-Planck equation with the

coefficients in the stochastic differential equation, and, 1

-

res

~_peqn

obt

c orr

the

sol
ha{

The

no s.

of

of

e qu.

p.r'or

of (

_._-_ ..... - .. _-------------------------
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t: ,'\ ••••

respectively two way5 of integrating this stochastic' equation,

"Using the Ito rules with eqn. (29) we will obt.ai n

F- peqn. (:J.; ~), Hence "integrating '( :2.Q) by Ito rules one should
.' '. ,"~

obtain " Jf, /' I" I ; ,i .s «-, t-, L>'1. r f-) J~. (f)

According to Stratanovi~h eqn. ( :';D) is a }'terfectly va lid

computation and hence integration should yield

2 ((-) Sl~ kLJ( r !-J]
Hence starting with a F - '? eqn, in an unambiguous way,

there are two possible ways of mOdelling the process as the

solution tp a s.d.e., and the mathematian can choose the way which

ha.{ the most mathematical elegance in its internal structure and

which is capable of the greate5": generalizatio~l.

'The engineer does not start with the transition dens Lt.y.

The engineer starts with a differential equation which he has

obtained on the basis of known physico 1 laws. He then adst1 wh.it.e

nose forcing term to get a stochastic model. If the coefficient

of the noise is itself randotn~then there are two possible 'flays

of interpreting the eqn. leading tl"" two differential F- ,/:;.-- r

equations and two different processes. The question is, which

process does one 1 z'ea Ll.y ' get in the physical world? Which kind

of calculus does nature use?
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The paradox of obtaining two different stochastic processes
."3

as solutions to the same s.d.e. thus turns out t~ arise from the

pathological nature of white noise. The parad.,x can be avoided by

treating this pathology with proper respect. In the following

sections, we will examine the situation in more detail.

IV The Ito ca lculus.

If we take the'"Wiener processb U..)and calculate increment

in time
b b ft-)

~~.it can be shawn that

p "c.f ( I» GJ
DB

The imp6rtant pGint is that the increment b
'S (1,), the state o~ the process at time

./
of

is independent

-t- Thus B((-),
the 'iHener p:cocess belongs to a special class of processes with

independ~nt increments.
T/'Jealso know

and eXI

we get
d

!~~f-

vJe can

c•..

Using U

Hence

Clearly

to hand 1,

d
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,.

Hence if we take a functiDr.

and expand it by Taylor series, a..ad calculate the nifferential

t [~g({.f 1) i5] - F[8Cil
------ ..--.--:...-_l~+

We can easily see that

1:[JhFc~rr~ ~
,

./~
i·· '.( !

---·1' /'''-_..-/

Since, the
.~7[ []/J IS) J not6 ~ andis of order

Using the chain rule of ordinary calculus, one will write,

Hence

£ [ f 'U<)[
o-f:';" .••

Clearly eqn( s,£') is different from (s,{.,)
ItJ showed h0W the rules of calculus have to be modifie~

to hand Ie this phenomenon. (see ref.) 8)
r /l[ gniJ Jf

As given by Sknrorhod

F. I [};(r)]
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which is the Itc rule for the s.d.e. in the present case.

However, we obtain

F[rsro]

)~ b (I~)«115 r /} + f g t"", s.Pi/)~!r-'
.,d-

Hence if Z'~ ~t",~;f-L rs (I-)J

c:f j 2 rr-J ~ 11({:)Jf- + [1+211 cf' gn)

which is consistent with 1- _ peqn.( 022)
C'I'\)f <)

If we wish to preserve the fundamental property of calculus,

we arEf fo.cced to as sume,
t"/en \ r: '( s) J, U~)

J

(--t>

Thus, -
b(h)

Saa)dJ
fS [tv)

(4' c~
{ "-,!~ . /"

fl
.: (a'C8(f.)] dr-
?\

J,tD

-~I
I

i
i

ordi 1
"

j
I

vari ' I
, !;;

I

I
give: I

I
:\
I
I

1 j
j

-' I'.
!
I
I
I
I
I,

when I
I
I

I
1
i

I
!

Let '\

I
.; i

i
I

r ' i...!.- I
, I

h I
I

'1 i
1

m.\lde

and t
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Stratanovich calculus treats as an
ordinary Lnt.eq.ra L, treating ?, S
variable of integration.

as a deterministic dummy

Hence the relation between Ito rule and Stratanovich is

given by t.
7 J (J [BrP Jcf Ur-) ~s Scr&) d-.
where

Let. us take 'if[B (P)] ::MfJ then. we get

t (
l S!5 (H cd @,(ij :: iI!,~(?,) - i J,?(tc,)

~

The presence of the term:.- ('f r -..f ) in eqn. (49) can be ,....,
made more plausible by the following considerations [\q / 2.o( ~•. ) 2..1)

and therefore

[)
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_ {(( ~ Fe)
)..:

r-
[- { sS;(F-) c/'-:'cF)

.....
!

I

')' /. t ~-'.(?-/~ .. to -l oHoweverI

Thus for Stratanovich integral, it cannot be t.rue that d 8U)
is independent of E ({) .

The Stratanovich increment is given by

6
S

:H f-) ~ B Cff ~_I-) - B (f- il;)
This increment still has mean zero and variance' ls{- r but

it is nft independent of 73 (~).i [IS]
For a more rigorous approach to Ito calculus, as the limit

of Riemann sums" we define the integral

(1..)JT;, .i: d f:, tf.)
b .

partitions{ defineBy using n
yJ
~-~L ~ (~R.- J) r ~ f t-~)

t.._-'

/' (' (-')
l._.,..j·: /

which in the limit converges to a limiting random var Lab Le J.

It is to be noted thlt Z!. C I-fz _. 0 is always t.aken at -b.hebeginning

of tr

is ta

and c

E

To pre

Let '\

Then y.

This i;

JRemcev
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.nning

[ ~ ~r )~of the Lnt.e rva I over whichh tb - increment ~15 [t'V - ('.'k. ~ '0
is t.aken, Hence l U-k_ )) and b B, U~) are always indepenQl.ent

"and consequentlyJ' we have

~?:t:,[z (f'k -f)0 t"c:: '.- .

Iz ~ I r-' o·

21

To prove the 1to integral from definitions.

L~t )<:((~)be a Brownian motion and PIt\. the partition

Then we can show that

. D 7 c -f [X ( ~) •..
)J",/IA.. l: ~ 2\"\

Oi~/::c . k.::. r .'

This is easy because' !J ';< L~........ RI..

white noise

+-.

JRemce we now,

2-

~ r,k.~')t )~ - t-
j .., >1'\.,..,;...
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We want to show this is true' Ln. the mean square ~_"'m
- j\- '")' .' '.'. (,,',-'\.~,CQ.. •

h r- f

L-'
~,.:0

'-( t., ) V")-:{ (:-L 1\ -: L )]
I' r,<:..., L 'r,: -t ~ - /' . · i, .

v ']

rep:r

and

Expl

and

Becal.:

integ

~(

t.
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V The Stratanovich Integral

In this case, we take the sequence of sums of the form

repre~enting the integral (r.;~) as:-

'7 VI : 2. Z Ok -J i (~C! (~rJ,( h(_,U
, k~1 ~

and if we take the genera lized form of t.he s, d. e.

EXplici~~ we have f.- r ~.. ,
(~ ['lI; -U «t t] f/J{~) T)r) f?,(r)

-- () ...J i)

rx-?("?) - A7(0)+
.J....

r>.
(, ~J ')

,."---- ..

/1:-
(s)JO (x,CV,'L) 01

o

and

Because' of the relation between the Ito and Stratanovich

integrals, we have the relations

fT.)
t~ .~

@

~".' "
/ / 1,'\
I. i. <~)\. t.',------
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where

and also we have

I
I

~ ?;; (')} ~()(o /n)

~t-

Using the relationbetw,een Stratanovich Integral i we find,r-:
that the solutions of equations(i..~) andGu) are the s arne

giye~ by

Also

is t

eqn.

V A(

detel

find

the E

Howev

deter

fluct

ing.

Li quf

trans.

.sy ster

instal

taken

minist

additi

magnet

and in

T

ti'")ns

collec' .
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A Lso we. find that the F.t. eqn., correspor:ding to eqn( 3:)
is the same as the F-P eqn, corresponding t.o (2 q) which is

eqn, «2-8) obtained by . using the usual ILl calculus.

V Additive and Mu)tiplicative S-tochastj.cProce sses".
(.

In describing the physics of macrQscopic ~ystems by the
v:·,

deterministic time evolution of the collecti0n variables, we C2:1
" ~

find globally stable states pf the sy$tem in which case th~

the statistical nature and the dynamics can be safely ne~lected.

Hbwever by changing some parameters large excursi('\nsfrom the

deterministically describle values occur- We find that

fluctuations in a system play an.important role in their understand-

ing. The equilibrium phase transition is one of such class like-

liquid vapour etc. Anl'")therclass of phenomena c('\nsistsof phase

transition l.nalog1_'.ssthat have ~')eenfound in p')n-equilibrium

ey st.ems such as laser and in non-linear')pticsJ hydrodynamic

instabilities etc. In variety of pr obLeras the fluctuations can be

taken into account by adding a fluctuating force to the deter-

ministic equations. The most familiar examples of these type C)f

additive fluctuations are the vacuum fluctuations of the electro-
,"'"

magnetic field that triggers the spontaneous emission of at0ms

and in the macroscopic case that of the Brownian motion.

The most important characteristic 0f the additive fluctua-

ti")ns is that they do nnt depend on the present state of the

collective variables of the system.



----

-2~

In an auto~atalytic chemical reaction the pr~duction of

a molecule of some,type is enhanced by the presence of 0ther

molecules- of the same type that have been produced already.

Theref~re the ~nly possible reaction channel i~ the autocatalytic

reproduction of the molecules according to the (hlue print!

provided by the meLeouIe s nfthe. same kind already present.

As a result, the. fluctuations in this ca~e do depend on the

state of the system. If t.h i s dependence can be described by
I .

a function of the macroscopic ve r Lab Lejs multiplying the

'fluctuating ~t~chasticthrcesJ, we call such process a

'multiplicative stochastic processl3cJ

The Langevin equation for these two types of systems can

be nescribed by

~iC~) c-

r- "{-r.I .
~-~

for the additive system, and

16

0{t ( ~-)

fer the multiplicative cys t.ern w i t.n properties,

where (

rand("m v

nonlinea

In

independ,

given t.hr

if G~ili
In t

probabili

r

k··
. ,
(

summat:

Thi5 j

correle
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where Q i~ a measure of fluctuations, independent of the

L_[~?(i}] may be a linear orrand"'m variables

nonlinear function.

In the first case and the case in which !Q io'~';(j] is

and Ito ca lcu Ius
, iindependent of ~ g the stratanovich

given the Same

if G~'g~kJJ
. ~'.'Fokker-Planck equat ion.

\
depends =>« -3

They become different

In the case if F is the white Gaussian noilse, the
probability density can be described by

arC ~Xt-j/)
)t-

oo t \'
)'?o~:L

where j)
:~1"" t-, 0 .A •" ~~'-'\

kt2
) {1lk.3 r ,j

C"''5'r'\N''';".it:.. tfh
1

~ ~

(' "]( )

,and

and summation convention over repeated indices is uSed.

Thi~ is the Stratanovich description and takes into account

,!thecorre lations engendered by the mUltiplicative stochastic
rocesses.

./
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~II Canonical Extension

Consider t0e differential equation

t!-:z({-) ~ f C)· cr-.~c( t- -+
[22.J

McShane /,has

{f ()f ('/.)) d'~ ( f,-) f
!

. ~
l
I
l
I

J:

equation:

developed the general calculus, which includes both

Ito and Stratanovich. Under this calculus, the integral

equation corresponding t~ is replaced by a I canonical

which is valid for more general continuous noise processes

(incluqing BrowniaJl.motion) He has extended this when B(t:;)is

taken to be pointpro'ccsses ana hence one can consider the s,d. e 1 s

driven by jump processes, also a theory analogues to that of
Ita differential equations driven by Brownian motion can be

obtai~ed.
The d.e. may be of the form

n.::: \

where N(t) is the number of incie.ent points during @' tJ
regardles.s of their mark and -C lr>. ann lJ \I\. are the ti•.e of

occurence and random mark respectively, of the
thon point

1:
S-F( -«0, T) of C

b

(it will be assumed that a counting process

left continuous)

is almsst surely:

This can also be written as

where
gener

whic t

Brown

The L

Where

tions

s, d. e

S(([-)

I
I-------- L _
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where N(t) is the indep endent pro cess ",vi th mark U.

general marked processes can also be treated.

Let us avsume that to mal<::~a general canonical extension

which can be applied to class of noise processes and also for the

Brownian motion carried out by MeShane1 HcKeans~ and others

[221 .i-:
, Let us consi der thEl d. e.

i z: fJ( X Cf J)
~(o):. AD

The Lie series solution is given by,
VIA -I

'A(E):: 'Ao +L t:J> r(J(70
01 L.:

Where

In all these f. and g are analytic and that the solu-

tions are assumed to exist. The Ito belated integral for the

s, d. e. can be defieed formally to be

'1((-) z: 'X D + \+LHL~1dT +
'-"

D ~ -L. (..'.:Df~[I-U(:{ (tV1Gf Z m] "'I@,~~. J :J [~ . .
'rn =,
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If dz satisfies the conditions of the Brownian motion

ki cks , 'all the belatedintes;rals in ('18) .wi th m ;> 2 vanish.

If the s, d. e. is driven by point p rocesses the integral form of

eq n, tre) wi Ll, be, j,;f-, < ,
=r i f) ,-. +' ' r ' '1.,1[" o(J) ,
~,i r -: 1(j , ,{ ~ (T») <1T t-J e. ::(( r)

i)'D ' " "
'"

witl

is

~LIII. Stationaa solutions of Foklcer-Planck ea..1!.ations
vie E

1 et us take the one dimensional Fockker Planck equation

,for the probability density or the transition nrobabilityd;;~)H ~jx[K[xj- tl.~~J.
given byC~ witl

J()~)~)

as i

The

V( x)

flue

I welJ

1 t =

I f we wri te the current dens.i, ty j( x, t) as.

I'rris is the result of the Langavi;, equation '."nth an additive

noi se wi th a determini stic force term :,,-,~)k ex)

c: 0

If
For the n-dimensional cnse the Fockker--P lank

IV )v

~rr +~) -D (K 1\- lz= j) ~ff)'
[, t- ~IPtr.,-, Iz. 2- £.:: I k..L--01;

equation

", ,

..---.-.-----'~--·-----..;....-_ ~-----.....:;U-••-
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with the pro ba.bili ty current given by --7
J.7::,C, 'J-('} ) <, JT"_L 7.. ) JV">, a~_ I <: J t: D

") (-,

_'?

is the co nta.nui, ty equation for, ('IT,J) ~ In the stationary case

we have

r ',"l\----1/
ail
-) ',{

We easily see that the solution is given by stationary o'IT

with

11D( x ) :: N e'>f- 2- V (9 /1)
)( ,( Jkf~~J)with

V~) : _.
')t.v

normalisation condi tion which determinesas the N, he constant.

+ co , l<le have'IT(x) ::: 0 as x -'/The boundary co nd.i tion is

,<.2
Vex) ::: c( 2'""" if K(x) ::: •- c( x., and x ::: ... c( X + F( t) • The

fluctuating force pushes the particle Uo a slope of the potencial

well, but it settles down to at x::: 1-0
, ~.

t ::: co. where V (~) :. - S K (V Ai
IfJ 0kC){j =-'-D<)l .-~ 0':t

L ,4·
V (llJ ,;{){ 1- ~ 'X.,'

2- 4

so that <xj::: 0 at

Tbi s corresponds to the Langevin equation
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( 1) when 0( '/ 0, the mini.mum0 f V(x) is at )j- 0
/ .... and the

s lution is 4)(S ~ ~•.

)( :- D • For c( «: 0 and 13 '/ 0 • We find

I

these. solutions

0( goes

(1) X:: 0 unstable and
stable

The potenti al

from positive values to negative values, the stability changesrJ,.."..J. -:

and for 0( ::.= negative the potential has two stable pOints,t
Oes

thro-ggh zero, the V( q) becomes

flat near q ::.= 0 and heI\eathe restoring force

becomes smaller and till s is the (,-,j: - r .••..• .1_"1'0V\.IVI,~.~

slowing down

If ',ve char ge

i
\

If 0(

-curve ,

a quar

The p:

Below

gover

I';"!!ii"""""" c'
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\..: .-(:'~ ,J.-. .,_

"

';"

,q~/~ ?
I /)'" U

(

)

This- symmetry breaking occurs by defilirmatioh. iDf the potential,

\curve ••

" '

The fer:lomagnet:. has~pontaneoll.s magnat:Lsata on, T'he'

average' magnata sa t.Lon 1'1.::: (f{(_'C:.'NJ}n1."t ,'can be e0uate'a. to
a quantity" b called an o r-derp ar ame'ter, The free energy .

'( .
Hence

r, ,...OCCU"!':' at »c : Dr~~ ,,' "'\ 11 is max,

Below T.:Ie . cJ. L&'I\.O~ Q...J k~1 II~..·
t

~
EI1:yrppy is ?Ontirr~_qy~nd specific heatLdiscbntin~ous.

governing the ci motion is
o .
_ 'd P'
'r.. .i.: ,\ .~.

i '. ,.J; cr fJ... : cr 'j '"

.-- '-"-'1J --r~1>;

The ecu8.tion

-
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.
The crttical slowinG down asco ci at.ed with th-.:Jsoftrnode happeris

CcS 0( --::; O. ~luctu,ations of i become considerable.
.9'7AA-\.,V J..~ ~'\.- . .

The :. CD- strlbutlon,if fluctuation is added

mean square fl uctuation

J<. j \/,',c"fh ~'tj eft fl;'-.;-' .,. OrA.' ' '-2. Vv -
~.---.----..---

"'.J

d V (tu)
?)~.

The second term stems from f'Luc tuata.ons which is large near

c; = o(c •
If the magnetd set.i on

~, C2.Lt
differs from ' __ to ;.;

~ is a function of )L, ,
then the free energy is a func-i. e. .

tional (1 andau-G rvisber g functional)

Tl

Fe

Cc

.::-
J
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The Fok...l{erPland': equation is the functional Fol{l,:erPlanck \AN"\,.../'

. ~

. ',.1(\ ~ "(1 '.
. .{ ;L.. 'c s: 1{J! )

2-~'''. . ]~ f L. 7
'If7 -NcqoFt~-J i:c[1utv + f i~E (~)--~

For a lineari sed theo ry

~ z: dl+ '(\IT +P • . 1"'>01') (-(~)±! ;1 f - !)
-:~()({l-) t (~I f)> _ &( (01..-) L

f
Correlation length . - (L') '2 .-- f. :::.lJ../ ~..C

~ 0<-7 i)

IX Solution of F.P e9-.1W.ti_9nby Fa.th integrals.

vi-, f-+.D) - N (r-1,,{-*yj ~-xl-K [x) 6)L}

-~ 1T(0\~')s) of.t (

H _ .~KCxJ -+ 2 j;'rr
~ .-o t-' - ()~. L O~,L
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For' the La.igevi n equation

or

I \ )(y_)\ -K6
\,

1'h'3 amount of fluctuation jump should te

Thi s z.. is cJi stri buted as r-..../

Z. J to get 1<-
'/ 2-.tv e-'l<1)- L L-

!] 2Dr
since it is stationary gausian white noise

"--1J.. ,,,> ")

J'.~. ("(2-'1-. " / ~ r, (C1' -f t : -/.L:/-k {riff;. '
. ( ) .~I r";",.~._..' I L .:)::, . \.I 3..,-rr . ~ I (_.+ b :: 'J \i ".~)!,I -. .

I .: "-'---~~b--- .( <. 1-)
--c/-J IT \ (;' -f J ! .

,
from J(,

Gl

,
sinee we take )( '~.: Cf -f f ,

~i ..---)

r~-I<J JkJ
----- - ---}) ])

r (' ," ")'\< . c, ,.J. .."~
"I V (,~

=t
!
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Terms ocr;. in .5 are dropped and keeping t8rms of order ~I( t.
/~k2."C1.)' -/1 '-IT -::0E
:=--- ( T,,.7 ) ''\-'"2..D~· , ,\ j

, -t i. f 2. rr J
, j

i ;;= '-k 1 __D) ,

, \,'
," I I \t ()...

Choosing IV::l' ')6'irJ • We obtain the 'fi'.P equation we 11'.8.Y

repe.at the pro c:ss f~om t- -:, to f:-" \ 'Ira·' . GO,/!.-\il/
I'-,J.-'

0" ,l7

P.'t"'A~I\,-f. -7 f::- -f D ~) t-'4 2- b ~ e)'"(', e ,fe.

r-r(~ f f-) :: Jif 2(J(r) '*/:> -~: D 11(rl
I 0)

N -;..]:tl,NA. .: f-
. f\y "

cl) (1;) : ~.]) 6 ITr LJ% D J:'It, •. ~ r (
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In the cape of coloured noa se~ we want to demonstrate
v\._Q4'\AA\...I.. ....~,., .

how the transi tion t~r FoI;:y,.erPlanck equation can be 0 bta.ined by

8. method di rTerent from the usual techni ques

L2.5J . Our work
\~~1 (is ba:;ed on the method of Van Kampen,/-..;,:(, h;tlen the di chotmous

noise v18 take goes over to vJhite noiselirrli t it turns out

that we obtain the StrcitonoVich equation rather than the I to

equation. Most models ere idealisations to a white boise and

no t a flat sp ectral pOv.Tersy stem. Hence the S tratnovi ch

method leads to more p,hysical results as B.J .lfest et , al~, C2iJ
has shown Ln many i)apers. Coloured noise has been

e t, ale on an electrical system.

Let us take a general noRlinear system of the type

Lf )t,) r, '~ (Y 1 ''',' 1(,-)j, ' ++ "J ". I /-. (j " ,J ---.., ,

wher-e let) ,is a di.cxotomus Har'kov process which takes values
/IA.i~

+d or -d.· "Orobabt Li ; ties 1) 'and P_, descri bed by the-', It
master equation,

/

I
(

c,P
df-

'Vo r,
L,

Y/2

If

time

The PJ

( randc

Let us

proble

densi t
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a shf.ma

8S

Y/2 is Lle probabili ty that cransition o ccu.-s as a jump n ro ces s,

If rV-t _;') IJ .... -. r rr: .-,~--L

.{-t·rr-e 4--

OA]-_>
pr 0 )

'. /

we 0 btain the solution at any

time t
-~. p/(.~)

.'

f

o n. A I '}"f, (,)
~ ) V"\ ----. . u

".' -
-L

The process <.! {-.'1; r)
- rC' r ~.- f· 'I)

Q' /

'}C2~ to this

has correlation fWlction

(random- telegrB.1Jh signal process)

~ ..

T T t)~_t __ 1r f----·,

Let us now adop t the technique of Van Kampen

pro blem by gof.n ; to the solution of the S. D. E. and phase space

(-'( I) '~..-( l/\' )( )~. ~.i,. ).( _-vi. .... \.r11ere
. , ~. \C \ ' ,- ""Ie> J,;

''?S~iS the solutionof this ~qu2-tion.Jt can be shown that(~()I,)())

tae average over the ensemble of solutions is the p r obabi.Li, ty

densi ty of such solutions called

f'
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I
density of/at any time t, given by•..,-

T()i)r.--J ~_ C... erXj(,-» .
, - ~jUe...

Hence the cliver gence equation for the -, densi ty is

The

~)(

using the equation of motion is
By K

, p
() .

>. (_.
C· ,.

'-0 \--.1")= ~.. - ,"/1)"Ox...L
the

Since f' is compressible. Let us express the above equation

as
/ / '-;<.,f-- I

r.
l Vc) "t/'._ - ,

. : .... .-
'.~ ~......•..:.:

i r
~~ I/~. : cumu

Let us go oge r to the interaction representation;

111eobtain by the usual methods
~ '"",- "'--'ru e - j ,I e

'vf-

()f--'0' f-

Lr

I

'-' L() (--
Q L. (.rb)

La t-
e
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The time ordered evolution operator

U( t- ) ()):: T) ~ r ~I (f-') rur 7
- vI) -'

,I ) felf)f.) :: CuU!o) PC}I)i)x~v <,

By Kubo f s theorem l;~. 0rp 7 kr,J{--) .
h:-' r

the commulants [ i

k h e--: J ,.fdT! j ;1"2- rei;:, ,(/--UL{) ,

o ~i)

/..L.. I~ ;,l~ ¥ Coo~ueu) ·C't~cr'-"'''''''' c{ Ov~~~)~
Cflv'l/)V:"'" ~-:\/'v"',c/\."'1(

where Kn
are

) •... ',:,

". -: -;~ r- .•..., .......•..:.:
,.. Since v'le can stop '.\Ii th the seca:md order

cumulant since



Let us now assume I is whit.e noise. This can be obtained as the

Li.m.i t of the coloured noi se if we tak?' l:,2 --7' 00 Y --;> 0
2 2· !

such that ~ = fini te = ~
•....

is infini te if t = t'

= 0 other wise if Y -7 CX)

l:,2 -? finite=--y

Hence in thi s limi t, . . r '~7
'C\p .~.~_J -f-.r.-+_~~f~J~- PJif:- - ~. L (j :t Ii 0"'- -

,
Thi s is ex ctly the stratonovi chequat,ion if I .is a vlhi te

noise. Let us t.ake equation ~.A~ and go to the limit

when t -y 00.

';\! .
\. ....i

-~f
--OX

Tl

Ir

c(
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(-f(~""J

stable points are l'
t G), -, ) (''( )

!~.' f~.).q(~ ,I9 .~ ~. +r:J(~';71.' ~""••~ o· ""1r;'y 2- r~ r
((/ .. t rry:"1 "~I'

__..---,- ') ~.. l'I.ov-.; o
y .....-
U , J C)f k.•)

Hence the

o

f(~ = 0 .determines the steady state.

limit
I

b~ ) 0 ix "~ 'J ,(X"",) ~
,;

In the willte noise

D

coloured noise introduces two other -.- terms.

/ .

/
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1:!-1.0DUCTIONOF LIGHT )~U_CJiliLIP HEAVY ION COLLISIONS WITt!

gU_~lTUH ~TATISTI~S

P .1:1. Subramanian
Department of Nuc.Lear Physics, U~versi ty of Hadras, Hlli'iAS-EO0025

+It,+~~*

Quantum stati stics are taken into account in the 'study

of

prj

If

of chemical equilibrium in the collisidn of two heavy ions. The p

results are compared vli th those of classical Haxwell-Boltzmann nur

statistics. It is proved that there are more tritons than 3He

when the im. tial system is not pro ton-r-Lgh and more protons than

neutrons when it is not neutron-rich.

+*+*+*+*+
I

Recent experiments ~-3~ in heavY-ion collisions

indicate the eXistence of a power-law relationsh1p~, 4J
between -'.ie momerrtum space d-lsity of an enri tted nucleus and

the appropriate power of the proton momerrtum space densi ty:

d3N(Z,N)/d3Pn = RNC-1'iTPo3/3)A-l(d3N(1,O)/d3Pn)J./B, (1)
I

wher s R = NtO,l) /~'T(l,O), ..~ = Z + N, B = Z ! N ~ and Po is

the radius of the momentum'sphere for coalescence. This

suggests the possi bili ty of e:xplaining the phenomena by means
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of a coa.lescence model 2,5, 6J ' or equally by a chmica.l,

equl.LbrLum model OJ . In this article we extend the

available wo r k in the li tera.t1..1.re[7 J by including the app r'o+

pria.te quantum statistics (QS).
(V (\./

Let there be N neutrons and Z protons to start wit l.,

If they finally cluster into d, 3He, t and ~e along vlitl

p and 119' we get the following equations as a result of baryon

number and charge conservation:

r-.,;t.
N + Nd + N') + 2 Nt + 2 N . = N ,n <.lHe 4rro

t"tI-

N + Nd+ 2 N3+ Nt + 2 N4 = Z ,
P He He

( 2)

( 3~

where N. is the number of particles of a. given sp acd.e s i ..J..

Let the equli br'Lumbe establi shed in a volume V t (or at aex
densi ty :-,) and. at a tempera'::ure T. Every particle moves fr,·)ely

in the volume left over from the external volume Vext af t.e rv
subtracting the eigenvolume of all the Darticles.

v v ....
ext

IV N ;-
Ni Vi , . p ::: (l-J + Z )1 Vext' ( 4\::: l:

i

wher-e V. is the eigenvolume of the i th pa~ticle. Nsw forJ..

the fermions 'ife have

( r.:.':'-,
,.,

i ::: p,n~ UHe,t,
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wher-e

1\i = h / (2 IT ll\ kT)1/2 ? ( 6)

is the thermal wavel.eng'th of the i bn parti cle with mass ~ •

The spin de}?jeneracy f0~ctor ~ = 28,.+10 The ehemical potential

of the i th partic~ is /J.i 5

( 7)

and 00

F=, ,(;J) -::-S"d.,-x
F]) o

11he function FFD (v ) is tabulated in the li teratureC8 J
It is to be no te d that OFFDC'V') /;')J is positive and

•

hence FFD(J)) is an increasing function of V • For the

bosons 1:18 have [9J
N: -:::::1-/C.e:;x. p (0\.;) - i) +Co ..V I). ?)~(~t9~ _4

c- ' f.j ,A.- (1'1.. Be (-1..-::.q:
I.;.. 4~/'

where os.!: - i3 JLi• The function FBE( c{) is studied [lOJ and J

tabulated [9] is t.he literature.
cyO

1:, CoJ..)::: I -e -£)? (- he::><> ( 10) I
'" BE ·n~1. I

When 0( is very small? it is advantageous to expand FBE( 00 in I.I.

newer series of c{ which are obtained by the use of a Mellin f~ I
tranSform[loJ 0 As the chemical potential A. (i = d, ~e) !

is always negative in the Bose-Einstein statistics, os. is I
I
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always posi ti'izle. ,-/ rJ·

when N ~ Z and~
.Ie will nO';T show that Nt

r..J r
Np /' N

n
when Z 7/ N • The proof is as follows. From eqns.

( 1) -( 3), we have

CG(~ . (V ~ _ F (<V . 5L -1- ~ CtJ J - (:_C2Jp)Fp t p:p:3 H.-e -'J <;:p VI r"D

_ . (I Q_' rv· rv I (11)
1\ i' f;> C N -- ~) ?-Spy~

vner e a = (IDt/IIlrq)3/2 ,m
N

being the nucleon mass. The constraiat

of chemic~l equlibrium implies that

( 12)

where

is the binding energy of the ~luster (Z~?NS)' Henceo

These then imply that the left-hand-side of eq. (11) is negative

(since FFD (y) is an incre~sing function of .])) and her~ce
("'0/ r-"

cannot be equal to the ri ght-hand-side -v{~;m N ~ z. Thus
. ,~ r-../

I-L3 <: ~t and hence N.L. / N3 when N '1/ z • In a simila:c
He ~ He
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f eshi.o r. 'ire can Lhat N
P

when
rv

)r/ NQ Thus a source
in

ri ch ir-:. neutrons or symmetr-ic a.n neut.rons and protons vull al.way s

give mcr e tri tons than 3Ee :,10.a source rich in p rctons or
at ;iyen

S;;'111L1et .. c .in I1(3Ut:COll;") and pro :.:n1.1;3 "Jill enri t more pro t.oris i.han

neut.rori.i, Hi.nce in the above cLeJ.':Lva.tiononly the fact that If
:2ti OIl S

is p o s.i ti VG J. S 'q[3ecl~ it is also true that
rJ (""'I'

yrhen Z ~ N
8.11d

N.
"C

in
gi v

the Mc~X\181l-Bolt.zman.•..11. statL3 t::.. cs (NBS) since in ( 1. ca.l.c

L
I ;VI

(15)

an
N
Z "!"V'e.)

is ?! 0 S S:

:1- s ELI1Cl veri s t

get: ~.~j :~3.11 ! S J~e S 11J_ t 7 IT if 1.'[e choo sep han s.ide 0

~lhe there:

in e ecnt:

"he Lm....pO).:'tCinceof Qf :.:.S 'lery clear 'iflhen one considers Lev

<-~:,1(1 fe· r ~c The

of ant. um

_c bo ~~O:i G~1 C)u \.I -;,.; h 0,-~~
r-c/ f-./

t~tL8.11 N ,/ Z ·'~ld.~l.t~

tho M I N ratio is al-
n J r-./

tends to N I Z only at

of

fairly :L;.~in contrast to what; is us'ual.Ly ;
r-" rv

namely H IN =:; N I z and
n p

3. C"' gl1 as.~
'bet 811 the

eatcl'

cor1'1S ::~tio

It

f'r t; .f'uL c.l..l
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in agreement "Withexperiments L!,12-l~' • Depending upon
I

can be large. It falls off \<lith decreasing densityT, N INn p
at a given temperature.

If I>ledon't include 4He in the calculations, then the

predictions of NBS and QS are vr.i.c.elydifferent at 10v1temperatures
3and high densi ties.. Wher.eas HBS gives mostly He and t, QS giv

gives a large nlliuber of deuterons. Inclusion of heavier clusters

in our calculation is strai gh t forward.

An ,interesting phenomenon in using the appropriate QS

is the po ssi bili ty of alpha-condensation at low temperature s

and even at moderate densities. The first term on the right-

hand-side of eq.(9) gives the number of condensed alpha5.~.1~
), '

~fuel1there is such a condensation, there are remarkable changes

in the cantri bution ·to internal energy, pressure and entropy.

Such c a'Lcul.ata.ons are in p ro gr-e ss and will be reported else-

where.•

The present study ai.ms at bringing out the importance

of Quantum Stati sti cs at low t.emp er-a tur-es and high densi ties.
'. I

As the temperature increases, the results of NBS approach tho se
"-

of QS. However it sho ul,d .be no ted that even 'at 8. temperature

as high as 50 NeV, there remain, still noticeable differences

between the predictions of QSand lvDS. The :possibility of alpha-

condensation may lead to 'interesting resu.lts.

It is 8. pleasure to t.hank Hr. Hans-Thomas Elze for

frui tful di scussi.cns,



Fig. 2.. The number of particles as a f'unct'Lon of Ppt/po far

T = 10 NeV. The quanti ties Ppt and Po are the same

as in Fig. 1. ItsrlOuld be noted that the results of

MBS approach those of QS wi th increasing. temperature. 8
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Pi gure (;0:0 ti ens,

Fi g. 1. a funct.l on 0 f Pp t / Po

. -3
and PO=O.l? fm.· is the

The nuulber of particles as
rJ· .r/

where P t = ( N + Z ) / V
. P

normal nuclear matter d3nsity •. The corresponding baryon

densi ties in units of () are also shown in the. (~O

. fi gure, QS gi ve s more tri tons than neutrons whereas.I

. it is the reverse in the NBS case, QS produces less

alphas than l-iBS. The nunber of deuterons, protons and

3He is less than.0.001.

Fig. 3. The number of par tdc Le.s as a function of Ppt / Po

for T = 50 J:'IeV. The quanti ties P and p are thept ·0
Even a.t this higher temperature,same as in Fi g.L,

there are still notic~able differences between QS and

HBS.

--
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n~NA.MICCORRELATIONS-NQUJlNTUNFLUI~S - He IT

R.Sridhar
MATSCIENCE,The Institute of Mathematical SCiences, MADRAS-600l13

***

Direct information about the excited states of the liquid

is 0 btained by scattering probes (for example, thermal neutrons,

X-rays etc.) from the Lt.qui.d, Depending on the coupling of the

probe with various 'cxci.ted states of the system, the probes lose

certain energy and momentumto the system an analysis of which

yields information regarding the excited states. Cohen and

Feynman1)pointe'd out that inelasti c neutron scatter3:ng from

Helium-4 would directly yield the excitation spectrum.

The double differential scattering cross s1:rction for thermal

neutron scattering oan be written down as

• d2a-
d!ocD

= A S( q,co) ( 1)

where q and co respectively denote the momentumand energy

transfer and Q denotes the solid angle. The factor .A is in-

dependent of the target (liquid) and s( q,co) is ~ response "func-

tion characterising the liquid only. Since in the case of a

, liquid the only po ss.i ble disturbances are density fluctuations,
t

the response is given by density-density correlations. Accord-

ingly the basic correlation function to be studied is the time

Proceedings of the Conference on 'probability, Stochastic Processes
and Applications t, at Ooty , 24-27, .•i.ugust 1981.
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dependent densi tv-dsns; ty commutator and its Fourier transform
CD

jd3r 5 dt exp (-1:kor + ilnt)
~

;::

<l!.( r.' t), p(O ,oB >
is the usual. grand canord, cal one.

( 2)

where the average < . . .>
/ <.,.I") = Tr [e -~H+/.ll1a}ITrJ;:/~H+/JNJ -

(3)

The resonance in this function occurs at the observed excitation

energy corresponding to a fixed momentumtrahsfe~.
"I f one is interested in the zero temperature limit, <.... >

is the usual Quantummechanical averages.
, ~

- The spectral function S( k ,co), also known as the dynami.

correlation function, can well b~ analysed in terms of its various

frequency moments S (k )n defined as

S(k,oo) (n ;::O~'1, 2, •.• )

;:: <p(k)
"

closed expressions for the first few SnCk) have been obtained

and these are known as the frequency momentsumrules for the

dynaml.c structure function.

--. ----., ..•.

(4)
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The zeroth moment of' the dynamic structure function is knows

as the ,static structure factor s(~.

Q)

= 2;N J dco cath (') s( k,ro)

In the zeroth temperature limi t (~ ~ Q) the average in (2) can

s( k) ( 5)

be replaced by the ground state average.

s(k,ro) "~ \ <n \ p+(,!:) I ~r(6(ro - ro
na

) + 6(ro + rono)7
, . ~ (~

where the sum is over a complete set of energy eigenstates

Miller, Pines and Noziers2) have suggested that scatteri~

at low temperature may be divided into one-phonon and multiphonon

parts as

(1)

In this S (k) gives the strength and enl(k) the energy of one-
F

phonon excitations. BrICk.en) gives the contribution due· to multi-

phonon states. I

Cowley and Woods3) have found that the scattered neutron

energy distributions whi.ch are directly proportional to s(k,ro)
rv

for fixed values of k have in addition to sharp peaks associated

with the one-phonon scattering, a broader distribution whqseenergy

'dthand intensity are strong functions of k. The intensity of

broad maximumrises to about 25K and extends to relatively
\
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large (~ 80 K)energy transfers for a fixed momentumtransfer.
o

k > 2.5 A-1For momentumtransfers

by thi s broad peak.

the scattering is dominated
0-k

At momentumtransfers k_> 3.5 A the in-

tensi tyof the sharp one-phonon peak becomes vanishingly small.

As per the prescription (7) of Hiller eta ala the broad peak

can be assoclated with Srr(k,ro) , the multiphonon background.

Several arguments have been putforth to suggest that this broad

peak may be attributed to the existence of two-particle excitations

in liquid He4). It is frequently asserted that the sharp peaks

obseryed in the Ramanscattering experiment performed by Greytak

and Yan5) confirm the possible exi stence of a t'WO-partiele bound

stat~. The deep inelastic neutron scattering intensity curves have

been·explained by lion.g6). and Trip abhy eta al. 7) by assuming that

the multiphonon background can be well explained by t'WO-particle

exci tations.

Sridhar and Vasudevan8) have reeently obtained a linear

integral equation for the static structure f~ctor by assuming that

the well knownsumrules (the frequency moments of Be k,co)) are

saturated by single and two-particle excitations and that the two-

particle excitation is having a well defined, sharp frequency.

The following frequency moments(sum rule~ were considered in

ref. 8.

c
1 J-27r

C

C
1

~
v

c....L j2'TT'
C

where 1

V(k) bE

and

NJ

spectru

and ass

state

rules 0
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00

{. 1 S dro S(k,ro) <0 I p(k) p+(k,) /0) NS( k,) ( 8).- _. ==211'

0

00:;-.1.... 5 de:,) ro BCk,ro) == <0 ) p( k) + to> == NEoC k) ( 9).. . 211' H P (k)

°en

J
.0

== N{Eo (k) roi( k) .+

+ FCkJ} ,( 10)

( ll)E (k) ==o

( 12)

being the Fourier transform of the two-particle interaction

.and . ,

NF(k) == 4 E~(k) <v->
+ N-h+-

2-
2m

- VCp)( k.p) ~'<

(13)

; fC p+k )Ck.,Cp+k) 2

x (S(p) -1)

<KE)/ N being the average ,kinetic energy per particle. Note

. that~OQcorresp,onds to the single phonon (Bogoliubov) r'"

spectrum. Introducing a complete set of energy eigenstates In)

and assuming that among the states l n> only the single particle

state t 1> and the two"-particle state {2> dominate the sum

rules one obtains
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-
and

These two equations lead to the following integral equation for

S(k).

$ck) :::::?o cT$) ~
. UJ./:,K).-

( 16)

so that

: In or-der

,'has to s

argumen1

It is easily checked that ,this structure factor satisfies the well ""one can

knownweak coupling results:

(i) If'the b.vo-particle interaction is switched off, the

structure ractor attains the classical free par tdcl,e value 1..

(ii) For weakpotentials Bogoliubov structure factor is

obtained.

The integral equation can be easily generalised to non-zero

bemper-at.unes TC« T.) by noting that the odd-momentSUIll rules

remain the same for non-zero temperatures while the z~r~thIIX)ment

and the

the Bogc

8i1

liqUid

knowledl

particle exci tations saturate the Bumrules)

sumrule is written as (under the assumption that single and two- '
one-phoi

s;ities.
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so t hat the '.integral equation for non-zero temperatures is

SCk') = Q~(Y<P:LCh)) Eoc}<) •
. . z,. W -:LCk)

-t- ~ ""'1-ck) ~C~~)-w,-Ck! ~0":~'~
. u.> '1-Ck )w~Ck) CV->;-Ck)--t-V;-C]<')) (18) --

I< Fck:) .
In order to make a precise estimate o'f the structure factor one

has to specify the tvlO-excitation ener gys. Following the general

arguments presented in various previous contributions ( see ref. 4)

one can assume the following

and the single particle energies can be assumed~o be giyen by

the Bogoll ubov form 001(k) (eq.12).

Since S(k) , 'oo].(k)and OO2(k)'are quantities associated with

liquid 4He, it will be appropriate to specify the potential from

knowledge of exp er'Lmential.Ly mea_surablequanti ties such as the

one-phonon exci tation energies, the single and multi-l?honon inten-

sities. Experimentally measured one-phonon excitation energies
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along with the theoretical form (l~ of rol(R) can be used to

determine V(k). This method can not be used to determine V(kJ
o 1

for k ~ 305 A- •

However the single and 'b,vo-parti cLe matrix elements can be

calculated from the experimentally determined single and multi-

parti cle contributions to the f-surn rule (9). The fact that the

f-sum rule is independent of temperature and particle interactions

is used in the evaluation of the matrix elements.

The principal p eak of the structure factor 0 btained in this

way is found to be increasing as the temperature is increased from

below Ti\. The increase in the peak height at 2.10 K as compane

to its height at 1.EP K is about 1.5%. However, exp~rimental

obser-gation of Robkoff ete al.9) indicate an increase of about

By incorporating the prc:)er, temperature dependence of ro1(k)

Sridhar and Shanthill) have estimated the increase to be 11%.

Experimentally the single phonon excitation energies are avaf.Labl,e

for T = 1.10 K, 1.60 K and 2.10 1\0 However, an idea about ro2(k)

is available only fo; the temperature 1.10 K. Therefore the same

value of m2(k) has to be taken for all the other temperatures.

This process also produces appreciable changes in the width of the

peak.

Also inverse moment sum rule S_l(k) is of interest
(PJdw ~Ck j w:>/w
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I t Can be used to evaluate the densi tY-densi ty correlation by the

method suggested above. It Can also be used to calculate the

phonon velocity, s in the Lorigwave length limi t. The following

table gi~es an estimate of the velocity of sound ~ as a function

of temperature T.

-

s( m/ sec) 238.9 236•.9 230.8

In the long wave length limi t (k -:-7 0) one obtains the well

known compressibili ty sumrule from eq. (20)

1- .r:.:o Xck) =- -1 (21)

\
Consequently the correlation function ~(bis a constant for

zero momentumtransfers. For non-zero momentumtransfers XC,k)
is no longer a constant. For momentumtransfers of the order

o
2 A-l (corresponding to the roton minimum XeJs)iecreases as the

temperature is increased from T :::0 to T::: T:i\ (For more details

see ref. 11 ).

I t is interesting to record the 0bservation of de Hichell s

et. al.12) that the thermal excitation of rotons may be the reason

for the observed loss in the spatial order of He II as it is

colled through T:i\. The argument presented in this contri bution

••
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that the production of two-particle exci tations may lead to a decr ee

in the spatial o r der seems to be conais terrt with this observation

of de Michelis et,ale in view of the special behaviour of

(including tvJO-particle excitations also) near the roton minimum
0_1k = 2.0 A and also because of the possibility o~ hypridization

of these excitations13).

The above argument can be refrnulated in a better manner in

the following lines.

'.

(a) The assumption that the two-particle exci tations can be

, s.ssociated with a sharp peak with a well defined frequency can be

modified so that the peak can be a diffuse one - then the excf ta-

tions will corr~spond to a band.

(b) In the previous attempt no explicit model was given :for
:-; .

the two particle excitations. It wfll be physically meaningful

if a precise model is given for the two-particle excitations.

The present attempt aims at incorporating both the sugge st.fons

(a) and (b). The t"WO-particle excitations are represented by

I ,,~,',•. '
::-f (~ -P)) C ~+;J?)/~ 22)-

so that the tyro-particle state has a net momentum k and relative

1A (k,p) {o>

moment.um p between the t."WOsingle parti cle component.

B

;r
..~
i

.i'
'>·.One ca

corresponding to the excitation ,k, p>

The ener-gy ',the te,
can be obtained by so.Lvi.n ':correl

"

i'
Ti
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the Hed.senber g+s equations of motion under the RPA.

- (24)
,.

" where

··c tCk p) -;.t,(k -,-'P)."0t~.-p)-J;(t+p)-, ..l't-1+P(25l
~ 7-' --

_ One can neglect the terms involving (h1-/rn2..) using RPA and

"'"the terms with coefficient.( h?--/Tf1) by ignoring ~b.ree-particle

correlations to get
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(26)

A. similar procedure for cTck.;'""P)y:1.elds

'(TC};~f')~ It){tu:(J>~-t')--ri<J~C~T?-2Gt::kY)
=t: '2.w'2-C 1i.-1') W~C~TY~ tJ.-7~.
. 1-?- ~ Z 1

Equations (26) and (27) yield the follo'Wing t.wo-particle energy

constructing a two-particle state with neu momentumk as

where £ Cl\.!)"P) is yet to be specified and following the proce-

dure leading to equations (14) and (15) one obtains

(27)

(28)

s

and

Consisi

with tt

. If one

then S

. ::..

. ,
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; and

f; wi th the restri ction that

(33)

If one defines

then S(k) is given by the integral equation

(35)
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-In the preceding den vation the function f(k,p) is unspecified.

The.present den vation does not determine f( k,p) uniquely. How-

ever on physical grounds one can prescribe a form for. f(k,p) i.e.,

o as p -? 00 as well as k ~ 00. I t is

also required that f(k,p) is peaked for small values of p ,

One possi ble choice is a Gaussd an To rm so that it can possibly be

generali sed to include finite life time effects. Thus one can-

take

The parameter 0( can be fixed by requiring that S(k) as deter-

mined by the choice (36) should satisfy the co ndi,tionJ.4)

2... \

k [SCk)- 1J (37)
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*SURVIVALFUNCTIONUNDERSTRESS-ATTENUATIONIN CASC.:~DERELIABILITY

AQC.NoRaghava Char and BoKesava Rao
Department of ~·fathematics, Lakatiya University, WARANG.[(L-f{)6009

and
NoCh, Pattabh:l. Rama Charyulu.

Department of Hathematj.cs, Regional Engineer College, W..•lli..lliG..tlL-4
+>t:+

Abstract: - In this lnvestigation, an expression for the

reliability of an n-cascade system is derived when the

strengths of the various components and the immanent stres

on the syste~ are random and follow non-identical proba-

bility dist~ibutionso J~so the stresses on the successive

components are attenuated by deterministic ~ut un~qual factors

The results for exponential distributions for the stress

and strengths have been presented vrith different types of

attenuation factors and the results are comparedo

+*+*+*+

INTRODUCTION.An n-casca~e system is a special type of standby

system with n .'component s, The cascade subsystems are the sub-

systems arranged so that the fe.ilure of any subsystem results in

the failure of the whole sy stem, The strength of a component is

; the minimum stress required to fail that componerrt., A component

fails if the stress Lmmanerrt or ~.t is not less than its strength.

lihen a p arti cular component Ln a cascade f'af.Ls , the next in the

standby is activated ,9Ddi:r.i.l'l take on'the str ess, The standby

components act as a hi.rarchy of lines of defence against a stress

r~----------~----,~-,--------------
*Paper presented by A...C••NcRaghava Char;
P'roceedi.ngs of the Conference on lProbabili ty2.. Stochastic
"rocesses and ..4.pplicatio:':;.s!, Oocacamund, 24-2'(, Aug. 1981n
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so that during attacks, when ~~le outermost element fails, the next

element in the hirarchy will receive the stress suitably attenua-

ted. For simplicity, the attenuation fa'ctor (1~) on the i th

and (i-I) th components. The n-cca scxde system fails when all the

n components failo

In several p rac tf.cal, si tua tions, the tnagnitude of the

stress is random ~~th considerable variations. Non-uniformity

in the raw material and imperfections in the production process!

machinery may give a random charact~·,.;""'to the strength of the

various components of the una ts manufactured. For reasons such

as these, the strength of a component of the system may also be

taken as a random vari able.

If .X and Y are the magnitude of the strength of a .
,

component C and the stress immanent on it, the reliability

Rc of that component is def:','led as!

(1)

Employing the above definition, several authors investi-

gated problems on reliability of subsystems with a single compo-

nent i.e. with no redunancy in the systemo

Roberts [2 J examining the case when stress. Y and

strength X are randoml.y distri lz>uted, notices that more overlap

between the freqnency curves of X and Y reduces the system

reliabili ty. Leve [1J and shcoman [3] have considered a

Poisson process for the occurence of stresses and also possibili

of time desterioration of strengll:ilio Later, S;riwastav [4J
dreed the reliability 0 f an n-cascade system assuming identical

~.=;:,::::;----- --- ~---~- .-------- -----,-'- ._. - --._ ..
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distri butions for the str engt.ha of the various components and a
r-

constant attenuation factor. \

\

The present investigation deals with the computation of

n-cascade reliability of the system when the immanent stress and

the strengths of the various components, all random in character

follow non-identical probability distributions and also when the

attenuation factor is no longer an absolute constant.

Expli ci t cal culations have been given for the special

chcd ces of the distributions for strengths and stress and also

for the attenuation factorc

Mathemati9,al fo~ulatiorls

Consider a system consisting of n components Cl, 02' C3

.,oo,Cn arranged in the order of activation and let the system

work umdcr impacts of random st.r esse s, Let XPX2'''' eXn are the

strengths of t~e components ''::1' C2~"". 0 Cn respectively. All the

Xis are independently and non-d dentd cal.Ly distributed random

yariab1es with pro ba.bili ty f'unc td.on ii (Xj), i = 1,2,3, ..••neA1so

.YI ' the stress on the first component is also randomly distri··

buted with a given probability density f'urrctii.on , say g (Yl) 0

If Yl < Xl' the first componerrb Gl works and hence the

system survives, Yl 71 Xl 'leads to the failure of C1 and then

the second component C2 in line, take s its place with a strength

X2, Giwever, the stress 'Y2 on the second co~ponent C2 will
\

i normally be different from YI? Let Y2 = K2 Yl where K2 is the

\ attenuation factor on the second component. Though the system

has sUffered a loss of one component, it survives whenever Y2
so on,

X2
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In generaI, if tJ:;e(1-1) th component (Ci-J! fails, the i tl:!

component C
i

wotJi.th~ strength X. gets activated and ,,!ill be

subjected to the stress\

(2)·,

*= K .. Yi
-~ . .. . . . . . . . . .

Where

.thJ. compo-
represents the cumuJ.ative at1'enuatiqn factor on the

nent Ci• J
The system couJ.dsurvive \dth a loss of the first (i-I)

components, iff

Xs<:( Ys '

and

and the system totally fails if all the componentsfail ,men

x. <... 1IIJ..' i = ,1,2,3, ••• ,n
J. -

Theprobability R(i) of the sYftemto survive \dth the .

first (i-I) componentfails and the ith componentactive
l-'

1«~') :: l'[L~,(>C5 <c'IsJ 3 (\ ('IC,/'fL)]

_ff 1'0, C-,cs ~ kt'l,?) n (: ~I .: 'f'~

(3)

(4)

tl
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(5)

(6)
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Since the immanent stress on the system and the latent

strenths on the components may be assumed to be random in nat ur e ,

they follow certain probability distributians9 g(YI) and f (~,.)• \,A..t
l ..L

( 6)

I

be the probability distribution of YI

respectively.

t><.\

::.5 [hI'll) b·C K,"V) t'3( K.t ) ... fL-1(/(~,,,) ~ i-I lK~\ ~ ~\'JI)d ~ I
-~ ,

(7)
Where x.

l

= S. ( 8)

,

is the cumulative distribution function of Xs and Fs(Xs) is

its ccmpLement.,

The n-cascade system survive if atleast 011eor other of the

n components, if not all, is active and therefore the reliabili ty
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of the n-cascade system ~ is given by

n
L"R (s)
s=l

(9)

The results of Sriwastav \3 ] Can berealised from the

above equations whenthe distributions of the strengths are iden-

ti cal and also whenthe attenuation factors are the samethrough-

out (i. e. fi (x) = f( x) and ~ = k for all i).

The above formula enables 'us to estimate the reliability

of an ri-cascade system for any specified distribution 'of, the stress,

and the strengths. This is being illustrated hereunder by taking

particular density f~~ctions for these variables.

EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTIONS FOR THE STRESS AND STRENGTH!

Let the initial stress Yl and the strengths 11.
be exponential variates "Ii th (1 different means, i. e.

-Q.'X'
~ ~ (~~) -=- . 0<. ~ e l ,L ~ r;.. ~ "I 0

omcl
» «, I 0

(10)

In this case, we obtain the re1iabi1ities:
\

\+ ('I· ( 11.1)"

, I

(1l.2) "

+
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l +~\ -\-(1,3'r:.t \ +e!2,. 'Kl.~+e,2. K.;. ~
I

, \

(11.4)

In ,general,

Where S~n, r) is the sumobtained by addi.r.g (r-l)quatiti ties at

* * *a time out of the n-2, quanti ties P2 K2, P3 K:3•• Pn-l ~-l. .

In these equations,

(13)

represents the ratio of the means of the i th strength to that

of the immanent stress on the system. These results agree with

those 0 f Sriwastav [4J whenall the f,~S are equal and as

well as Ks1s •

Numerical calculations have been done fmrthe following

four particular Cases"
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Whenthe strengths are identically distributed and the

attenuation factor

R

K 1. hi = r ~.-e., w. en

~1 = ~2 = ~ - • • • ~ = p a

TABLE I

and '* 1IS. = rr- ••• (14)

Reliability table for exponential Stress.:.strength distri-
butions with identical strengths and the attenuation

factor : Ki = t ·

0.1 0.5 2.0 3.0 5.0 10.01.0 1.5

R(l)

R( 2) .0808 .2286 .2666 .2638 .2500 .2182 .1681

.9090 .6666 • EDOO .4000 .3333 .2EDO .1666

R(3) .0067 .0870 .1706 .2221 .2540 .27'70 .2755

R(4)

R2 .9918 .8952 .7666 .6638 .5833 .4682 .3347

~ .9995 .9822 .9372 .8859 .8373 .7452 .6102

.0035 .0167 .05E?4 .0999 .1378 .2008 .2793

1.0000 .9988 .9936 .9858 .9751.9460 .8895

Table I i+lustrates the variation of R(~ and ~n' for

n ~ -4 for the wide spectrum of value of p. It can be noticed

that for a given p, R(n) decreases with n, .uso when P = 1,

Re2) ;;; 2.66% and R(3) = 1. 70%and R( 4) is still less. I. e.,

.~ .

whe

but.
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R( 2)
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300%
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when the stress and strengths follow identical exponential distri-
butions, a two cascade s;stem is superior to 'any other ordered
cascade. Similarly, when p = 3, a 3-cascade system is superior
and so on. When p = 3, a 3-cascade system is superior to 2 and 4
cascade systems. In betwoen 2 and 4-cascade systems, the 2-cascade'
system is better. As p increases R(n) also increases. FrOB
the reliability graphs given in figure 1, it can be noticed that
for small values of p, R( 2) "/ R(3) '/ R(4) and for large values
R( 2) < R( 3) <. R( 4). ,

i<lhen p = 10, R2 -- 10. m%, R3 = 41..72% and R4 = 68.9~
This ,indicate that by the a.do tion of -one standby component to
a 2-cascade system, the system reliability is improved by about
300% whereas the reliability.of a 3-cascade system is improved

"by 66% oril.y, Thus in reliability point of view the addition of a
redundent stnadby component 'L.'-J a 2-cascade system is more econo-
mi cal that to a 3-cascade system. Furthe'r, 'all these qua:b.tities
have a steep rise before attaining their maxima and steady slow
fall afterwords, (Fig.l).

" Case ll: When,

k 1 * 1 (15)0(. = ip a and . =-:- i.e. IS. == --:-a, ~ ~ ~

As in the above case the results are illustrated in table II and
in fi gure 2. I t can be noticed unlike the Case I for p '71•5 ,.•.

H( n) increases with n there by the addition of each redillldant
component increases the reliability of the system. The rate of
i~rease is of course small.
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TABLE II

Reliability table for exponential stress-strength distri-
bution when the mean-strengths are proportion to i and k. = i.

~

1-- - ..- "

.~ I
I

~, 0.1 0.5 1.0 I 1.5 2.0 3.0 5.0 10.0
i

!
-,

, R(1) .9090 .6666 • moo 1.4000 .3333 .28)0 .1666 .0909l- " I
I

! I
I H(2) .0757 , .1616 .1667 ! .1333 .1072 .0757 I .0433

,
,.1500 •

I I ~OO3

I I
R(3) .0133 .1016 .1523 .1666 .1540 .0931 .08){)I I ;

I
,

U(4) .0019 .Q443 .1279 .',1704 .2127 .2306
•
25tI

R .9757 .8333 T: .4666 .3372 I ·2423 I.1342.6666 j.55002 I

~~

! ! .3354.9890 .9348 .8189 1.7163
I

.•6333 .5112 .2142
I

- 1- --
l

.8459 .7239 .5865 .4222I 114 I .9904 .9791 1.9468 .8957

Il
s

I ! !
.,".- ~

Ct-
d

i

T

R

~ ••....--------------~-----~
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Case TII.

When the str eng'ths of the components are identically

distributed and the attenuation factor ~::: i.

*i ..e., ~1 ::: 0(2 ::: ~ ::: 0(4 ::: 0(5 ::: p a and k:..i. ::: U .". (16)

The results in this case are shown in Table III and Fig. 3.

~.A.BLEill

~

I
001 005 leO 105 I 2eO 3.0 5.0 10.0

,
~

R(l) .,9090 06666 • fOOO 04000 .3333 .2fOO .1666 ~0909

R( 2) 00641. 01000 00833 00682 ,,0572 .0428 00284 1~0154

R(3) e 0076 ClO096 00069 00052 00041 ~0029 .00019 0009

R(4) ,,00003 ••00007 .00025 .00021 ,,00014 .0000 00000 .00000 i
_.,- t

R2 .•9731 07666 .5833 .4682 .3905 02928 .1950 31062 ,
I-

R3 .9807 07762 .5902 _4733 03946 02957 01969 ~1072

t:a5 [3947R4 ~9810 ••7763 r5904 r2957 01970 01072 I
. - I

- -.I.
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Unlike the above 2 cases for a particular p, R(n) .decreases
for all specified values of p, R( n) .decreases wi th 'n,

Case IVQ vlhen
(17)

The results of this case are given in the table IV and Figure 4.

TABLE IV
Reliability table for exponential Stress-strengths

distribution when ~ ~ ipa and ki = i

.~

~.

001 005 1.0 ·1.5 2~0 '3.0; 5.0 10.0

r-- ,', '_ .I
" .' '.0909H(1) 09090 ~"06666 05000 .4000 .3333 I .2mO .1666

-
\

R(2) .0476 ;)0476 .1 ,0334 a0252 00202 .0144 .0092 .0048.
_I .-

R(3) .0028 00015 .,0006 .0004 00002 .0002 .'0001,-0008

R(4) .0053 c;OO12 00006 .0001 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000

R e9566 I 07142 1.,5334 04252 .3535 .2644 .1758 .09572
'-

R3 09594 I 07157 e 5542 o tl:258 03583 .2646 .1759 .0958

-- - IR .9647 07161 05548 05258 .358~ .~656 .1759 .09584

,.!

t 'n
(

2

3

4

.;.
,
s.

.f
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TABL s..s.
Variation of p (R(n)) and H(n) with n

<.) max, max,

Case I Case II Case III Case IV

n pH(n) R(n)
max:.' max:.

p1{( n)
max,

pl{(n)
max,

R(n)
max,

pRe n) lien)
max, max,

H(n)
max,

" ,
.•.- ,..- . ,

2 1.15455 0.26795 0.70712, 0.17157 0.40824 0.10102 0.22364 0.05573

3 2.73370 0027790 1.85112 0.16749 0.19554' 00010327 0.25000 0.00141

4 6067341 0027942 4.89786 0.25361 ~.12563 0000027 0.30103 0004307

Table V gives the values of p and H(n) at 'which the
r~liability will be maximum for n = 2,3,4 in each of the above
4 cases. From this, it can be concluded t~t the systems in
cases I and II are much more superior than the other two cases
(I. e. III and IV) e
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STOCHASTIC ME~HAliICS OF A DOUBLE QUADRATIC SOLITON IN AN
F.1XJ TON GAS*

A~Roy Chowdhury and K~Roy Chowdhury
.High Enar gy Physics Dfvision~ Department of Physics, Jadavpur-

Universit.y, Calcutta 700, 012, India

.[i Stochastic dynaml c n is suggested for the motion of

a nOJ.1.-<refl'~ct.lo1l1ess soli ton L1 an ensemble of exi tons around it.

The pyhsical pict.ure that emerges out of the formulation is that

the soliton 3uffe~s random collision with the members of the

exiton gas and 'p8rfoll1s a Brownian motion. The, corresponding

diffusion censtant ID' and the random component of velocity

are eva Iuabed and other im.!,)lications are discussed]

One of the most astounding discovery of the last

decade is the fact that many non-linear· partial differential

equations in h.-o variables (one space and one time) can have

cxacc C'cl"~'l oris. l".J 'A. V..L . .L.':;? s:'lgn:!..:ficahviy termed as {solution'. These

equations play an important role in several branC;hes of physics,

of late, The statistical properties of such equations have

attracted Lot s of attei1.t:Lon. It has already been found that

~l;here generally exit discrete as well as continuousmmodes of

f Luc t.uat.Lcris around such soli tons. The purpose of the present

paper is to suggest a stochastic approach to study the inter-

. action of one sucp !soliton! with thp fluctuations around it.

Usually the soliton that are found are all reflectionless;

a property vhdch stems from th.e fact that the technique· of

* Paper pl'esented by A" Roy Chowdhury
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.
inverse scattering works best for such potentials. Recently
Trullinger et al obtained the solllt~n':solutionof the equation.

'fet ---c.~cfxt<-t:W:O¢'I-O S~h¢=O -Q-)
and termed it as fDouble 0uadratic Solitonf. it is -interesting
to notice, that this soliton is non-reflectionless. Such an
intriguing departure' fyom the usual property inspired us to
envisage the following physical picture :- The soliton being
non reflectionless when collides with one of the exitons, it
gets a back Kick and collides wi th another and so on thus a "'-'
perfectly random performing a perfectly random motion - A
:Brownian one in true sense. We here evaluate the phase shift
and time lag due to such random collisions and shownthat these
can be used to evaluate the random component of the velocity
and diffusion constant of th~- process. At this point it may
be wor-t h Mentioning that so f'a r there have -been no use- of the
phase shifts due to 'the collision between the soliton and the
continuous spectrumo

A travelling soliton solution of equation (1) 1s

with-rest energy Esol

Th~ fluctuations around the'soliton are obtained by setting
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which yields

-c.~)

W'here

Let us now construct a wave packet of such exi tons by a

Gaussion super positon given as ~
f2 S --;1~ K:-Kfj) .A- wb

YL:::.. DIt:2) , d t: --Q '--e :S'k- (?C~

_ ,iL ,s-n - /" '2 C1<- r-8):J.v /, P." I..U 0'[ J f:::J:-, -~I '-J" , .7)
-7 Ie:. q , Ovk."..-Q --;:=;.Q - ~ -Cy

, 0", Vr.z.-'17 - .,... ~fo ' "
The expression of ~ for K 7<:;.7<:.<:'0 andk?o" X-ro,.

are given respectively by
. ,'( _f'r'2-(I&·((.g)~ ,'IuJb. G' ( ;'tkx..--t~)-~(K/('+~~'Jc. -;:. bf:::Q ".) elk -e _ ~ zz:' ~ ..Q- 2--r.Q~)

,CJ b-n J ,=rd '2-~~ ' -;

>'L:= }j~dSol k'«->: 81 (;) CkX- -~) -;.. (k?-- -~C)\\)
" '~_ 7---, -I-Y- 2..)~

, \r'VTI J J -fcJl--F-?' - \.'8')

Or, writing together 1!le can recast 'YL("~b) in the f()llowing

way ;



~~

,h -+ (~I t/ --
h_ (-;AI b) 'z:

J<",x'P ( A. t: A., -t ~vJb )

ex'"P C -J.../C::L r;I-~uJf7)
~O)

~here we have denoted the grouo amplitude by Bkg and group
velocity by vkg• For large negative time the wave packet
is situated for left of the soliton and is moving with group
velocity Vkg given by

''d- w '2-
Vkca- =- --. k J -:::. Co Kca - .~ »»

-'d k . r- :::k&- 'J w;- -I-C~
where wk is obtained through dispersion relation

The situation can be expressed mathemati,cally as

I -

j".
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~ jC/C?/x--UJ8~) Jf ~ jt -~- o= 'rL C?\., -> :::Y..e R)<. f'L- ( ?--~ )2 -(13)

where ~ \b ~ -= '?C Vt..~t

But for a symptiotd c positive time the exiton packet croSses
the soliton, goes to far right and gets shifted due to its

with ~ \\..b)J

~, \b~ ::::
..J I '-

~ \~)'3,.-:

Equation ( ) represents the reflected component due
to the non-reflectionless ch~0acter of the soliton.

Some comments may be made here regarding the net
effect of these random impulses on the soliton itself. The
posi t6n:,of the soliton is shifted in the opposite direction
through an amount.

::WSo.Q ~ ,- " 6- pCu:J.< b j:;>cu:k - ~ I 6~
E s :eEpack and Esol repres~nt energies of the wave packet and the

soliton. One can now make a Lorentz type transformation to
Laboratory frame for a soliton moving with velocity V and
obtain:
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6(J-/(9-) =- TI_~-'{ d..-(!- -l9-vw,,~-+e<>'2..1}
OJV'vcL V r _~r:l- .

Y~)1.5L-) - - E pQCk-----.
~ SojL

6Ck:L9-')
. /

Stochastic Approach -
The above picture depicts clearly the Brownian

motion of soliton through an ensembele of exitons. In
course of its motion the soliton gets shifted the shift
depending on the energy of'the colliding particles and
is purely a random quantity_ In between two collisions
the soliton moves with a canonial velocity V which may
be represented by a Langivin type equation

The stochastic interaction leads to an effective
velocity W for the soliton

\N ~ <~>
Like. many other cases we assume the probability of such
colli sons to the Gaussian, mathem~tic~lly expressed as,< (1.))\b) ct?J\.b» ::: gu'J)oI b -t-~cl2J>2.
The shift at different times are uncorrelated.
COIDRutation of t and D:-

_ i _, .

The classical energy of the wave packet is given
by Eg = IBkg J ':t.

~. '<,

. ~
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So the thermodynamic probab~lity of such an
wave packet is

I. -(~E: kq-J2J '0
Z

where -:Z stands for

-
E6Y'hCK)-=

» In (k) is

a:veraging over ~ we have to sum up all wave numbers
L J--' ·.,;.ctk b h-1 Lk)?-"Tr .

the number of modes K which collide

.After

where
per unit timet; with the moving soliton. !fIle . can then
calculate thE:!'effective velocity W from .

binU) = I VV~'y.J.lj)6 ' - (2-4)

and the following formulae for E and D in a self consistant
fashio~ In our following f ormuLae 1N'e have replaced the
summation of different modes (K) by the integral formulae

~' JeCk / 'w-V ):.fj) f c«: - C~~)
for any f~ction f (K).· The expression for E and Dreads

i
ddCk..J~)
-o/.fc

-- (-»OJ
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'D z; ,1'2-'2- fdko(vV - ~ 'l-k~'1-~\LoIJU;~ '2

~ 11 - cr \I \}.),-tC.-o f<.3' cL):.· J
which can be crealuated by qua8rature,

where cS (k .,>t.:T") is given by Bqu:a~ton C J 'I:> --

In our aho~ analysis we have tried to vi:!lua-
lize the soliton exiton interaction 8.Sa stoehastic system.
The non reflection-less char8.cter of the particular soliton
(the double quadratic Kink) seems to be necessary for depic-
ting the multiple collison process.

1
Ji
i
I
I

I

f

~

Discussion:-

/

. .
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COMPLEX- TIME PROCEDURE IN

TRANSPO~LT THEORY

. R.B. Pr-abhu
Centre of Post Graduate Instruction and Research University of

Bombay, PANAJI,Goa (Haharashtraj

+*+*+

Intro duction.

The eval.uatdon of transport coefficients in statistical

mechanics leads to the protal.em of obtaining the particle - hole

correlation function. The transport coefficient itself is given

by th-e retarded 'part of thi s correlation function whien has no

.diagram represent§,tion" There are then two ways to calculate

the transport coefficients. One c,anuse the equation of motion

method as in the case of the Hubbard model of the narrow band

solids. A.ltexnatively one can use the Natsubara technique to 'eva-

luate the correlation function for imaginary fre'quencies §.ndthen

make an analytic corrtd.nuat.Lcn in the upper half plane to obtain

the retarded correlation function. This procedure is quite com-

plicated and when another transport coefficient is to be evaluated

or the Hamiltonian is changed one has to start the procedure of

~alytic continuation afresh. In order to get around this

, difficulty and provide a unified procedure to evaluate the trans~ <;

port coeffi~ients we employ the co~x-time procedure which was

first systematically studied for equilibrium processes by Mills.

(1). In this paper we consider the eValuation of dynamic electri-

, .,

cal conducti vi ty.
I

Wedevelop the dlagramaazdc perturbation theory

Appeared in the proceedings of the Conference on tprobability,
Stochastic Process and Appli,-,ations' at oo taaamund, Aug.24-27081.
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for the electrical conductivity and obtain the linked eluster ex-

pansion each term of which is a/unction of real e~ergy, and so

can be evaluat~d easily.
,

2. THEKUBO FORMALISM

The essence of the method lies in letting the tj.me vari-

able to be a complexentity 1:(we reserve t for real values of

'tj. The crea'tion and annihilation operator's and various functions

like propagator s, correlation functions etc" can be extended to

complexvalues of the time argument provided care is taken to

avoid divergent expressions.

The equation for the density matrix can be written as

-df' It J'
"G ~ -=- L-(H +H ;),}.f (1)

where H is the unperturbed Hamiltonian and HI denotes the in-

teraction with the external f~eld

where

Weput ,JC\,)-

where Po is the density matrix for the Hami+tonian H. Then the

complex time evolution operator satisfies t~e equation.

----_.__ . --_._--------- --- --- ---_._---- ---- •

"

.,-
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'" [ C;t -t-H,) VC'f')]
-) H"'(' "-e, SCr} Then

(3)

Let

-i -;;;5C-c) ~ Hle -r > S C ~ ) (4)

0- -r: i t~""(" - i 1+"("
where H / ( ~) -:::-e '(-/ -e is in the interaction representa-, t I '

tion defined byH.

The first order in HI

$CG') - 1-ifH(C(')cL~(
I

C
(5)

where the integration is along a contour C, at present arbitrary,

in the complextime plane. The expectation value of any operator
/\o is ' , ,-x .(-1.,H"t' ' T A. H't ~lT-r ( f 0 ) ~TyL.- -e' SJ'oS J2J OJ

~1=r[ SfoS-rd(~~ ," ,
-=:; ~[:fJk\?J-ifch:;' -r;.: [[H'(-r'),s.;] dcr}(6)

C '

The first .torm is the expectation value in the absence of the

external field and is zero. Using (~ we obtain for the expecta-

tion value of the current operator
~ 2-_/< J ( X/"(' ) > =-~'r;:: A ( ~.>"'C )

+ifd -r 'Jct3x,1-r;.[f;,[-1(x/-C),3/(x-~-CJAcf$
C
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"

Bxpr-e ssd on (8) above can be written in alte'rnativefrom as

.: 3C't ,c»= - N£'A("(,-c)+ 1,.Q"- <C"" 5' oI\(l:+1)(t~:0
/ 'Q'r\".J - ~ '21- 2-

~'2- k-k I C
-t' " ,

X«T(OvL-\~) Ct, o(\") ~.ar_1Crf()CC' (~0')">A-)(<t '<"?
~ C. r- ,k ~b ~ k~~ f/ ' ,I

, (~

•.·,here Tc orders ~the times along the, directed centour C. The

Sl~S over states implies in the definition of the correlation
I

" ,

function lust convergeo This uts some restr~ction on the form of

the contour C as w;a shall no w seeo By making the substitution

+be~.>k, ,\:) -==Ql~fLt+C(, l'\") we l.,rrite the correlation function,
K as

If we introduce a contour-dependent function e c( 1: 1:1) defined

for 1:,1:1 on C such t.hat it is equal to 1if 1: follows 1;7 on

1: follows 'Ct on C and 0 if it proceds then we can write

r .
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I

i< C't }:,f::.! '1'/[' /) = GtC't'1") f::t<if,k. ~\?'('I )
, r -,+ [) ("T'T) K (Q k.kiT' 'l't) ,c: . t,~ / J )

W~~ k+c 'i'Kki1"f'!) '-=C bC~ k'T)b (~f:.I'r 0>
k,-(Yo.JJ;/::/rt)['1? z: Ch( ~ ;CfT' ( ) bCb K T~> C 10)

\

, ".
wri ti ng expli ci tly ,

I + (I') [ _.f3H 1.r··VCJ ') --LH &_'7.,1)K Cq;, K-K rr;T) ;;-:;;7;.-,~ J6 bC~~ ~ I \ ~

\' ---- , I' ) - (., /-f 'f' ], . . ' X b cc(, /:. / --e
'I -1, S (<<'-'t'+Zf) , -2E;J-r----c-)

~ ~~~ 'r: .•. <:t"-!Mr,K.'jJJ>)(.. <:'-;ltft0/~ll)
wher-e we have used the cyclic pr'oper.by of the trace and. expanded

, ' '. , . .. . "

.t.n terms of the. eigenstates of H labelled by f< ' )..J. w~ se-ethat
I , -

the sum in C 11),' abovl. conver-ges pr-ov Lded

. '-:~.:s-r~(>(--~0~0

arid then· 1(+1 is a lunction Of' 1: ••.. 1:1 and ~alytiC in this stI'ip.
I' , ~. -" _, '

_Ex~ctly simil~rly we-can prove' that 1< (~./::./c./('('')iS a function

of 1: - 1;t and is analytic in the stripo

'.
I 0 ~ Lm C 1; - tl) ~ i3 ~

The Domain of/analyticity of K(q, K,K~ 1:7-t') which is a function

, of '1: - t' is then given bY-f3 < 1m (1; T 1:1) ~ 0 if '{;t,-.........: ' ,-
" ,prec.eds 1= . along C and by' 0~ ImC 1: - ~f) .:;; 13 if 1:

- .\
preceds 1:

'
along G. - ,

,I
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I t follows inunediately from the exp re saf on (11) for K+

and similar one for K- that

and therefore

K itself satisfies the periodicity condition

K('t - 'tT) ~ - K('t - 't' - if:£) ; !m('t - 1;1) > o.

These considerations imply that the contour, C runs from

some arbitrary 'to to 'to - i/3 and must have non-Lncr-easf.ng

imaginary parts. That is C descends rrono-tonoca.Ll.y fro.m'to to

'to - i/3. With this restriction on the contour the analyticity

of K in the strip ." « Im('t - 1;') s: 13 implies that the inte-
~' ".

gral in (9) is independent of the contour. Figure 1 (aJ, shows

the allowed contour while (b) shows a contour which cannot be

The evluation of transport coeffic~ents requires real-

energy th80ry. This is obtair~d from a: real-time theory ,by taking

conventional Fourier transforms. Weobtain the real-time theory

by distorting the contour C to include the real axis only. ,In

I
;,
,

allowed.

figure 2 we showhow thi s is done. The initial point 1; iso
allowed to approach - 00 (Im 'to = 0) and the contour runs along

the real axis to t = + co, back to t= 1.:0 and fina+J.y downto

C+ • G - and Co respectively. The corresponding values of

J( q, 'ti) and A(q, 'ti) in equation (9) are denoted by three components

vectors J( q, 1.:i) and A(q, 1.:i) where 'ti denotes 1J. on G+l'onC_.
./'2-

on Co' similarly K(q,K,K',4"C'-'t') can be represented by
.-

matrix K(q,K,Kl, 1:i - 'tj}. Wenotice however-that both

and 't3

a 3 x 3

'to - ij3. These three branches of the contour C are denoted by
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I
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I
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I
11

')
~7;
. 'i
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I J('1,'3)/ and IA('1,'3) I tend to zero as 'to -? - 00 and we

really have a two-componentreal-time' theory 1.r.i. th i, j taking the

values 1, 2. Since the time on the return branch C- is later than

the time on the first! branch C+ the matrix !S.j becomesby

defini tion

(13)
r-»

_1< C

- i~( T C hlb) blb) ))»where

,+
- c.-K

K C C Ie -·6 t)
is the mrnrl casual function .

\

is the anticasual function

and

The passage to the real-time theory thus couples the four
c .rvc tfunctions K K ,K so that they must always be treated to-

I gether. They are not however independent as we shall see shortly

but satisfy certain relations amongthemselves.
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where the integration is OVt;':,: the approprLaue primed variable in

the matrix pro duct s; It proves convinient to define a matrix

kC -' ik-
I< - (15)- , + rvc,

- 'l-k. jC
. .

which is obtained by reversing the signs of the elements of the

second column of the matrix k: 0 This takes care of the reversal

of the sign in the integration over t'- on the return branch
1

C- which is needed to change the 1;1 - variable to t+ var t abl.e,

Nowthe following relations can be verified from the definitions
ire r-- - -..Ie .. +' y
f'\ - '1, Ie --:::. /C - 7..- K -=- K

whereje ""L«.o> ~- G(f:;) [1< +a-i;l) + j:. -0>-1::;2]
(16)

is the retarded runcta on,

Then using (15) and' (16) the equation (14) can be, written

as

..,
Finally taking the temporal Fourier transform of (17) we obtain

the familiar expression , .

S ( q,/(JJ) ~-- ~ '2-A-:~J w) - ~ 'l-~~I<:+~)( IC ~ ~»(
'ik C ~r:)q oJ) ,A( ~uJ) (17')

I

1
i
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for the durrent densi tyand hence also the expression 'forthe

dynamicaJ."electrical conductavf, ty

3. The Perturbation Formalism.

What has been achieved may be made clear now the retarded
~', ~, ,

f'unctrl.cn f::- (t. k.1 ~ ; W..J cannot be expanded as a perturbation,

series .and hence has no diagrammatic repr-eserrtat Lon, Howeveras

we shall now see the matrix correlation function defined by (15)

does h~ve the standard perturbation expansion. Notice that the

real'-time Grix arose \from.the complex time correlation function

l< '\.,.b K..' cz,; -r:~ ') defined by (10) after specializing the

cont5Ur C to include the real axis. Nowthe function', .

k (t)cl<t,.; ~_ 1('1) being ta8 statd std cal, expectatio,n value of

t~eTc ordered, product of creation and annihtlation operators,
..

has the, standard perturbation expansion

'ken ;,v I; tf' ,-nl) -.:. (' : ")~ <<?:\~~)h(d"f _..- ~-Jokr X, ' , ~ "-1--/ , - ( - - ~/ -- ~ n I J {; I ' r..
/ ' , ' ~ )"'·-:=.0 ·c C, ,a,

,X <r. c ({ , T ~(c: H CTr ) H (1'z.,) - - - -f-!tTJ-,)l::(e) 1\~
where' ;c- _ -~CH -jA N) . ::z:::: -€.." (3 (Hi) -;4 AI) (19)- -e ,/ 0
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The contour C in each integration is monotonically descending from

an arbitrary initial poiht 1; to 'Co- if3 but otherwise arbi-o.
trary. This eXpansion can be derived in a manner entirely ana-

./

logous to that in the ground state ttieory, A. modified form of .

Wick's theorem holds which states that the statistical expectation v

value of the Tc product of non-interacting fermion operators can

be expressed as a sum of the products of pairs of operators, the

sum running over all possible painings.J.. graphical representation·

can be given to each term, and ? prescription can be given for
. . ,

the evaluation of any given graph. However, ve cannot take Fourier

~ransform with respect to real energy variable and the e?ansiOn

therefore is of no utili ~y in the evaluation of the ~:ransport co-

efficient namely electrical conducti vi ty. .

,
t

,.

If we replace the integrations over C.in (19) by those over

the real axi s portions C1 an.. C2 and Lnc.Ludea summation over

the matrix index taking the values I and 2 Weobtain .the expansion

of the matrix correlation function K (~/IC~ t-t:). In 1tick1 s

(

theorem a Tc-ordered product of a pair of operators is now re-

placed by a matrix SC)C' '\/ /;-t I) whose elements are given by

/ r-C (
\./16 'L en

o

. r

- -ir~+vfo

f
f
I
I
I

. -{
,.

~ f
f:
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The matrix elements are the unperturbed
single-particle propagators.

Thus each internal line in a Feynman diagram is to, 1:;,~ asso-
ciated vd th a matz-Lx, .The time variable as sociated with a vertex
can lie either on C1 or C2• In order to compensate for the
change in direction of integration over C2· our prescription must
include a factor (Ji = ±1 for i = 1,2, respectively at each vertex.
This. assures that all the time variables go,from - co to + CD

and facilitates the .taking of Fourier transforms.

(1)

The prescription for the evaluation of any diagram contribut-
·K'C~ t.)c ': (;-tt) may now 'be spelled out: ,

For'each internal line of momentum q .and going from t. to~

assign a factorf'. C Q ~ i - &,)J 0 -i j .&/ "b'"1 a
assign fac·tor ~7T" V (Ji and sum over the

ing to

( 2)

t.
J

For each vertex
ma trix index --i

(3) Multiply by an overall f;;.8tor(-1) L where L is the number•.•..
of closed I09Ps. Finally integrate over all the internal
momenta and time varf.abl.e s, Rules for evaluation of a diagram

" .in'the energy-momentum representation can be derived in a
I

manner entirely ana~ogous to the usual ground-state theory
by taking Fourier transforms of the two-time functions.
Quite generally for any m.,atrix F,

co

SF .. ( q, t)eirot
~J

-co,
dt •F .. (q,ro) =

~J
"
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The rules now are :

( 1)
I

For each internal line of mornerrtumof and energy as a factor
--

( 2)

S r r: (q w:>o "l ~ .J

For each vertex a factor 5-~unction expressingi21T V a-i , a

energy conservation and summationover the matrix index i.

(3) An overall factor (_1)1 where L is the number of closed

loops. . /

(4) Finally integrate over all thE;¥'internal energy and momerrtum

variables.

As the matter stands there rules are not useful for the eva-

•..

,:
. luation of the electrical conductivity since by the relation (18) '~"'/,f':,

- a-( q,ro) is related to }:'e,tt.. 'J;: ( w ) which is not an element

of the matrix t:: • Wetherefore perform a unitary transforma-

(J2.is thetion on '/<
I

introduced by .-2- ( 1-+ ic.>':Z.) wher-e.-.Fi-
seccnd Pauli matrix

o ' i

t
Then

In deriving the above equation we have used the relations. "

•

,
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( 21)

which follow from the definitions of these functions. The same

transformation applied to the single-particle paopagator matrix

CZf ~c: leads to the transformed matrix

'lg rV (8
o
a.., (J)

g01-;} -:::- . Fo' S:. ~22)

where Fo:::·~ C 9
0
-- 9;)

IV
The diagram rules for K are the same as those for K except that

~30 is replaced by q . Then the contribution to CT( q,ro) can
I-"

be evaluated from the element K • In fact the perturba-
2'"2-

tion expansion of er( q,ro) can be written explicite1y as the sum

over linked diagrams (the unlinked parts cancel the term ~ in
~

(19) exactly as in the ground state theory). Symbolically we write

[

'. ';2.. • I
C) (t{ W:) -::::.- ~N-e -t- 7.--e ~ (t -r~ )Gt -f~ ) X

" 7n w -rr.~ k.):' P ':2/

. L'2- .

1
s: (-I) ,2: .rTrd...k~(IT JW'r.7T :i<r.:;, V()<.I k.•..))\

in bed 'l, ~J'- j ~ -L ?off

6 ()::I /c.) if o», (jJ -,r) ( 1J ct( k-TvVIf))?-~ ( 22)
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r-V

where V So C k l)L-V"6)

6~;ks)

c.~notes matrix product and cSCk .: k)
. -~ ~. .

o-functions for the conservation ofdenote the

momenta and energies at the ver ta ces, A.s an example of the Feynman

diagram rules we write the contribution of the second-order diagram

in fi gure (3) to 0-( q,c.o) as:

We have succeeded in, 0btaining perturbation expansion for

the dynamical conductivity in which each term is a function of

real energy and hence easy to evaLuat.e, Usually one has to sum

an infinite subset of di.agr ams, It is nesessary then to consider

the Bethe-Salpeter equation for the vertex f1lllction which is a

matrix equation in this caseo .It turns out that in most cases

of interest (where translation invariance holds) the matrix equa-

tion ,is easily handeled by writing the matrix correlation f1lllction

and propagator in terms of their retarded and advanced parts mul-

tiplied by matrices which have the properties~ projection opera-

tors. Solving the matrix integral equations then becomes an easy

job. These and other developments will be reported elsewhere.

References: i) R.L.Mills, Propagators for Many-Particle Systems
Gardon and Breach Science Publishers (New Ymrk) 1969.
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( a) ( b)

Figure 1 : Fo~ of the contous C,
Not allowed (b)

r1' \ C+ '1-0=~~--~----~)~.~------~---------=~
<:::

allowed (a)

c

Fign.re 2: Distorted contour C.
\<1

~\+ 'l, (o.-~
W -tw/z

'7-- d __ --

~ is taken to - roo

\

t Figure 3: Second order diagram contri buting to CI(q,c.o)
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THIRD ORDER MA.RKOVIAN QUEUE WrTH CORREIATED INTERARRtvAL

TIME DISTRIBUTIONS AND BATCH ARRIVALS

f
by ...

···K. PARKASH a
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DGlit..V. College,

AmbaLa City (INDIA )
t
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ABSTRAGr

·a

This paper studies' the transient.'and' steady·stat~ behaviour x
in continuous time of a single'server, first come-first served

'I
queueing system wherein (i) the arrivals (in batches ,of

distributed size) and departures (one by one) can occur only at

tlte transition marks randomly distributed on the time "taxis, til

a

{ii)an interarrival time distribution depends on the lengths

(in terms.)f the transitiopmarks occurring'during the inter-

\
"', '{

-, .~

'\

i

i

arrival times, (iii) succEssive service times are independent (
\

an arriving \;
\The r
l
\
t

rn

and identically distributed random variabl<;sand (iv~ p

customer mayor may not depart at the same time mark.

baplaGe tsz anaf crm (L.T. 1 of the probability generating furc t.Lon i

(P.G. F.) of the queue length,in steady state is derived. n

t1=an queue lEmgth is determined in the case when an arriving

I'
,t

( o

customer cannot depart at the same time mark. .' s

a

a
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INTRCDUcrION

continuous/discrete time correlated queueing problems
have been studied by Aggarwal (1965)" Chaudhari (1965) I'

Murari (1972, 79), Sharma (1975/78)~ etc. in which the
arrivals --and/or departures can occur only at imaginary
transition marks fixed on the time axis or with inter-
transition times as random variables either exponentially
distributed or having general distribution. In 'all these
problems, though the arrivals and/or departures are correlated
at two successive transition marks, yet the interarrival times
X [If the succe'~sive customers arrive at the instants

m

T2, • • ••• , then the interarrival times are X = T 1m m+

are independent and identically distributed random variables.
Mura:.ciand Parkash (1981) study a queueing system in which
interarrival time distributions are neither independent not
identical. They show that the arrival at a random transition
mark depend upon the number of consecutive arrivals at the
previous two time marks.

Now" we are going to study a more general queueing system.
in which not only the interarrival time distribut.ions are
neither,independent nor identical, but also (i) the arrivals
occur in batches of distributed size, as arrivals in batches
seem to be rnoze realistic than arrIva l.soccurring one by one

, .
and, (ii) the interarrival time distributions (after the third
arrival) depend uponfue number of transition marks occurring
during uhe preceeding two interarrival times4 We assume that
the system starts with no arrival and there is no customer
in the system. Time is measured from this instant.
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Let Co fo)~· b., t2..,..... denote the transition marks randomly
distributed on the time axis such that

Probe ('ej ~t ) -:..1 - e- u)i:, (t iI 0)) (OJ., 0) ~ \ j. -.:I, 2..S) (l) an

CUstomers arrive and depart only at the tranSition marks tj •

Arrivals at a transition mark occur in batches of distributed
wh

is
si~. Sc is the probability that an arriving batch consists of
K customers such that,

0'3:1C)( ':.. \
'K :.,

Departures at a transition mark occur one by one. The probabili-

sue

aez

ties ef an arrival at a transition mark tj are gOVerned by
the following t.P.m. At ~d

J
e ~'

0 fto 10
I . PI '1.Length of LBbR just

before tj 1 P2. ' 't!l.
7/ 3 \'~ 'ts )

(2 )

wot

fo]

see

r'ur

fre

FbJ

Here, B stanos for a batch arrival and .D' for· no batch arrival.
LEAR stands for the latest batch arrival run. If just before a

ba1

COI

transition mark system is empty and a batch arrives If

at tj I then of
we

\ tht
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Prob, (a oeparture at tj) = p

and Prob. (no departure at t6) = q"

.where p + q = 1. When the number of customers in the system .
is .~ o. then the probabilities of departure and no

and b respectively,departure atl~'atransition mark tj are a

such a + b = 1"- The queue discipline is first come , first
served.

In thtsqueueing system,. the arrivals at a transition mark
depend upon the length of the latest batch arrival run (LaAR)
woth maximUm effective length three. This is explained as
follows:

A batch arrival run of length r ·means aninterrupted
sequence of exactly r batches arrivals. A first batch arrival
run of length r is uniquely defined and we start counting
from scratch each time a run is followed by no batch arrival.
For example,. if B stands for a batch arrival and BI for no
batch arrival, then the finite sequence BB1B': BBBBJ BtB' JBBB

contains the latest batch arrival run (LEAR) of length three.
If a sequence is of the type BBl B' : BBB;: BIB' ,.LEAR is
ofilength zero..·. Bdt,. by .I.tBARC'withnJbcUurrruJ'ffect:~~e::le~threB:
we moan that the probability of a batch arrival is same when
the length of LBAR is of length three or greater than three.
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This means that if the length of LEAR is zeri, then the

probability of a batch arrival is Po ; if the length of

LEAR is two, then the probability' of a batch arrival is P21

if the lengt.h of LBAR is three or greater than three than the

ThE

anc

probability of a batch arrival is p~ Tl":isis also cLeer

. 'from the t. p. m, (2) 0

Now, we show that the interarrival time distributions

(after the third arrival) depend upon the number of

transition marks.ocGurring during the preceeding two in

interarrival times ..

Let T be the arrival instant of the mth batch
m

( 'YY\ -:. t.2.. • • •• and 10 ":..0). Then v,.,.,.;. _ ..,.. _ or denotes
• A ••,- \-vn ''T)'''I-\

.the interarrival time between, the mth and (m-l)th batch

.arrivals. Let -R, l)('l'f))~enotethe number of transition marks

cccur r tn.: during the mth i!1'~erarrival time: )(~ (-- (T""Tn-l,;T 1'1')J).
To find the distribution of Xl ~ we imagine that the

length"of LBAR just be f or'e t ,is
0'

zero. Then the probability so:

\' and .the,.

K-'
,~o 'rD 'l.(K-:::l,.l,.3,.:-_)

.o . d· <P J"\~ V .r . .'T '-I ( ,,;:'~v
0<:)

Z

If
distribution of fv (X 1) is

is ,'.'. ' Th
r,
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The distribution ofh (x2 ) is given by

Prob[1\, (X 2.) -=.. kJ -:: fl~I>K+<tt9.:-~l) (\.-rl'\<) ) KI/ f (4)

and the. p, de :f. of X2 is

("'", ••. is Kronecker delta.<3' l., "
f6.

tj +JH'
. ~. t-,

_,'T2.... T0

To find the distribution coincide with

some t
j
_l fO,r ~.om~g:.

·'.:r'

coincide with

1, then there. is no batch arrival at. . ,

tj+)_2 and., length of is' one.justIBAR after

Therefore,.

PrOb.[~l'J(.3) ,,1<.\ ~lX.)"7 .0 -:: PI S"',K + ,,\;,'l.~-~b (1- s, x)
, ~ ~

(5 )

i
I

I
(
i,
\
I

I
i

(6) !

\
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coincides with
\

\
i

(
1 I

h (X )
1

implies that there is no batch arrival'/ 1

at t
j
_

2
and the lepgth of !.BAR just after tj is two.

Thusl

Prob.[ ~ t)G :3) z, k. \ ~ lX 2.) -;..\ l2v-n J. 1\.l Xl) 7 D
p.t ~) ~ -t 't 2.9.~-1- poL \ - ~ I , K)' (k 7, t) ,

h (Xl) = I implies that tj_2 coincides with tl") and

therefore, by our a-ssurnptions, the length of LEAR just

after tj is, again, two

Prob. [~()( 3) c:. K \ t eX 2.) '" \ ,o.rn d.. f..l '>II) ~ lJ

- p~t'~K -+ \2.4.~-2.'~D(\--al."\()' Q:71\)

C6Inbiniagthe above two results,

prob.[ -h L)C 3) -:: k \ --RlX 1-) ~ I]
K-'L

-:.r~rl'l.<.-\'G2-l"D p~(\-b,,\<) )
(7) l

I
From (6) and (7) , it follows that the p. d. f. of X:;, \ tl)lt~)1 \U \

- \
\

{
I

I
t

I

I
I
f
[.

~

an:

Fo

If

\
i If

is
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and the p. d. f. of X3 \ h (X2) = 1 is

(9 )

For m r 3" . let T( m-1 coincide with some

If h (Xm_l) 7 1" then there is no batch arrival at

tj_2 and therefore,.

prob.[~l'l'm) ~ K \ -t (Xm-1) I Q
. lC- {,
-=- V\f"K + 't, ~o ~~ (l-cl\~\<)., \\<7/\)

(?J (?' (3 ~ (10)
- ,

t:j_~ bJ-2 tj_,
I Q t

I "rf\-3 'T"m-l Ttyn,1 Trom

If h (Xm_1) = 1, then h(Xm~2) 7 1 implies that there

is no batch arrival at t. 3 and th~ length of LEAR
J-
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just after tj_1 is two.

(11)

h OCrn_2) = 1 implies that T 3·m-
-coincides withtj_3

and the length of l8AR just after
is three or more

than three.

for m 7 3,

OCV

< V

(\( =-1

and the cond

for m '73 I

o<-l

~ w(w'
\(::1 C!-I)

Thust the p;

transitL.>n

(12) interarri va1

By the theox:yof conditional prooability, the conditional

p.d.f. of Xm\hOCm_l))\l" for m 731 is

Unlik
successive c

independentl

each with p.

The p.a
service fac

c
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)-~Q I
I
I

I

I

!
I

(12)

nal

)Cm_2)

(It,
I,

7!
I

_..!.o~117.

"
for m 7 31' is

I
/
I

\
for m '73 j. is

\( ::.1
(15)

Thus,. the p.d. f. of Xm (for m"7 3) depends upon the number of

t.rans LtL..>n marks occurring during the proceeding two

interarrival times.
'.

Unlike the interarrival ·:.~.mesl'the service times' of

successive customers arriving at a busy service facility are

independently and identically distributed ra..ndomvariable~
,/~

each with p. d. f •.

The p.d.f. of servicetimev~f a customer arriving at an idle

service facility is

___ --li . ~_.__~__._._.....__.._..__~ _
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where ["(h) in Dirac de1ta function.

DEFINITIONS:

P (t)o,n

/

~-~.-~ ---"-=-~-""",--"""= ~,,--. :

the probability that at time t~ there are n
customers in the system and LBAR just after tj
(the latest transition mark before t) is of
length zero,

-- the probability that at time t" there are n
customers in the system and LBAR just after tj

'.is'of length one.

the.probability that at time t" there are n
customers in the system and LEAR just after tj

is (f llcqgtritwo.

the probability that at time t, there are n
customers in the system andLBAR just after tj

is of length three or greater than three.

--. the probability that at time t, there are n
customers in the oysterr..

;-

.-". t
!

/
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Here, by a .batch arrival means an arrival of a batch of any
size not equal tozerq.

TIME DEPENDENl' SOLUT10N

Equations describong the system are:

. (17)

(18 )

~ R,1 \ r) -+ ().)PI,> \ H::) ~'VJ [0... C) po Po, \ \ b) -t ~e\ "0 ?"" 0·' 1:-) +

? e.2 ? 0 V 0, 0 \ t8, ~~I)
cl . .. .
dI Y'1,Tl\t-) + W Pt,nU::)-:: we "("'r)Vo~o,o\+)-t- f e.n·~,?1J fo,~l'=)

'1"1-\ 'V)

+ '0 ~ ~L ~\) Po)Y1-, rt)+Cl-~~eL. yo ?o.-n-C+,0)\r-n7f2)
, t,.,\ L':.! (20)

(19 )

.(21)

i
I

I
I

f 1t (/:1,1 \+);tw 1'2,\\-t)"W[ClC\~, I'""t-) + '1-<:, ~II'I,o (+) +
~ <: 2 V ) ~ I, u ~.t.)] Crn -::.».

(22 )

,
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:- INI

d~\-\,'f> It) -\-w ~~""I-\;-) "': '\.1) ['\. <:,,,, \>' v., It)+\' <:'11+1 \', I'',Q \\-)
.-I .' • I, .J. : '~','

'<"1_\ ' _., ' -i"I . ' .. ...' .... -,

+ b!.c;' ?, f I ,11- \. \ -\:) 4Av L, c..;; .\>,1> ',11 X+i t \:2] (~"7,2-) .
~~I L~ , ' Def

(23)

~ V\,o II: ).+' Ii) \\,0(10) eo wf c,Ci' d~,o \ t:-)t~:!>P~,.n->],~."0')
(24)

.
fA: (>~, II l-) -t "" h" \t) es, w la.~,f"-I"2." l\-)-t-1I <-I V?. h, ot Ie)

+ 'p Cl- ~ ~ V?,0\ t-H o; e.,'1'3I'~>' \ t-H 1.,e., \>31'5 A\-) +pt.l f1>P3 ,.~ .
, C~-;) (25)

lap

"0";'\ ~
+' pl: ("i.-? 2. p~ ~n-Ll t-) +Ov .p~~ c..L_ e2.,)""':~ -t.\ ( -t) +

L. ~ ,- ,.~. .,.
. l/I '1)-\

'1'>r"'f~Q~olt-)+ t tn-f\ ~?> P~.o(t ) +-\0 ~3 ~ c~ ~3t"Yi-~ ~-t-)+
~. l~

IV 'Y~~ ~~ \':; t"f) -L -t , \1:: ~ r 'Y'I7( <l.\
L~ 7 ~ "/

and

use
(26)

~"

I
i
i

\
I

,
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')

(24)

.--i..t: ••

rnrI'JAL CONDrI'IONS :

By the initial' conditions imposed on the system, we have

Define the :;rcb~:bility generating functions ()'. G•.F. ) :

~r~\t, "')~ ~ ot..ty) \/~/n \-\:),
f'() -:;"1:>

QQ

C,(d.} -:::. 2:\I....'nC-n
"n -::: I

I~Q3tO~ !
. ... \ laplace transform (L.T.) of a function f (t). is defined by
(25) !

+-

(26)

and is denoted by r (s )•

Multiplying (16) - (26) by appropriate powers of a, making

use of (28) ,and taking the L.Tts, we have

!
I

f

I.
t
I

(28)

(29)

(30)
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0( [S + \AI] fl {S,",j =: [ (a.+b -0 ~ 0 ts, -0 -\- \ \> -t,\;" - "--I;, ••.)p.,- If:]
~ 6 c,~y W (31)

0( C S-t '"J f'2 \;, ,,) "-t(0..+b 09~' I$,«)+ ( \' + "t, <>( - ","-'0 ",WI,.' tS"J
VI CG-)" W (32)

0\ [s+wj r~ l$,-,) " [~+b""-) \ y:lV. (S; ••.) 1- \,3V3 \ S ,~8
- + (" ...•.'1" - ,,-\:,.I.)lT~9s..o Is) -+ ?:>-h,. IS,] C\:~)'w

(33 )

Taking the L.TIs of (18) I (21) and (24) I' and .on solving,

we have

(34

~~. 7...-
W 'f'\:> 0 f\~\ (i (), '" {S)

c:. -+ w)2. .

J !}) O-
w r l'u VIl'2- ~l rOIl> ($)

lS+'W)~ (:-rw- w p \>~c)

(35.

/

writ.

(31.



)
(32 )

tng,.

(33)

(34

(3

. (3

.1 .,.. lZ3

M:l:dng use of (34) _ (36) I equations (30) - (33) can be

wrd.t:::en as:

.-p\){s 10..) d.. - t \t S I ~).

~+ bcV(A,)-
. ftl1ols)

~ lo() p:,~i\~).'o o •...---y, C~t) ~lS\~) 0 PL(~)~ --!!l.{S . .t.) PQ\o(.s)

0(

- \?2. ~)
[1-.,(51"')

. ~ (S,o{) . r.)( ~'~ 9:'0 l~)
0 - "3C.~)0.. . 0<

o

o

. (37)

'S-+vJ
-{:.\Sl~)~ -., e:-+ bot) c,.J

0...(1': ••)[ t Hw- ""\,\,3 t,)[ "t. \ S-I-w)"-T '\,1 wI'\>. C-,(H w)-\

t
dS

;"') -:... w'L't <L Pt· I',e,'-}t w3 {'\"0 ~ I "ls C~ \':>] . .
\a..+'ool.) (.s-t\V)2. (S-tw -wrl'~c.\)

'f A) ~ \? -t ~ 01. - "v - 'n ~) ~.,( )

where

C!~\N) (a.. + b c0

f.) \.s,~ _ _w_1--!..,,_fJ-...:-~_(::)..!.-y _' p;.....;.2.~c..._~_(_r_+_ct_a(,_-_cv_---,b_oI....:...)_S..:;::...c._(.{_} _

\s-t w)t Sot w - w t \,,3 I:'- \ ') ~ "- + b 0<)
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Solvine the matrix equation (37), we have

_ -~ L (.s \~)
JH,S 1-9 (38)

where

1> (s ,0() " [1':... (s ,"') - \>3 ~) ] [ -R {S ,J,) 1{,IS, -0 C.I. { 1 S,~) -'l:')
-\,oLI~)l

-},.I"l' \<:'1' 'YJ - ~o p, pl 'l~C~))3

, )1 " eN0 (~,J,J co lP, \,2 '1.' d- (-) (¥.() 1- y7- "L~ ~ \ 5 ,J,H!ll S, ,,) -l)
-t'l:>t,2.(S,«) 13IS,0() +C~ IS',()-f~ ~\) [-f i(s,o() tt(S,<)t

'1.~\ 01,) f.. \ S',o(.)+ \", l q ("l • ¥) + l d, \s , .•.Hi \~,J,)J]P."II)
+( -t. \I ,••.) - \':> ~\)t 2 (s,J,) •(0-..:<000 tv
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'1 \") -~. Sjl -1 dl,~)] -+ P''\.2 ~'() ~2(S'~:J+

? 0 't, ~ \ \>"- ~(,,) \-2 \ s , -<) -+ i::lCS, -'.)t. (s ,.v )]. ro,o\ s)

-t- ~" CCo{ ) . -t Is, -0 ({., (s, .t.) - ~ 3 ~) )
(cttbol) w . ~

N.2\S,«) ~G-R\S''') -\>3~) [C",-hIS''')-LO)li,\I'''')t1IS,,)

+ ? \ Sol.') q (cl') ) -r 0 e~~el\.l ~2 ( S IC\) i- ~ \ C-(.,z} V \ (S I -\ ) Y
~ J. ~ . ~ 1 ~

+-\>''f\U\~y' h\~,,z)J (5-;,,01.0
'. 2.. rf:

+ po h (G(~») (t \s, c\) - \?-3~) ').. . . 7

r )\ct. ~ ( <A -r b~) w

1'1.3 t $,,z) ~ [C.l..~ (s,",) - '\.0)[f, \SA (h.. ($ ,.(,') ~:>\ s,,(,) +
r- ~o\) ~.9. \ S,,)) + f \\~co('Y"\>2 d I"'}J _

po 1,1 :?o({( (S ,•.) +3(S,,() -\- h S.(,<) 1.dJ, ,,) ) _
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Hence

--

The only remainin, unknown
by app~ying ROUCHEfS theorem

-ro(o( 5) is to »e detennined

to the denominator D(s/a) in (39).

On the unit circle,. \a' = 1,

\

~CS+w) \
C:--tb~)W

ri\S+vv) -We 0-~bol-)
has a zero inside



-
.' ._.....--- •.\--------

'-.~(j-

li7

-;."

I "'~•

G

,,~ S-+w' (~ \5-fw) . \ C.C.{)
wl«+b ••) W (Mb"z) - "\;-11~. ;;;

inside \0( t = 1.
Agai~

has one zero

I
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Now.,.

\ [

) I \-p31 \ fOlrpOp!1~1 \SCo()\1 '
I 12> \ f·o ? ~- ~ 0 ~ \ 't.L

- l3 \:>0rl ~2..

='\ \"Y' Int:{c::)Y \
;Hence by Houche·f s theorem, the denominator D(s , rJ... ) ha~ one zero

inside \0(,\ = 1. Since R(s I D() is differentiable within

\ oZ \ =,' this ze ro must vm i ah the numerator of (39) 1-

giving rise to the value of Po, 0 ( S ). Hence, R(5, ~) is

completely determined.

STEADYSTATESOLUTION

The steady state solution can be obtained by the well known

property of L.T. vi z;

(40)

'.•
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if the limit on the right exists.

then applyin4jJthe· property (4C) to equat.ion (3~) the s~ atat.e

pro~illty ,~rating :fUnetio!\of the queue len¢h is. given by
:: I~, . ";,

(41)
J

:DCo()::: ~ 1- [ 0( - (CH b-0 <t~ [ 0( - p.3 ('" 1- b o() c (.z~Jt
? 0(0.. -f b,~yC( 0\) [- 11 ,,\0(. <:.\0{) (" + 'oO<l (P:O'lrp, "t~)

-t PI ("'+b00~ h'1. p"-f413) ~(~»)-j
J,
i

.'

1'10(0() :: (C\.-t bo<)(? -+ 'l'" - "'- b"l) ~ '-o() [~o pI pl'P ~(~)J 1.1

(0...,. b~ l--t- tJ '01{ f \=>0 ~\ ~2 c." C (0() ,,(0.. +h o() +- 0( 1 k l. L,3 +

[«- ,,3> C "" + b «) C( 0<)] [r' ""'l. I T \> 0 ? I °F CC'-<) Ca. -+ b.() -+

P\(O> PIC. \ 0( ,\1.j J- ~(\- "') [01- - p~10..+ b 0<) qo(~ I'" 2.. ·~·l
Ndv';) 0:- poel.l~- (o..-tbo()"i.]C?-t"'\,<><-a..-bcl..)C(o()·

[ '" - p.3( ••..-t b.v c (c(D -\- \~b (G'l-t b 0<) ceo!. )

---_ .._----------
- - -- -----~----
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-t- 0-- -t b",) c. c"" ') C~"""'1.0< - "'- - b "') f P\'''~\ '12 C r :

(~ - ~J ( ~-t bc,<) e. \ 0<>] + \~\~~~\\j 2. L~c \C (c<) ~ -+ 60\)

\:R ~3\{ 2- ~ J
N2.\oI.) -. fol'{O< - ("'+ bo(h,J 8-~3\.ct-tboZ) CCO()]

\ 'P -+ "'L0\ - "" - b o() C (0() , [0( pe \4- q", ') t '"-\-b 1J . -
~.3 \~) "'- \"'0\" f 2.~ ("') )'-( od b0 ~[ 0(- (a -4b.()'13

lp-r~t>(- 0..-
100 [oZpc \ 4- C(~) C~-t bo\)J- C~-rbo..)2C(o()

[ L \ rC \ (~-r ~0\ - a..- b ,,) + ~ k I C \- e-) J J + )(.'1 ( \')of L0( -.

"'--\'o<} c:-('"')([.{- ('"-t bi')9. 0] '"L_ \ o,-t b,dtoc. \"l'v" --
. -. ,. + ~,,\<l C \:-0 (O-{~ b o()]J

k \ ~ \\ - \~\/3 c\) [~<)1- ~\'p VoC~ -+ 4.,2p '\:,,, 1'1e..~J+v6t ~f, {)~JJcr
f~}\)P \ ~ 2. e \~ ... _~=- fy'2> C. \

'~2, ::: \ - \? ~.) c.,
,Po 0 is a constant to be decezrnfned,
. .1' ' ,

, From the normalizingconditiol1 ' R{I)·, = I, we get
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(I+ ~~o- b'l ~L~+-~Q l\-9.:;'0 -\ m -+ b))
+ V· [- ~QV+('r'H~(?31,-r't")+~f'(q,'P3-?2 'l; ';)( 'l1l-+hi)

p.,. = ( '1.-b) [( \~ ~e'l \,0 p' ("tH \>"'\..3 -t ~o\>1)+( \(.2. -T p. "lo-I-~;) 'l& .

+. r pl1P\ c.{ \Jb '1~- rlllJ) + t tt7'tC-~( ~~4- P' ~ '-)J +0 K\l~~ \-j~.:)+\:>O?'p:J
m is the meansize of an arriving batch, L,e. m::. ~ k. C. ~

k ':-.1

\

It maybe remarked here that the limitiQq queue length

distribution exists only if

-L :; )

i.e. it t.he meannumberof arrivals at a time is less than the

meannumberof departure, this is the condition of ergodicit:1,:

of the 'syst.em.

PART ICUIAR CASE

If an arriving customer.does not depart at the same transition

mark and arrivals occur one by one" then the steady state p.G~F.

R(d... ) is obtained from (41) by putting "p = 0" q = "I, C(cJ...) -= 0\ ,

Cl = 1 Ci" = 0 for i 1= 1.

\
I

I I
I
i
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A MODIFIED METHOD FOR ESTIMATING FECUNDABILITY USING CLOSED
BIR TH INTERVALS*

K.No Misra
Department of Mathematics and Statistics, Faculty of Sciences,

University of JodhpurJ Jodhpur (INDIA)

*+*+*+

ABSTRACT
A modified discrete probability model to describe the

nature of the ith closed birth interval ITi' has been proposed
on the same lines as given by Srinivasan (1967). In the formu-
lation of the model the variable parameter rpl (the fecundabi-
lity parameter) has been assumed to follow a sort of transfor.•.
med gamma distribution instea-d of the usual beta distribution
a s proposed by Henry (1957, :1.:3(8), Potter (1964), Singh (1968).
Majumdar and Sheps (1970.)and later on by several other resear-
chers •. It has been noticed that the transformed gamma distri-
bution describes the nature of fecundability more closely in
comparison to the usual beta distribution (Misra K.N. 19~1,
to appear). .Owing to this propriety the revised model has
been proposed and the expressions for the first two factorial
moments ha::;:-ebeen derived~ Using these theoretical expressions
moment estimates of the parameters of the transformed gamma
di str-Lbut.Lon have been obtat ned , These estimated parameters. "

, '
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proVide the estimates of average fecundability for various parity

intervalso The estimates of average fecundability SO obtained, are

compatible vuth the estimates obtained by srinivasan, assuming

beta distribution for fecundcibili ty pararnetertp t 0 Somemore

thinking on the nature of this parameter, particularly, in the

first pari ty interval, has been highlightedo

The closed. birth interval has been defined as the duration

of \time between tvJOconsecutive live births of a single womanor as

an average over a grouo of vromanin a communityo It is considered,
to be madeup of the follovdng four components~-

(i) the nonsusceptible post partum amenorhea (abbreviated)
as PoP.A.) foJ~o'Wingthe birth of a child

(ii) the total susceptible duratj.on of menstruating inter-
vals between two births

(iii'l the period of pre'gnancy and post termination amenorrhea
(if any) of abor~";'vnsor st:ill births between two
live births and

(iv) the period of pregnancy associated with the latter live
birtho

Denoting the interval between i th and (i+l) th live births

by the letter Ti' and assum.i.ngthat there are n reproductive

wastages in it, Srini vasan (196i) has shownthis interval schema-

ti cally as follows;-

H

l
t
I

1
j
e
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Ti/( D=n)= 1\ + 1il + 1i2 + 1i3 + ••• + 1in + Xl +. X2••.+Xh+l + 9

where the symbol D stands for the number of reproductive wastages

Hi ' a random variable representing the duration of pp..tl follo'Wing

the it ..; birth, 1il' ,1i2, ••• ,1in are the n random variable re-

presBnti~ the durations of the non-susceptible periods of the n

reproductive wastages that occur in Ti, Xl' X2,X3,•••• '~+1

being the waiting times to conception in the suscep ti ble state,

the- fir-st n representing the waiting times to the first n concep-

ti~ns all terminating as reproductive wastages and the (n+ll th

random variable Xn+l representing the waiting time to the con-

ception that leads to the (i+l) th birth. The last figure 9 re-

presents the duration of pregnancy, in months, associated with

(i+1) th birth. FoLl.wod.ngthe same notations as given by

Srini vasan i. e. representing by 4z (s) and ~i (s) the pro-

bability - generating functions of Mi and each 0 f 1i 1 S res-

pectively, by 6i ' the probability that a conception occuring

in the birth interval T. ends in a live birth and assuming that
~

the waiting time IXl to coricep ta on, for any womanof- fecunda-

bili ty (monthly p.robatd.Id,ty of conception) fp I, follows a geome-

triclawi.eo 1 P(X= r), qrp, (r = 0,112,. •• ), the expression for.•
the c~ndi tionsl probabiIi ty generating function of Ti for any

womanof fecundability Ipl has been derived by Srinivasan as

( 1.0)

,
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On the .assumption that lp I follows a betadistri bu-

tion with parameters ~ and bi over womanin the Lrrterval,

Ti., the p.g.f. of Ti for any womanchosen at random from the

population is . 5
Ih' [b) = ::{ P4 (TC :: Y) :. ij-~ h 4" fo) 'II!

() C Q t.' ) b c.:) .

S I J.,. q t" lrt.-} )-.p /
r <t -

o 1-1-'-> - prc-rho) f\f1;Cb) (:u)

From this p, g. f. the theoretical expressions for the

first two factorial momentsof Ti' (1·" 1) can be obtained as-
I
!

I
1

1
j
1

c Cr 'J - Eer) e- [7L+ ra--Cr- -:A) -1. A f-"-

f-l-j.. L +TT _ {] -f~ [2.. 'A{ 9+t-) -+ f _ 4-'/\ L

2.. A €a.
(((ff'- _2_J\)-+~A -+4 L-I

. -+ ~ t l--+O
C ~ ~r) ( ~ r-2-) (1.3)

2 .
The expressions for E( To) - E( To) can be obtained by putting

is = 0, = ° in the expressions (1.2) and (1.3). The symbol

TO denotes the interval from effective marriage to the first

live birth.
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The expre ss.ions (1.2) and (1.3) involve seven parameters

b4, J.L~, 1\.;, 7\... = (O"'~ + I-£~- 1-£.) ,p. = ( ~~ + f....~ - "}...) and 9i•... .....•. a ~ a ~ a '~ -:I. ~

parameters I-£i(the mean of Mi), Qr (the variance of Mi),

.af (the mean of Li), ~f (the variance of Li) and 9i (the

':probability that a conception occuring in T. ends in a live
~

birth) can be observed in some specific population with the help

, of suitably collected data and emprical values thus obtained can be

equated wi th their courrte.rp arts in (1.2) and (1.3) thus reducing

the equations only in two variables

equations the values of a. and b.~ J.

values be denoted by ai' and bi •

bi help us in estimating the

theoretical result

a. and b. • From these twoJ. ~

can be obtained. Let these

These estimated values of a.
~

average fequndability using

a.J.
= •

The st.andar d errors of these estimated parameters as well as the
-

variabceconariance matrix can be determination the same lines

as followed by Majumdar and Sheps (1970).

2. THE MODIFIED MODEL

The procedure, henceforth' called procedure A, as discussed

in section 1, offers a simple technique to get an estimate of

sver age fecundabili ty of a womanin a given population which other-

wise cannot be measured directly.
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The assumption that lp' follows a beta distribution WaS

originally proposed by Henry (1957, 1958) and later on successi-

verly used by Potter (1964), Singh (1968), Majumdarand Sheps

(Ul70) and several other researchers. The reason behind assuming

beta distribution for tp 1 is due to the fact that the range of vari-

ability of this distribution is from 0 to 1 and also it has a

flexi bili ty to be used as an interpolation formula (Singh 1968).

In the present paper the author has proposed a different

probability model, a sort of transformed gammadistribution for

"pr. The model is as follows:
t (-I ~t--I I ({CrY ~ <~._._ p ()~O p ) 0 c. ~ <:

-~r(') _ ~,e '7 D (2.0)

= 0 otherwise.

Using this model of 'pI the expression for Hi(s) can be

defined on the same line s as given by Srim vasan (1967).. The

distribution (2.0) has been proposed by Grassia, A.. (1976) and used

in someother context. Using the distribution for 'p t as -given

by (2.0.) the expression for Hi(s), the unconditional probabili ty

generating function of Ti, bel~mes I
9 -{ r C l \ I e L~- I

UC( 6) =- trl~..g 4>( (6) C( JI P (("'0 W d. ~p
1fr (-v)) -1"(1- "c) 'f"c 0)

o
D ~.f0(- /

,

9 \ C ) 0
(2.1)

- I
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} With the help of (2. i) the expressions for E(Ti) and

B(T~) - E(Ti)are obtained as follows:
, R t

t( Tc) s: ( cr f r.- f>t) -+ilC (,L' ~ ,) -+( ;:: ~( ) ,l

(2.2)

( 2.3)

Putting f..Li = 0, 7I"i= 0, i.e. post partum amenorrhea is non-

existent we get these expressions for the interval ~o (i.e.

" the interval from effectib'e marriage to the first live birth) as;

E(To) , t: C 9 - )I 0) -+ L [ (~o ~ f) + (_C'0 _) fUll
, . trt) C - (

_ 0

( 2.4)



,
Ue thus see that the eXIJre-ssions fo r E(T.) and E(Ti~-E( T. )J. ,J.

as given in (202) and (20.3) coirta'ln the seven p~arneters

Pi' ci' ei and ei 0 The parameters f.Li~f..i, Ti9{..L., f...,'J. l

f i and

(1967) •

have the same significance as given by Sfinivasan9.
l

The other tvJO par amet.e r s are the fecundabi-

Ii ty parameters in t.hi.s case, T:18se parameters can be obtained.
for the closed birth Lrrte cva.Ls Ti (i 2-_0) .by using (202) and (203)

and for To by using (204) and (205)0 The estimates of average

fecundabili ty can be obtained using the theoretical result
l

) --i= (

For c.J.
(207) 0

and 1. their estimates c. and 1. can be substituted inJ. J. J.
The standard errors and varilli~ce covariance matrix of

these estimates can be obtained in the usual manner" For fi nding

out an estinate of the variance of p ire may use the theoretical

result /'

c. L c. 2l. ,/
V(p. ) ( J )

-,
( _-2-.. )

J.
( 208)= \.

._ .•
c.-I-ll c.+2 ~J.

The procedure, hereforth known as procedure B, as discussed

in section 2, has been used to obtain the estimates of f'ecundabi.>

li ties for various par:~:·~~i8Sfor the same set of data (the data

of Gandhigram Fertj,li ty Survey) I.\-hich was used by Srinivasan (1967).

Here the parameters f.., f' ~ 'IT and [1. have been onserved to be

equal to 5, 20, 221 and 14 respectively and the incidence of re-

productive wastage, ooi =
all the pari ty Lnt.er-val.s,

1 - e., has been assumed to be 025 forJ.
The results obtained i·1ih this proceduf"'e

ar e given along with the results us i.ng pro cedur e A, in Table,.

. ..,.....,.,--=.. __'0._. ••• _

-

i
1

~" ~.

I

I



TABLENo.3o 10
Table shovnng the estimates of fecundability under the two procedures together with the
the estimates assuming the incidence of reproductive was t age roo == (1-9i) ::::Q 25, A.L == 5,
'lTi::::221 and lJ,i ::::14 fo raIl t , a

variance ofS\ == 20,

Number Estimates under procedure A Estimate under procedure BBetween of E(TI) E(~ (assuming beta distribution ( assuming transformed gammapari ties 'WOmen
in the - for fecundabi1i ty p ') of distribution for fecundability

sample p ') of----------------------------~ -------------------------------
Fecundabi1ity Hean Fecundabi1ity Mean
parameters Fecundabi1ity parameters Fecundabi1i ty

a. bi [1'1 ci Ii ( c. l.
a

c.!l)
a

~+bi l-

0-1 315 35(.86 3J95037 260539 4820713 011>052 46,,320 1360958 Oc054
n 1-2 295 26.28 1713068 30848 1.660 160303 0.135;::t' 240806 0.134...f

2-3 305 38065 1898098 6"342 560054 00102 130200 30e925 0.104
3-4 244 38066 1900Q88 6.302 550666 OolD? 140100 330345 00103
4-5 235 41¢03 2178088 7(J432 -780966 00086 18000b 45.248 00087
5-6 184 39~41 1906" 57 230270 2460306 0.086 550000 135->673 00087
6-7 131 38013 1718053 1483J0 3.320479 0.096 * * *
7-8 55 37,,04 1665.51 3.038 18.909 00138 250200 570532 0.107
8-9 45 38$53 1696040 3Cj799 290093 00115 ~( * *
9-10 33 32000 1336006 2.365 70503 0.240 3e963 6.437 0.,235
and over_

*~m§ 1nd1o~tes that the corresponding values are not estimable under procedure B,

NSS/26. 5.82
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From the study of Tablr33.l0 we can draw the following i

.Lconclusions;

(i) The proc-edure B also provides estimates of fecundabi-

lity quite close' to the estimates obtained by Srinivasan in almost

all'parity intervals. Both the procedures support to the idea

that the average fecundability decreases as parity of womanin-

creases or the age 0 f the womanincreases. The reason behind it

and biological reasons inhi biting fecundabili ty level.

(i,i) The decrease in the averagefecundabili ty is observed

from pari ty 0-1 to 5-6 under both the pr-ccedure ss. Afterwards its

nature becomes erratic. The reasonrmight be an inappropriate

choice of the various governing parameters as well as inappropriate

method of esti~ation used in estimating the parameters. As pointed

out by Majumdar"and Sheps (1970), the momentmethod does not al-

ways give better estimates. The size of the sample is also im-

potant in providing better estimates. In the higher pari ties the

sample sizes are smaller in comparison to the Lowarparitieso It

is possible that after appropriate. choice of the sampl.esize and

better method of estimation the precise estimates of fedundabi-

lity migh:t be obtained in higher paratd es;

(iii) The estimate of fecundability is very low in the parity

might be the bad health of the womanat hi gher·pari ties, mal nutri-

tion amongwomanwith higher pari ties and someother socio-economic
/

interval 0-1
,

under both the procedureso Twoimportant reasons

have been attributed to this low fecundabili ty in this particular
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interval. These are (~ the local social customs of marriage

by which girls continue to r emat.n in their parents home for a

considerable time even after marriage (b) the prevalence of the

adolescent sterility ,in the teen ages in which, generally, the

marriages take place.

Besides the above. two reasons one more very important

reason also appears to influence the fecundabiIi ty estimate in

this parity interval. In some parts of the country like India (to

which the data belongs) the data on time of first birth suffers

from upwards bias. The womangenerally report a longer first birth

interval. This fact sometimes shortens the interval between first

and second birth. Because of it the fecundability estimate in

first birth intervals is lowered and it becomes a little higher

in the pari ty interval 1-2.

(iv) The parameter ooi = (1 - 91) is generally under esti-

mated in the country like Lnc.l a because 0 f socf.a.L traditions as

well as unswarness of the importance of such studies even in the

hi ghly educated population.. Anatural doubt may arise whether the

low value of fecundabili ty in the first pari ty ihterval is observed

because of an in appropriate choice of 9? To examine this aspect

. the estimates of average fecundability have been obtained for the

values of 0 ranging between O. D and 1..00 at the inter~l of 0.05

~J in this parity interval under both the procedures. The results are

given in Table 3.11.
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TABLE3all

Ta:;le showing the esti: -a.tes of average femmdabili ties at
different levels of incidence of reproductive wastage,

..------------------------------------------------------------------
Incidence of reprorudcite wastage

: -

Estimates- of fecundabili ty lp 1 under procedure A

0.037 0.040 0.042 0.045 00048 0.052 0~057 00062 0.069 0.076 0.087

Estimates of feduncability 'pI under procedure Bo

0.038 0.040 0,,043 '0.046 0.049_ 0.054 0~058 00064 0.072 0.081 000,93
",~.

- - - - - __ ._ .••• - '__ •••••__ -_._ •• ---. ••••• __ •••• _ •• - - _ •••• - "s. ~' -- - ----

A careful examination of this ta~le 3011 reveals that

the magnitudes of average fecundabflity, obtained under both the

producures follo", almost a similar patrtor-n, ..,\ little departure

in the values of Ip lis 0 bse.rved for the va.l.ues of Cl)iIS between

,a40 to 0 EO but this departure is not very significant in this

connectioho In most of the populations the incidence of repro-

ductive-wastage 'CO.: does not exceed 040 and up to this level
J..

of coi the fecundability remains almost the same under both the

models. However, the procedure IBt gives estimates a little higher

Lncompard.son to the pro cedur e A, Looting into the values of p f S

at all the values of coiis we notice that the value of p does not

exceed .093 under p'ro cedur e Band. 087 under procedure A" Both

the procedures estimate the va'Lue s of p - much less than the

mate obtained in the parity interval -1-20 Hence chani.ng the
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distribution of fpl does not make any change on the estimated
value of p in the first parity interval.

The computation of fecundability estimates for different
values of roi can be simplified by replacing the complicated
relationship with a simple relationship i.e. a second degree
polynomial of the form

(3.1)

Using the data of table 3011 the constants ao' al and a2 have
peen determined under both the mo del,s, Under the model.it, the
estimated polynomial functio~ comes out to be

(p. /ro.) = .0339 + .739 (0. + ,,04G9ro?
~ ~ ~ ~

(3.2)

wi th coeffi cient of determination 2r = a965

and under model B, the estimated polynomial function is obtained as
2(~./ro.) = .0387 + .0129 roo + c1822 roo

J~J. a a ~

with ·coefficient of determination r2 = .9960
Looking into the values of coefficients of determination under both

(3.3)

the cases we conclude that the equation (303) -gives a closer re-
lationship between roi and·Pi in comparison to (3.2). From this
we may also conclude that estimates of p. under procedure B are
. . ~

more closer to a second degree polynomial in (0. in comparisona,

to the estimates obtained under procedure A.
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4. PROBRIETY OF THE REVISED MODEL

Although the revised model IBt is not simple in application
in comparison to the model tA' but it has been found to describe
the nature of fecundability more closely in comparison to the
model IA r. ,~revised model using this transformed gamma distrfbu-
tion for 'p I has been developed and used to describe the conception
data (the Hutterite data) used by Majumdar and Sheps (1970). It
has been observed that the revised model are expected to be more
precise in comparison to the usual one.

The effectiveness of this modified model from other angles
is under study and will be reported shortly.
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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with a new control policy for an N/G/l

queueing system ,vith bulk service. If the system is operating,

the server will serve the units as long as there is any unit in

the system. ~ls the system becomes empLt y, it goes to the idle

state for an exponentially distributed random period or by the
, ,

time, the queue becomes a fixed number N, whichever is earlier.

,'... - ••.... -. v. The expressions for the mean queue length and the other operational
,r ''''''- ." ~. ::..:~.: .~ •

., characteristic have been obtained. .Applying' linear cost struc-

ture, we have shown that this policy (RNP) is superior to RIP

(KuHar (1981)).

INTRODUCTION

The earlier work done on N/G/l queueing system relates

mainly with the models where the server remains always in the ope-i-

rating state. ..:i.ssoon as, a uni t arrives befo r-e a server, it

starts the ~ervice. However, if the arrival rate is much less

than the service rate, then it is possible that the ser~er may ob-
•

serve several' start up s and shut downs. This Eill result in a

higher operating cost. To avoid such higher cost, one has to

study such type of systems in which some queue length, may be alloWBd

*Paper presented by .cshok Kumar. procd. of the Conf. on 'Probabi-
lity Stochastic Processes and kpplications', l1ysore, .:iug.24-27,1981.
, ,. _ L. . "'"'. ,. _. ,-'

\



Heyman(1968), Jai swal and Simha (1972),· Balachandran

(1973, 75) studied N- and D- poli ctes, Kumar(1981) studied Idle , .~.

Policy (RIP) for an M/G/I queueing system and shown that it re-

duces the operating system cost over sLmpLe N/G/-r' queueing sys-

tem. In this paper, we have developed a newpolicy called Random-

:t'dle Policy (RIP) for an tVJG/l queueing system ami shownthat it

reduces the operating system cost over simpleM/G/l queueing system.

In this paper, we have developed a new policy called Rabdom-N-Poli-

cy (RNP).
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to aCCUD1i).atebefore the server starts service afresh.

Here the server can resume his work after a randomperiod or

when the queue length reaches a fixed number N whichever is

earlier. Wehave shownnumerically that RNP reduces both the

mean queue length and the 'total cost over RIP.

The queueing system maYbe described as under,

(i) units arrive at a service facility in a Poisson stream./·'dth

mean rate l\. and form a queue.

(ii) The server follows the Random-N- Policy. If the server is

serving the units, it will continue till the queue length

beccc9s eopty and goes to the idle state for an exponentially

?istributed random period with parameter e or by the time,

the queue length becomes a fixed nuober N, whicheber is

earlier. If on return, the server finds empty queue, it

again goes to the idle state for the same distributed random

period.
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(iii) The service occurs in brt ches of the Tb1 or the whole'

queue length, whlohever is less. The service time distri-

butioh is general with density function D(x). If 1l(x)dx

is the first order probability that the service ,>Jill be

completed in time dx if it has not been completed up to

time x, then De x) and 1l( x) are related by

LX .--,
D(x) :::: 1l(x) exp. - -'J 1')( x)dx J.

(iv) The queue discipline in FeFS.

FORMULATION OF EQUATIONS

Q (t)n

Pn( t)

Define

:::: the pro babiJi ty that at time t, there are n units

in the queue and the server is idle (n <- IN"":::]) •'-
:::: the probability that at tine t , there are n lIDits

in the queue and a batch of units is being served

with elapsed service time lying between x and x + ax.
= The pro babili ty that at time t, there are n units in

the queue and the server is operating.
'\

Elementary pro babili ty reasoning leads to the f'o Ll.owi.ng

::::- j.. C/o ( t)

equations governing the
<D

+ J Po ( x. t) 1')( x) dx ( 1)

dt.f'f'er ence-cdi.f'f'cr entzi a'L sys tems

1
Qo( t)

= ( 2)
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= -l:'- +!)( x)J PO( x, t)
I

~ ~. ~(x) ]

(3)
+ l Po(x,t)

at
) P (x,t) =- nor n <. 1 (4)

...••o p ex, t)_ n
ox..

+

Let the initial condi tions be'

( 5)

and the boundary ,conditions be
b co ,

PO(O,t) :: L J P ~.x,t) 11(x)dx
r=l 0 r

( 6)

P (0, t)
n

00S Pn+b( x, t) ~(x) dx + e Qn+b( t)
o .

(7)
=

OJ
PN_b(O, t) = J PN(x, t) ~(x) dx + [.. cq'I•..•1( t) ( 8)

co
Pn(O, t) = S pn+b(x,t) 11( x) dx, n ;> N-b (9)

°
Define the probabilitYg5nerating functions

N-l
zn ~ (t)Q( z, t) - L:

( 10)- '\.

n=O n

00
zn p (x t)P( z,x, t) = L:

n=O n '

co
zn p (0, t)P( z,O, t) = L:

n=O n

(ll)

(12)

"
------------_. ~.----.---

~--'
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co
PC z, t) ::: 5 PC z, x, t) dx

~O
( 13)

Taking the Laplace transforrn of equations C 1), (2)' and

using (5), (10), we get

(s + .J.-) Qo ( s) ::: 1 +
co L
S ~0 ( x, s) 'TI( x) dx
o

( 14)

and

Q(z,s) :::

- n-
(s,+ J.- + e) Qo(s) - 1\ ~ ~_l(s)

s + e + J.-(l-z)
( 15)

Taking Laplace transform of (3)" (4) and using (5), (11),

we get
x

P( z, x, z) = P( z,O ,x) expo [-ill: - S '1(>:)dxJ
o

(16)'

where h::: s + J.-( l-z) •

Hultiplyirig (6) to (9) by appropriate powers of z and sum-

Ding overall n, we get
\

z~(z,o,t) 'TI( x) dx

+ e

" 'TI( x) dx + e Q( z , t) (17)

Taking the LapLace transform of (17),

zb P( z,O,s) ::: b;l (zb~zr) [' S p (x, s) 'TI(x) dx + e -Q (s)l
r~' 0 r r J
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_zb L ~ PO( x, s) ')(xl dx + a "%( s) + A J' QN-l( s)

+ :; d P( z.x, g) 'J)(x) dx + e Q( z, s)

Taking the Laplace transform of (3) and (4)',

(18)

~ P( z,x, s) + G + A (l-z) + 'l(xlJ p( z,x, s) = 0

Integrating (i6) , we get

co
Jp(21,X;s) 'T)(x)dx ::: P(z,O,s) D(h)

°
where D(h) is the Laplace transform of D(x) w.r.t. 11.

(19)

On substitution (18) becomes

fO'b - J - b-l b r b N.z - D(h) p( z,O, s)::: L: (z -z ) ~ - z Aa + ")..z QN-1 (s) +
~. r~

+ e Q( z, s)

where

..a. :::
r

Q)

S Pr( x, s) 1)( x) dx + e Qr( s), r::: 0,1,2, ••• , s-i •

°Hence

P( z,O, s) =

Hence

-
-

I-DC h)
h

P(z,s) :::
( 21)

The denominator of (15) is a polynomial of degree one. Let

its zero be zo' for which the numerator must vanish. Hence

setting S+")..+9
::: ").. in the numerator of (15) ,va getZ ::: Z

o

·-""",_.-



A N-l -
::: ( S + A + a ) ~o ( s) ( 22)
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Thus we get the values of Q(z,~ and QN_l(s) in terms of

<ilpplying Rouche 1 s Theorem to the denominator of (21) , it

can be shown that it has. b zeros in J z I~ 1 and since P( z, s)

is convergent in Iz I S 1, the numerator of (21) must vanish for

these b zeroes of the denominator.

Thus we can get b equations, from which the values of b

unknowns can be determined.

STE~~DYST.lTE SOLUTION

The steady state solution can be obtained by using the we11-

known prop erty of the Laplace transform viz.

.'
lim f( t)

t -3>00

if the left hand exists.

Hence from (14), to (22), ·we get
00

A qo ::: 1 + 5 P 0 ( x) '1")(x) dx
o

(A+e) Qo - A zN QN-1
Q( z) :::

= Li.m [s f( s)]
s ~oo

I

( 23)

( 24)
e + A( 1-z)

P(z,O) ::: (25)
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1 - D }.(l-z)
PC z) = [..(l-z) P( z,O) ( 26)

where, H = (

Thus

1\ ) N-l
e + 1\

P(z~

(27)

=

The denominator of (26) has (b-l) zeroes inside the unit

circle and for these zeroes the' numerator must vanish. Thus we

get (b-l) equations. The other equations can be got from the

fact that

pel) + Q(l) = 1 (28)

Sol ving these equations, we can obtain the values of b unknowns.

ME..l.N ~UEUE LBNGTH

Let

L = Q l( 1)
ql

Lq2 = P 1(1)

Hence mean queue length, . Lq ::: Lql + Lq2

where

(29)
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where,
"A D\O)NJ.(1) t::

II
"A
2D"(0)N1 (1) =

11
N2 (1) :::

1 _I
D2(1) = b + "A D (0)

n 2 _11
D2 (1) ::: b( b-1) - 'l\ D (0)

t
D1( 1) ::: - "A

'-
2 "A2 U"A +9)QO Ne)QN-1]

. 2
11 - (1\ + - "A e N{N-1) QN-1

~ (1) -
e3

( b) froportion· of tiD.e, the systen rer.1ains in the idle and operat-

ing states

Let E1 and E2 be the proportion of tirne~, the system re-

mains in the operating and idle states respectively, then

, [b-l .l= "A D (O)r~ (b-r) .lr - b.:lo+ "A NQN~1+ eQ r( l)J

- ~ [b + "A?~(O)J ... .
("A + e) - H-----Qe 0
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(c) Rate of change of server from I dle to oper atd.ng state ( )

N-1
= e L: Qn + ~QN-1

n:::ZJ.

pARTICULARCASES
1. When the service occurs singly it e,b = 1

Q( z)

From (24) and (26), we get

_ (~+ e)QQ - ~ zNQN_1
e + i\(l-z)

= t I-Deb) J [eQ( z) - ei> + e) Qo + i> zNQN_I]

-h. (z - D( h))

QN-1 = HQo
(32)

(30)

P( z)

where,

[1 ~ M(5)1 e
(M-e) -i\H

(33)

h . = i\( 1-z)
i\ N-l

and H = ( ~ + e )

Mean Queue Length

L
q

(~+e)Qo - ~(A+Ne)QN_1
=

e2
~~( s~ Q( 1) +2}E( s) (1-2\E( s) Q' (1)

" 2 [1 - }"E(s) J2+

(34)

where

.',Q(l)
o, + e) Qo - ~.':QN~i

= ·s

~~~-------------.----------- --------



1 - }. E( s)

o, + e) ~7' QN-1
, (36)
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and E( s) and E( s1 are the first andsecondnioments .about the

origin of the service time distribution.

}. E( s.)
Q( 1) (35)

e
712 == e[Q(l) -QOJ+}.QN-1 (37)

Further when the service time distribution is exponenw,ia1, then

ThUS

}.(}.+ e) Qo - }.(}.+ N9)QN_l
==

e2

==
n

p~' Q( 1) + p( 1-p) Q f ( 1)

(1 _ p) 2

Hence

(38)

2. When N -> m, we get the results for M/G/1 queueing system

itlth RandomIdle policy and agree with those of Kumar (1981).

If further we assume that e ·_·7cn, then the results coincide

with those of M/G/1mode1wi thout any policy.
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COST ANALYSIS AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

Consider the same cost structure as Kumar (1981), we take
the following costs:

(i) K ::::The sum of start up and shut down costs of the' server,
Cil). ) 01 ::::cost per unit time, the server remains in the operating

state,
(iii) C2::::cost per unit time, the server remains in the idle state,
(iv) Ch::: i.ofaiting cost (in the queue) per unit time.
The total cost per unit will be .(

Substituting the values of 'T)2,El, E2 and L q' we can get the
total cost C(e,N).

When the service occurs singly substituting the values of

One. can find the optimal values of (e,N) by using numerical
methods. Further by taking exponential service, we have studied
the effect of RNP over RIP (Kumar (1981».
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For the same values of ~,~ and costs, giving e , the

optimal value as derived in Kumar (1981), we obtained the optimal

value of N. These results are given in Table 1 and graphed in

Fig. 1. TIbillustrate, let the cost structure be Gl ~ 2, G~ ~ 1,

Ch ~ 2, and K ::: 10 and the arrival and servtce rates ~ ::::1,

~ = 2, the op timal value of e o'bt.ai.ned in 'Kumar (1981) is

e* ::::1.72 with total cost G(e*) ::::6.925. We calculate the values

of G(e*,N) for different Nand fi!,ld N*, the optical value of

N. We observe from Table 1 that N* ::::3 with total cost

C(e*,N*) ::: 6.67.6. The total cost in cost of without any policy

(WP) is 7~500. This shows that RIP reduces total cost over WP
and RNP further reduces the cost over RIP.

In Table 2, we have given total costs in these three cases,

viz., WI', RIP, RNP f.or different cost structures and arrival

and service rates. These results shows that RNP is superior

to the RIP (of Kumar (1981)).
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Y.BLE 1

Operational Characteristics and Total Cost

-----------------~-------------------------------------------------
C = 2, C = J. , C = 2, K = 101 ,.... :::x h.:...

:N::l,J.L=2,e*=1"72 1-.:=1,;r-10 ,e *=00 89 2\=2, J.L=4,e*=1.•62

N '1)2 1q G(e*,N) 712 L G( e*,N) 712",.. 1 q C( e~,N)q------------------~---------------------------------------------------
1 o, E{)O 00500 70500 0,,900 0.011 10.122 1.000 0•.•500 12.500

22 00366 00769 6~694 00589 0,,357 . 70702 0.644 0.856 90682
3 0.333 0.924 6,,676 00498 00613 7.303 0.538 1.126 90134
4 0.322 1.007 60735 00400 0.794 7••289 0.493 1.324 90081
5 0.318 10047 60778 00443 00917 7. 3es 00472 1&464 90143
6 00317 1.066 6.803 0 ,,434 00999 . 70435 0.460 1.559 90223

7 00317 1.075 6(1815 0.429 10051 7.494 0.454 1••624 90292
8 0.316 1.078 6.82J 010427 10083 7.535 0••451 1.666 9.343
9 0.316 1.080 64823 0.426 1.103 7.563 0.449. 1.692 90379. .

10 0.316 .1.081 60824 0.425 1,.,115 7,,580 0.448 1. i09 9.,403

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Cl =: 3, C2 = 1~ ~, =: 1, K :: 8 . ,. n N=2,J.L=4, 9*=1.09l\.=1, J.L=3,e-*=() ••76 . 2\=1 /.L=ll e*=00 59., ,

N '1)2
,

,1 C( e *,N) 71, 1q C( e -, N) 712 1q C( e*,N)q 2-----------~-----------------------~-------~--------------------------
1 . 0.667 0.167 70167 0,,909 00009 8.464 1.000 . 00500 10.500
2 0.425 0.528 .50599 00558 0.395 6,,041 0.607 00893 70752
3 0.353 0.807 50298 0,,449 00711 50484 Oc484 10218 70093
4 0.322 0,,015 50257 004D0 00963 50342 00428 1.482 6,,909
5 0.307 1.164 50285 00374 1,,159 50333 0.399 10692 60881, 6 0.299 10269 50325 0C'359 10309 5c366 0.381 10856 60907.\
7. 0.2.94 1,,342 50362 00351 10422 50410 00371 10982 60950~~", "

8 0.292 10390 50391 00346 10504 5()450 00363 2.077 60994
9 0.290 1.421 50411 00342 1••565 50485 0••361 20147 7.633

10 0&290 1.442 50426 003-40 10608 .50513 0.358 2Cl199 70064
---------------------------------------------------------------------

----~------...•••••••
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r
ITable 2

'. .

Nean queue lengths and tota.1 costs for .kIP, RIP, RNP

~ ~:
A =: 1, G1 =: 2, C2 == 1, Ch 9 2, K =: ,10 4

I
MeanQueue'Length Total Cost ~

'f

I-L e* N* wP RIP iNP VIP RIP RNP
I

~ 1.72 3 7.500 6.825 6.676
I

0.500 1.081 0.92,,1: t

Ar"'~'
3 1.21 3 0.167 0.992 0.686 81'J33 6.969 6.730
4: 1.Of! 3 0 .083 1.019 0.637 8.917 7.163 6.891
5 0.99' 3 0.050 1.050 0.621 9.300 7.300 7.014
6 0.96 3 0.03:5 1.075 0.615 9.567 7.398 7.105
7 0.93 3 0.024 1.094 0.613 9.662 7.471 7.173
8 0.92 4: 0.018 1.109 0.789 9.9ll 7.527 7.221
9 0.90 4: 0.014 1.122 0.791 10.028 7.572 7.259
10 0.89 4 0.011 1.132 0.794 10.122 7.007 7.289
11 0.88 4; 0.009 1.141 0.796 10.200 7.637 7.314
12 0.88 4 0.008 1.148 0.798 10.265 '-662 7.336
13 0.87 4 0.005 1.155 0.799 10.321 7.683 7.354
14 0.87 4 0.005 1.100 0.801 10.368 7.701 7.370
15 0.86 4: 0.005 1.165 0.802 10.4lD 7.717 7.383

\<

... - _._-_ .._._-- .....•.. --_ _._-_ .._-_._---- ...••_-
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Table 2 (continue~

J... := 3, C1 := 3, C2 := 1, Ch := 1, K := 8

__l~::~::_~~::~::_~~~§!~_____ Total Cost-------------------------
J.L e* N* WP RIP RNP WP RIP RNP

4 2.07 4 2.28) 30699 3.140 10.7f{) 8.649 8.432

5 1.43 5 08900 2.998 2.168 ·12.700 81)297 7.981

6 1.22 6 0.500 2.964 2e071 14.500 8.428 8.051

7 1.11 6 0.321 ~.025 1.~55 150893 9.585 8.176

8 1.04 7 0.225 3.098 2.111 16.975 8.721 8.280

9 1.00 7 0.167 3.167 2.088 17.833 8.833 8.371

10 0.97 7 0.128 3.227 2.077 18.529 8.926 8.'1:49

II 0.94 7 0.102 30280 2.071 19.102 9.004 8.516
.~ 12 0.93 7 0.083 30326 2,,067 19~583 9.069 8.573.<~".

" :1:3 0.91 8 0.069 3.366 2.274 19.992 9.124 8.619'!z,

~4 0.90 8 0,,058 3.401 2.067 20.344 9.172 8.658

15 0.89 8 0.050 3.432 2" 3:).650 9.432 8.692

~
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1. Introduction.

There is a lot of literature connecting with the studied

of dam theory, queueing theory and storage models. The problems

met wi th in these fields CWZI Analysed by identical techniques.

Horan (1954) has .Lrrltiated the studies of storage system by

working out solutions for discrete time models. Further contri-

butions in this field have been made by Gani (1955), prabhu

(1964) and -others. The content of an inf'ini te dam with Poi sson

inputs have been studied in considerable detail and a survey

of this interesting field is given by Prabhu (1964). Howevar

a dam wi th finite boundaries poses -difficult problems. For

Poisson inputs, Tackas (1967) adopted the combinatorial techni-

ques to study the fluctuations of the content of a finite dam.

The extension to continuous time version of Horan r s di screte

model WaS carried out by Hor an (1956) and lX>wnton(1957) using

some JiTIli ting methods •

.A. systematic version of the continuous time nndel has'

been formulated by Kendall (1957). He has obtained an elegant

result for the wet period. Cochen (1969) has made use of

PoLl.aczek 1s (1957) integral equation for various rrodels 0 f

general storage theory. A number of time dependent results

for some of these models have been given by Saaty (1961)

----------------------------------------------------.--------------*Paper presented by P.R. Vittal, Pro.Stoc.Pro. and .1ppl, Ooty
24-27,Au;;ll 1981.
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Yeo (1961), Chover and Yeo (lg65) and others. In all ti'.ese

cases·the inout is a Poisson or renewal nrocess and. the am0unt

of ineut is ~overne·i by inie'len:lent an-i identically dtstrihuted

r-andom variable. The cone cot of f i r st oas sag e 'lensi ti es for a

compourri Poissan oroce ss ani id e8.S of rerei.oTaI th~·)ry an I ")1'0 1. uct

dens i tie s l.vhich are used in these s tud ies are elahor;:j t~·'.l in an

excellant review in Handbuch der Physik (Ramakr-t srman 1950)'

The eoochs of inouts are assumed to constitute a stationary.

renewal point process in Sri.nivasan (1974), Phaterford (1971).

The method of using the backward integr8.l equation described

by Bellman and. Harris (1948) has be en used by Srinivasan (197";J.

Ph8.terford (1963) has used \tIald identitv for studying the wet

period of a finite dam,

Rogarding the release »ol.t cv 'i.ifferent mo-l oLs have been

t.hough t of. The release h8.s been cons l-i ar od as 8. 1etemi'listic

orocess \vith a constant rate (Gaver an-i 11iller lq62~ Srinivasan

1974) . The general tyee of' 1.eter:rli.ni stic release »r obLems have

been s tudi.ed by Cinlar ani Pinsky (197?). Exnonerrt iaL release

rule has been cons i.der-ed by Yeo (1974) for a fini te dam model

and Keilson and Hernin (1959) for studying short noise or-obLsm s .

This type of modelling also has been aODlied for the

reception of light on the retina of eye ,..then the light is 5'·,it cher

on in a dark room. ImDulses are received in a PoissoT'. manne:::,

and be twean imDulsesexoonenti8l loss of light occurs while

one can 'see' when the level of light on the retina reaches a
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t.hr-esh oa.t ~L The classical chaor y of ouarrtal. re socnse assays A
!.~

can be founi in books, like Finney (1947, InS?,) ~nd

Plackett and Hewlett (1967) have tried to prenuce a unified

theory of quantal response to rmxtu r es of dr-ug s , Nathemati"al
.

modelling in t'1is fielrl h-is been rl·)nehy Puri and Senthuria

(1971)•
Karlin and Fabens (1962) use i the rene1·T8.1 or-oce ss vt o

perml t certain inter jelenlence be tween successive tnouts f or

1i screte time models in the theory of stat tonar v inventory

models. In the 1.,areh')use moiel problems, t~e 1er.:lani for the

storqge occurs in a Poisson manner by outouts governed by

Lndeoerri errt ant iientic"lily r!istributed ran10rn v8ria1')les. ;'/hen

the storage f'al.Ls baLov a cer tat r soeci r i.e l recorrler level, if

Or(10rS are receiver! they are not refuser} but kept on recorrJ. and

filled in later. These h~ve been describe1 hy Prahhu (1965).
All these problems 'Jose the s3ffie tyDe of questil)ns. The quanti-

ties of interest '.feich are studLed in these pr-ob Loms are similar

to the computat.ton of First Passage ")ensi ty for the over f'Low

or the emptLness f'or a finite dam.

In all the existing literature reg8.rdtng darns the

release is governed by a deb;~rmiristic policy ,.,hich mayor may

not deDend upon the existing level of the dam. A search of the

literature reveals that t~ere are n0t en0ugh c0ntr.ibutions

regarli ..ng continuous time mod=Ls in which not only Lriouts but

also releases are allowed to vary in a rand ommanner. The ca se

of an infinite de1')th darn with Poisson in1')uts ~nd f)oisson release
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1-:,8.5 been considered by Puri and Senthuri3. (1"975'). They have

~ot included any type of deterministic release.

In this contribution 'tle wi Ll. be conce.rne-l 'vith a finite

t am '>1ith Poisson Lnout s and Po.is son release hav i r g 'l.ifferent

Pot s son tnt ens t t te s , The amounts 0' Lnnut s ani over I'Lows are

governed. by iniepen1ent a,ni identicqlly iist:r'jJ~uter1 r a rd on

variables. There is also a ieterministic releasA either of

Pyo-:)Tlr:mtial or linear tYDe. The .f'irst oas sa ge til!1'? to eT"',!]t.iness

of the dam ant first over f Lov have be~n eXJlici tly obta in ed hy

usi nc tk imbedrling technique of i3ellm.::tnani 'Hng (1°76). This

method leads to a third orderilfferenti8l equat '.In fo:r- the

first passage .len sI ty 1.{hieh is exo'Li ct tly solved. The moments

of exee ss overflow and the wet nar-io-t and other r e.levarrt f'eatu n~s

are obtal ned . The met.hod adoo'ted is very different from that of

Puri ani Senthuria (1975), who considered the o.dTf. for the

cantent at my tim~ t and obt ai ne-t the Ltrn Lting iistribution

as t tends to I nf'Lni t y, B;T straight for~:r'rd arguments

important aSDeets relating to a model incluJing rariiom with-

dr8.'ATal s along 'with letermt ni s tic release for ,'1 fini tp dam have

been st.udi ed in ietail.

In Seeti')n 2, 'IrE' s t.uIy the L.T. for the first oas sage

time .isn si tv for over fl 01.,before ern.Dti ns s s , Thp. f'irst 1Jassage

time density for over f'Lov "vi tl-} any nU!Ylberof emrrt i nes s is e0nsi-

dered in Section 3. Section 4 is ievoted to the s tudv of the

first 'passage time for emptf nes s before ovor-fLow. In Seeti.:"-m~,

,,;e analyse th e fL rst Passage time density for emot i.ness witl1'1n~:
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number of overflows. Lastly 'en Section 6 ,,.,e obt ain the exnected

overflow before emptiness in 8 given time.

2. Imbed -1ing eQuRtion for first l')assage time for overflovl.

In this se ct.t on we consi der a stochastic moie I for dams

in orier to study the f t r s t 1')8S..,8getime for overflow. Let X (t)
be the r-andom v ar-i abl e reore senting the content of t'11ed8l1l at

time t with an ini tial content 1.L at time t=o. Let the

Lnou t s into the darn be rand om events occurring according to a

Pol ssori »roc es s with intensi ty )) (:\.-p) =- lJ i ,,.,r1<ere 1') is

positive and always less than or equal to unity. Let there be

a sequence of ,out outs occur r-i ng as another Poisson nr oce ss with

intensi ty ))]' = ))~. Ther eby we me an that in a sm8.11 interval

of time -:it there is either a jump UDor jum o down in the level

of the dam wito frequenci es Vi and LJ2, . resoectively. "Te

also assume that there is a ....ontinuous r eLe as e from the dam

pr ooor+Lona L to the content Xl t) at time t. The dam is of

finite c8Dacity K.
The equation describing th~ nrocess is

xct) - U
tv'.1ctj

+2:
'Yl:L, =- i.

N2.,( t) _0< ( t -t 1'1z)
- L LJ'}", e (?l)

1/2== 1.. G

where N1.(t) is the number of Poisson jUffiDSuowards , Nz,C.t)

is the number of ?oi sson juml')Sdownwards -md N::1,. (t) and. NZct )
are non-zero integers. The initial content of the dam is.x(O)!:u''

+
Z Yl1..
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+
Z and L.J....... ar e b.vo sequences of in1e'"Jen-Jl1. J .L2,

dent and identically distributed random v8ri8bles having Drob8-

bili ty densi ty functions 0+(Z) awl Cl_(Z) respectively. Since

the dam is of fini te capac i ty K the rrroce s s X( t ) has two barTiers

one at x=o ar '1 a oother at X=K. l'1e are ir:t8restei in tl-}e fi.n1ing

of the oa s sage times for f f.r st over f l cv, Equ8.11Y"Tell ,,,e ar e

interested in finji.ng the Dassage time for first emDtiness. To

find these ,.,e define

Mi(Lc,k~t)= the ')Tob3.bili ty that tIle ovar t'Lov occur-s for

the first time between time t an1 t+d t

wi thou t empt.Lne s s occurring in the irlterval

(0., t) and that X (0) = u, is the ini t l aL

content at time t=o.

This means that if the initial level is lL 4:0 , the over f Low

occur-s between time t and t+dt l.nth this or obaht Li tv and

,1i t h no downward jumo bringing the level below zero, in the

t.i.me i'r.t'::;rv.''J.l (0, t). However if the nr oce s s starts 1.1ith 'U,:::.Q

it ~~8S not return back to zero before it overflows first. The

exponential Jecay cannot bring the level rr om any value..x.:::: :x::

to zero in any finite time. However- the r1. ()'vn'.rari . 1um1) can m1.ke

the level to cross zero. This we Drevent by Imoosi ng the bourd ar v
corrlLtions. In our previous Ch8Dter _x. = ry..ns 1. nat.ur al. bourn ar v
since ve did' not corrai der the downwar'd jum o for the first or obl em

we studied in Ch~l)ter II.
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'.Nenow decomoose Mi. ( LL.7k~t.)
+

M:i (Lt.~1.(~t)

into two mutu3l~y

176

exclusive orobabil~ties

where

+'M (" L -t) - the orobabili ty thqt the dam over f Lovs for thei u...,.K, -

first time wi 'thou t 8P1otiness between time t

and t*dt given th8.t the first r8.nd0T1'l jumr)

whenever it occurs corresryon~s to 8.n inout

into the }8.IIl

and \

fV\~ (U_,k,t)= the probability t9.8.t thei.8.m over r Lov f0r the

first time without any emptiness be tween time

t and t+d t given that the first r-andom jumo

whenever it occur s is an oUtDU~ f'r om the dam.

Hence

+
"{e have adcp ted thi s device of' consi iering r-: and M 1. a ,)Da-

rently to ob ta'i n equations for M1-.' In our earlier work

(Vasudev~n et. ale 1978, 1979) we·have consiiere1 only either

cur-e ,jumos t n both the'lirections or jumos '.{ith deterninistic

linear decay.

C0nsidering the different indef!endent possibilities

whl ch are mutual Iv exclusive in the interv':ll lq,dt)an'i

proceeding to the limit as dt tends to zero we arrive at the
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+
imbeddL ..g equation (BellmAn '~njl<Jing 1976) lor M1(U.jK,t) as

+ .+aMi ,aMi +-at - + 0<. U, oLL + V ""1-

'.1<.., u, 00

.:: 1)-1 j M1( u,+-~.J-<'~t) e.,\Z)J..Z, + ~(i)j a.~Cz) d.z
o ',: ]",-'U...

Defining the following La-rLac e transforms 'N'ith resoect to t

00 ',' ,

Mi (u,k,Q,) = 5 'itt M:[(u,j;;,t)clt
D ,

M i-( , 'k 0) . ,{;O - et + ' · ,,'
r \1. 1.(" (, ==-j eM1. (ll,l<,t) dt ' "

, ',0

, (~.4)

(9..5)

The equatIon (2'~3) gets converted into

~M~ ' ' k-~
- 0( u"Jl:+ (t+lJ)M:=- ))1.5 Mi ~1/.+z, ,1<.0ap)dZ.

o .:
ao '"

+)):1. S d+'( z") dz
k-1k (2.6)

A tractable solution c~n be'ottained by t~king the densities'

a+-tZ) and O_Cz.,) as ~xponenti~l (i.e.)'

(2.7)
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The equauion (~.6)becomes

-+ 7-
o(u.. ~:i+ (tt-V) lVli

V,-1.L -1z, -l"( ( K-lL-)
- Vi1) (Y\:i(~,K~t)e,d.z, +.y1..€

o
(2.9)

1rJeout '1!>-=- 'Ll+ L in the integral in RHS of (2.9) and then
;)U-

divi1ing the equation (2.9) throughout 1)y e we have

e1(U lc{1iv d M1+ (~+).J) rv'l +J' au ~
K

( - -'fl'lj -1'1 K
»1..~ J M1..Cy,k,t) e d~~ ... Vi. e.

"U-

Jifferentiating ~,lTith r esoect to 1.L arid simnlifying we get fr0ID

-+aM"[ .e. +))+c<.. - Y\ celLJ{ a 'v..,.

(2.11)
If we \lTrite i01ITnthe imbedding equati on' for M~ ('U.., K J t) and

d t th -'l done f th .C' /V\; fune-'a oo e same pr oce-rur e as was acne In ne ca se Oll

tion lITeobtain the se cond order equati ori for M1- given by'

(~.12)

/
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rrom the second order equations (~.ll) and (8.12) 1.;e
elimina te f.t1;- and {'v'\.1 and obtain a third cr-Ier equa-

tion for the total function f{\1 CU.,k~t)which is ,L.T. of the
n.l.f. for first overflow before emotinsss as

(~.13 )

If c1,.= 0 v.TG obtain the secmd or-f er f~qU13.tion \.rhichis the same
the equation in our earlier work, (Vasudevan et. ale 1978)

tris equation was easily solved.
Let us now assume for slm nlt ci ty that 1= i without

loss of generality. Then we have the equation (from 2.13)

o
(?14)

. Soluti0Ds for X(t).
From the equation (?.14) we can extract the solution

for trie transform H -\ ,.Ii th resaect to t. It can be sh0'A1l1(see
ADD0ndix~) th~t the sol~tion of a third orier 1if~erential
equati0n of the tyoe

:x ~3;t+(8.+b)d
2
,} +-(c_x)d~_ a '4

dx.3 dx2.. d:x (J =0

(~.15)
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where a,b,c 8re constants l~

12-'1. 21-.1. t If..2. 1.+ Z.
1 1- t I 2, ltt dt1..-t

tJe determine 3 na.i r s of vqlues (cJ...i ') ~i)., i:::i?2.,O such that

\.Je h3.ve three inrl elJendent soLu ttons of thp equq tion (~.15)

(Forsyth, Chaot.er VII). In our Droblem :for t"le equ'1ti.on (~.14)

a.;: !l
0(

')

(~.17)
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To obtain C1, C2., and C:3 ve h~ve to ~np'Ly the bound ar y

conditions. M1('Ll""K,t) is the oroo-3.bility for first overflow

.before emptiness occur s . Ho'..rever if wo s tar t ,.,i th 'U..=O the

process should not cross zero be cau se of iO~m1!l9.ri jUl]ns. Hence

ive 1NTite thq t A~15 'V.,k, t) is 1'irri te !3.ni [xi..i (0_ ~/"" -t) :::0
If ve substitute 1).:::. 0 in the thir-J. int;?gr11on RHS of eauqti.')n

(2.19) we find th.'?t Ml (U.,k) e-) is inf'j. nite since

rOO £"-1.. v:tlo( ).}'/cX
) to( (t-i.) (1+t) dr
1

t-» )J D- +.....1:--ri -1 0
c;;( 0( "

(2.20)

is -1ivergent as Beta function bLows uo for e > 0 and (":1-

f'unc t i on whi ch is F (-t+ l.J - e.+v 1)'2. 1 ;"1)is fini te. The- .i:L ~,;( 1 ~+ ,

eva Luat.t or; of the integral (-:.;.·~O) is from Grad shte yn arid Ryzhik

(page 321-3.185). Hence the coefficient C3 should be chosen
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The exorcs st ons for C1... and Cz, ',hich are functions of K

and e, and -qre ,inlenen1.ent of U have t o be determi..neri 'by

boundary conditions. The boum ary oorrt l tri on for crossing the
.< i-f·r : '

barrier X==K is taken care of by the first orrler integro-'liffe;:"

reri¥\a.1 e~uation to be satisfied by the totql fVl 1('U., K , t)
of equa t'i.on (2.2). To obtain th5.s '..;e write down the Imbeddi.ng

" .
K-(,L- -z

i.>L ~ Mi (U +Z, K,.tje d.Z
o

00 z
+ 8(t) 2Jj. 5 e a.z

k- u..
o '. Z

+ ))2. j.(.I'\ (IL-sz • k , t) e c.tZ,(2 .22)

S1_:_bstituting the solution (?2l) in (??.3) ve get

\...\
..~.,

\.

\
\

l
!
I~I
-I

I
____ -- ~ _ ___.:. .._. ..-.-J.
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~ '. 0.1. tLLt-1. )ll/e(. v2/o(
Gi;[ 0(u ()U ~D eta.. (1- t) (~+t) dt

(i. tu s.,i VI lei.. v::;"/d.. J, +(t1-») Joe td-. ( : - t") ( 1+t) dt .
+ -1.tl' . ~ (L tu Q i. ~/o( })1/0(

e C2- 0( 1t "d1J.. Joe to( - (1- t) (1 +t) dt
.1. -tv.. L-.:L lJ~/o( Vi/rd..' J

-+ (Q 1" lJ) j I) e to( ( 1- t ) ( 1+t) dt

1/1C1. S~t}:1.. C1-t)~'-i(1+ti\k[ ect-i),,- e.ct-11/<]dt-

. l . .
['1., oi.. - 1. . )h-/o( ?:J. - I [_ (t-H) u. - (11"+ Jl(] d r-

+))\ C2. Jut ( 1- C-) ("I + t-,f € _ e v

- '11A ~ g - 1... ))\ 10{ ))L/x -l (t+~}4. J f

+))2. e " Ci. S t~ (1-t) , (~+t) [e. -1. ~t
o

_'2.:1J... ,1.. {_ 1 )J~_1

+ ))2.. e c~ 5 tot (1_t)CX
o

-K
+))1 e

. ~ r (."-t')u.. ] d.t·
(1+t) Le -1

(2.24)
-It

It C3.nbe eas Ll.y shown t.ha t th~ cORfficients of e C 1 and
-Q

@ Cz. in the above equation (2.24) be comes ?,ero (see

Apoend'i x 2). The above 8QU1t-i on then reduce s to bra terms one

containing
-211e '3.n:i the other inieDendent of u. As the
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equation is an identi ty for all values of uin 0 ~."U:.~ 'K

1tle get two corri Lt i.ons connecting C1. and C2,. by equating to

zero those terms separately. Hence we have after ~eduction

:l tK0-i.. . ~ - ~ lJ2.

C-i. ~ , e tCX
(-\ -f) U+t'f< dt

o
~-i.

tOC+c ~~-tk2.. e
o

~-1...
. 0<..

t'+ t)

.i

(2.26)
==0

From tables of integrals (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, oage 231,3.385,

1965) ''Ie have

1-

j
o

r71-1
')(

n-1. -P -}A'X.. .
( i-X) ( i -~-x ) e d "J(

(2.27)

.whe r e

B is the usual beta runo ta ori and ~. is the degenerate hv")or-.1. .

geometric runc tf.on of two var i.ab Les riefined hy
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of)

~1..(o(,'p,'Y,':x:,?t)::=. L
,ffi,11 =D

\o()yn +n (~)'ltl

(')')1"O ...••ri

111n'>- 'Y~
rn ] 1\ ~ (2 •?,8)

.
(also see Er di Iy l , page l39~ (2'4) -md oage 184)-

Using the result (2.27) in (2.2S) 3nri(~.26) we 8.rrive at the

equations \,

C :Bee. Vi]
1.. o{'o<

='1
(~.29)
,

=:0 (~.30)

The above two equ8.tioT's (~.29) and (?30) can be written as

where

2



7'-1.'-./ ',- Vi. JC---t+y1..,.
(2.35)

,
I,

I
Y

;

x

: .
\
\\,

(?.34)

.j ...

(2.36)
.J,

(2.37)

.
(2.39 )

\ .F \ t . i..~1.J,+1.' ..-LJ .:::..i' 1.. L0('....... ,"

,

(2.40)
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Solving .:vheequa-tl.o ns (~.31) and (~.32) we get

vts: LP- Y Z ,M J\} , i

(2.42 )
)

Now the com9lete closed form solution for ty\ 1.( u., K, Q.) is

wher-e Cl. am C~ ar e gLv= n by (2.41) qni (?4?). Thus 'ole

have obt at ne-t a ·closed solution for M1 ( U. ,1-<. ,t)
Deducti.oIl§.l In the descriotion of' our model (?.l) let us now

corisider the out nut (release) as curely deterministic. This

means that '"e are consi.JGringthe. case ))'2 == 0 :)TI'J V" = V
itself. The integral occur r ing as coef"':'icient of C'2.. in the

solution exists only for the case lJ~ Dot equal to zero.

This is reflectei in the fact t.ha t in the exoression for

appears in tr..e denominator ani 1~1bl ows up when ))2. =. 0 ,,,hile

all other terms in C'l. are finite for ))'2 -=-0 • HenceC:J,..-=0

and the solution is
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::. C1- :B[! J~ +1J ~ [~, 0, e:"+1. ,-i,vJ
))'2.=0 (2.44)

I t can be easily seen from the serie s exnans i.on of 1?L given

by (2 .'~8)

;;:; (Q Q+v '\"F' [.e . t+LJ J
':!:'1. ~ ,0, -;z- +1, -1,u.) =: :1-,1. ;;Z'7 + i )tt

(2.45)

The only quantity whi ch remains to be deterJ'!lineri can be eval-

uated by the use of (~.29). T~is c~n be seen from the re~re-,

serrt atd on of iF 1-.' given in Gradshteyn a1'"'/1 Ryzbf k Cnage 318,

3.383, 1965)

-- [~?L .., r e, Q.+v<-1.. 'B ~' <X J 1- Fj. L ~ , 7' kJ ~'1 (2.46)

and hence

)}-- t.+u 2.-+v k)
o( , (2.47)

This is the result we ar r ivei at as the L. T. of tpe interval

dens l ty for the fir st passage time to cross the barrier at

X -== K , starting from )(0) = II ,when there W.!lS only [umos

uovar ds (equivalent to 1)"2-=-0 , )).::: 1..1 ) ann, exnonential

;

Al
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determilustic decay as (see equatd on (2.1'/) of Chanter II).

3. First passage for overfloy.r wi th @Y..Jlumber of em ot t nes s .

In the pr evLou s s ec t.icri 1}Te consLlerei a two barrier

problem andstudiei the first passage time to cross the barrier

at X=K as the coniitlonal or obab I Li tv tha t th:l barri.er :\=0 is

not crossed, during the time (O,t)' befQre it overflows at-time

t+dt. In this se ctd on we dcf'Lne the probability ~'2(U .•k,t)
for the first overflow regardless of the number of times of

emptiness occurs in the time interval (0, t).

Define

M1.(lt,k,t) = the pr-ob abl Li tv that the ove r f'Low occurs for the

first time between time t 8.nd t+it given that

there can be any number of emotiness in (0,t)

ani X-(o) -=1..l•
+ .

M2.(u,k,t) = the probability that the overflow occurs for the

first time between time t and t+dt given that the

first random jump whenever it occurs corresDonds

to an input into the dam.

the probabili ty that the overflow 'occurs for the

fir st time be tve en time t and t+d t given that

the first random jumo whenever occurs corres-

bon-is to ahoutout from the riam.

s

\
Clearly

\

\
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Considel~ng the possibilitLJin the t.rrl t.i-a., interval (O,d-t)
ani proceeding to the limit ,as dt tends to zero, as is

customary in. the imbedding methods (Bellman ani 'N'ing 1976) vIe

obtain

()Mt+ }.-)'__ fV u...
....•• ....•. ~'-
o·c.

dl\At '. . +.
_ k ..-\- V /v\1_
2>\C

k-\A.::::vS . M'L(lA.+v<tK,t) 5+(z)dZ
() 00

+ b'(±) Vi- \ . 3+(Z) cl z
-'

k-LL

As befor e J}.1.. is the Poisson intensity for Dositive jumps, V~

is the Poisson intensity for neg8.tive ,jumn ani V= Vi. + 1)2-

- -+
for any jump. Defining M'2- (ll~K, t) and f'/\2- ( tJ.• , K, .e.)
as the L.TIS of l\-\1. ( u., K, -t) ani M.t CU) k)t) res oec-

tively ..~ have from (3.2)
K~U.

j M'2.(l,l+Z~I<,-e) a+(Z) Jz.,
o

rOO
Ij a+(z) d z,

k-Ll (3.3)

Taking a. +( z.) as :lofined in section? (2'.7) and change the

variable z to y by ''iJ.+ Z :;::a- '1.[13 have

_.y'.-lj [ a N\+- Je I '-'~ 0( 'U., ~ 2. --/- ( t+ lJ) Iv\"!"'
01..1.. 'L

K
::;:.v1.'\1 S {v\2.( "Ij ') k , 2..) e:.YJ

-~ d r~ +)J 1.. e'7 K
u.·
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Differendating with resooct to LL and siuplifying ',1e get

(3.5)

,0
V~ ~ 1'A'1.(U.+'Z9K,t)~(Z)J7J

-tL
-lA,

+ 1) '2, ,~ a_(z,")d z M~( 0) 1-<Jt)
-00

M 2- lO", K, t") represent s tho probabili ty that starting

f'r om zero the dam overflows bet';leen time t and t+d t for the

first time with any number G' emotiness in \.:J,t) . This

weight has to be added in the Last term of equation (3.6) to

ac.count for the barrier at X .:= 0 • Taking L.T. wit> r e s oect.

to the var i.abLe t 8.nr} substit.uting for a__(Z,)the ex')onential

densi ty given by (2.S) the eq'l8.tior (8.6) ~e~,~es

o

This on rilifferentiation '~ith respect to u becomes after
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simolifi cation

+- ,

Eliminating /Y'\2.+ ,qnj fV\2. f'rom equatd oris (3.5) and (3.8)

we get the thi rd ordar di fferen t i.a 1 equation

(3.9)

Let us put 1)1== L wi thou t loss of genar nLt ty. The solution

of equation (.3.9) as in the last section is .

M2('U..•t(,~) =: J):L 51... c"u. t~-\1'-t)I/a«(1+t;-/O<d.t
o

1-. _ ttt. e -1.. ))2/o: V1lc.x
+])2 ~ e to( ('\ -t) ('\+t) dt

D

(3.10)
Th~re is of ccur se 3 different solution for the thi M order."

equation as was found in thE""case of M1 in secti ')n2. The

last integral to be usually added to equation (3.10) is

J) ~ (IX> - t u.. t -1- ))2./0( lJ,/0(
.» J e. to( (t-i) (I +t:) dt

1



Since the croc ess can come drwn to zero even if starts at

X(o)= tl I;fe have to investigate the a ooear'ance of the term

IAlith coefficient D3.!"hen U=0 As argued earlier in

section 2 this term 1/1ill 'ltverga. Henc'? "re out .D3=O . The

f'Lr st or-i er Gr:l..ua t'io n for "/1 (- I V t)1'\2..t..,·~, i\, .

c ondi tion for:letermining Vi arrl :D2."

serves as the boundar-y

H'?TIcewe have

e'~l~iLi~~+(t+»)M1-J
(1)...

rK- -'3 / -K
))i. J M2.('~~K,tJ e d.:1 +))1 e

. 1)..

+ e:-2u' VL 5U N2- ell,k.t) e,:5 c! '8
o

-'2.1..t - Dj'+ e .1->'2.. M'L ( D) }-'(, .(,.

Notice the additional term w i.th M2(o)I<) Q)
(3.11)

aopearing in

equa t ion (3.11) to takE' care of the boundary. condi tions. A

term of thi s type doe s not occur in the fir st order equation

for Nt sinc.e it refers to first ovcr-f'Lov before emotiness.

Substituting the solution (3.10) in (3.11) ,.;e can

,easily see tha t 3.S in t.ho case of
-LA..

cLarrt s of e
(section 2) the coef~i-

reduces to two terms, one cont.atrrtng

talcen ;together varri sh and equ8.tion (1.11)
-2..lJ..
e an-i the othor

inde pendent of LL'. As the re su'Lting equa tion is true for

all va lu as of u', (0 {. (.-l ~ k) , ,,,e get t\A]'Oequations connec-

ting 1>1- and D2 Hence ,,'8 have

])1- :B [R:., Vi] ¢.1...C t ~- ))2.. , .e+u, , .....r kJ
. ~ ~ ~.~ ~

+])~ J3[: ';+iJ (fi l~,~_:l,
::L

Q.+V2. J
- +1. -1 -1<
0( "'.

(3.12)
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and'

1>1- 13 L!: ' ~+1-J q;1.. l~,~-:;-,L:)), +1 , -1,01

_ D [ t)) J X lt - 11"l. R..--r }..II ~
1. 11 -;;t' ;;z +1.. <±::L 0( '-;(' -;( +1.., -"1.., OJ

_ Ii~ 13 [~, ~+iJ ~i.l~,-~ , t:z. +1.., -1, OJ

-=0. (3.13)

Notice that the 1iffero.nces in (3.13) with the equation (~.30)

for C 1. ani C2- in section 2. The aloove equations (3.12)

arid (3.13) can be yrritten as

])1. L z tJ"- Z Q} + ·])2 [-W r- '[1< ] =- 0 (3.15)

'"here X,Y,Z,L,l'I,F,P are given in (~.34) to (?.40) ~nd

r-. _ ~ [~ - 1h. Q. +1)\ J'a:.. - - 1.. 0(' 0(' ~ +1- , - 1.. , 0

R ~:l. [~., - ~ , t:.V2-+i., -1.. ,0 ]

_____________ n_-~7.-
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Solving'd,quations (3.14) and (3.1S) we get - ..

(3.18)

(3.19)

Hence the comp'l,e te s oLu t i on for tv":1- (~u,' 1<-' t) is known since

])1. and J)Z :'3.r8gi ven in t srms of known functions. 11Jhenwe

proceed to the limit as t tend s to zero 1,,,efini that M2.
tend s to urri ty.. Thi s is the re sul. tone shou Id exoect since M2.
involves crossing the barn er X=K w ith any number of emntiness.

,ve shall now consiIer the case »2... = 0 The arguments

given in section 2 can be regeated here ~<lhenthere are no

downward jumps. It is eas t Lv seen that only 1\1: exists

anti it is identic-3.1 ,.vi th when ))2 == 0 This is

because when ut 0 the barrier X=O is never reached in a

fini to time because of the ex oonen t.t aL dec ay in the absence

of jumps. However if the orocess .s tar t s from !.A=-O , after

first jumo it can n27erreach a ga i n th e ba r r i e r X=0•

F (-t .t+J) +1. U)
'\ 1 o(J 0{ ,

Hence
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4. First pa ssage time to emnt-in,ess before overflow.

In thi s section Vie determine the fir st oassage time to

emptiness before over r'l ov for the dammodel 1escribed in section,'2 •.
Define

N.1. (U, k) t)= the probabili ty t.ha t the dambecomes emoty for

the fir st time without any overflow between time

t and t+dt when .JC(O):: 11. is the ini tial con-

tent of the dam of capact t;.:- K.

As W::lS done in earlier sections, we soli t N1.( 1L, k )t) . as

+ -N1.(:U.,K,t) + Nj.CU.,I<,t) (4.1)

where t..~e super fixes (+) and (-) have the same interoretations

as for the cases rela ti ng to Nl and M2• "le arrive at the

imbedding equation for N:«, ,«, t) as the integro differential

equation'

(4.3J

1"\- 'u.

= Vi S Ni.( u.+z ~ 1<, t) a+(z) ctz,
o (4.2)

with respect to t an'} choosing the densi ty a-4-(z)Taking L.T.

as in equation (~. 7) we get

e~1.t[O('Ll }l(-+- (€.+1» iJ,+}:: 1>1'f) (~('ll ,K,e) i'1:ld.'!J
'U..
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where N1 r e s oec-a s the L. Ts of N1 ~ndani

tively. This leads to thp iifferential ~quation

'a2N + - -t- .
o(1J.. -' +rt+lJ+~-1O(l(J ~~~~ L ~~

-+-1(Q+lJ)t-J~ - )),A'1\ N
J.. t I -1

(4.4)

The.imbedding equation for N1 ('U,K:,t), the L.T. of

-.N1 ( 11. , k , t) is given by

0( 1).. ()N1-+ (Q+)..i) N - :::
. 011. 1

o -u
= »2..) N1 (It +Z ,K , Q.) a_(Z) dZ+ ))2. S a_ (2) dz

-tL -0() (4.5)

-+
Proceeii ng on the same .lines as for N1

order differential eauation. ,

we get· the second

the thir:i or.Ie r diffcrenti8l 8qu9.tion
3-

0( u d i + [Q,+U+ 2c<] 'd
2
N~ + 'Y\ [v( 1- 2P) -11.J

(J u.: . 0 t,t:l. I

- "I Q. N~= 0 .
c(
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whose solution when try:=.i is

N1 (lt~I<,t)-= ~~' E[£, ~+~ ] ¢. C',.e -)11- e,+1I-f i -~u.1
-1.. 0(' 0(' 0( +, ':J

L' "Ul~ ~l.r [.£ '·'_'V, ..e+1I,2. -1.. I/J+LJQ,.J...J 0(' 0( +1..J ~i 0(.' 0<. ., -;;;:- +1. , , \A ,

(4.8)

As was done in the orev ious sections the functions El and E2

".,hich are independent of tL can be determ~d. by substituting

the solution N1 in the fir st order equatii9n for the total N1·

The integro-differential equation for N1 ,,{hich takes care of

the b0undary is_ ' K
e\l.[ 0(u ~~I + (Hv) NJ =');.1- ~ N1('Y. k , Q,) e~d.;J

, 'U... '

-21..t r1..L - 'e) , ~ J .....2'U.'))+ e t:2..) tv1(1:1, k , e ~ +e 2..
-- 0

(4.9)
Substituting the solution (4.8) in (4.9) and simplifying we get

two equations connee ting El Find E2 by arguing out in the same

fashion as in sections 2 and 8. These equations are

(4.10)

(4.11)

I

f
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Solving (4.10) and (4.11) we get

(4.12)

(4.13 )

In view of the equation (4.8), (4.12) and (4.13J we are in

possession of the analytical solution in closed form for

N-1(U, K, ~) •

Ded uc t :l2ll:'i!.

The case LJ2::::0 corresoonds to the process '-lith jumos

only in t.ha upward lirection ani de term Lnf s td.c exoonential

decay downwards , This means that there is no random jumps in

the downward direction •..."henve put ))'2. =0 As we h8.ve

already seen in Chapter II (Vasu,jevan et. ale 1980) if the

orocess starts from a level 1J.. to it can never come down ~

to zero. This result agrees with the well known fact t'r...,1.t

th8re is zero ")nob~bili ty for the dam to become empty in a

finite time if there is an eXDon:;ntial release rule ani jumns

in the posi tive direction.

For a dam like system ,,,ith fini te caoac i,ty K, the level

can either come down to emotiness or over f'Lovs the barrier K

if suf-ri cient time is al.Lowed . 'I'hl s t ota'l probahili ty will

tend to unity as time aonro~.ches infinity. In otherwords the



3)0 r
sum M1(1.l'}K,~)+-N1(U.,h:,~)tends to unity as t t en-l s ~

to infinity. As was demonstrated in the or evi ous sections it

can be easily shown that

-'- It i
:;,'/" ,lim ~"1 ( U , K , t)

1->0
).)1../( })1+11

2
}

and

liml~o N1 C1J)k)l) }1'/<))1+))2)

Hence rM1 (u,«, t.) cLt + 5~N1 (1A,I<)t) dt , the total or-oba-,

bili ~y for ge~ting out of the system in infinite time is urn t\

5. Flrst emptlnes~ wlth overflow.

In this section 'de consider the orobability densi ty

+J

(5.1)

function for, first emptiness time r8gardless of the number of

times the system has overflowed before the first emptiness.

For the dam model in the earlier sectd ons we define,

N2( U) k'') t) = the pr cbab t Ll ty th"'1t th;; 1'1m becornes emoty for

the first t ime het-·T·.::entime t !:)r:.l t+d t by

allowing any number of overflows iuring this

interval of time (O,t) with X(O)= U.
Also

N:2 ( u , 1<, t) = N:(U , k ,t-) + N~ (U, k,:t)

/
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where (+ I and (-) signs have the usual signi.l'icance s as seen
+

in earlier sections. The Lmbedd ing equation for N~ (~k ,t)
, i,s'

oN+- +'
-?- +o(U 2lN;L + V N~
ot aLl K-'Ll

=- 1)1.. S N2. (u..+Z, k .,t ) d-4--lZ) dz.
o

«:
+ Vi. 'S a+-(z) dZ. N'2 ( «, k )t)

k-1.l
(5~2)

From this'imbedding equation we arrivE at for the-L.T. of

Nt (U,k,£) as =-
, ".-+ ' -+

0{ U 01\12.+ (Q +1J+0( -1~'tL) d 1\l2.. _ 11 (Q +v)
\ au . . a~ I

~- ))1. '1 N2
(5.3)

N2 (U) K'}Q.) isThe second order differential equatian for

'2..--

0( U ~ + ( e + V +0< + 1) 0(U) ~~ (n. 'N -
aU '\ d'L-l +~ -t.+lJ) 2.

The third order di f'f or errt LaL equation for N'L ('1l) \<, t) 1erived

from (5.3), (.5.4) is
3- '2- - ' -

c( 'Lt~'l+ (t+)) +2.0() ~2- +11 [u (1-2.y)-oCUl ()N;z.
a0, a~ I, ~a~
\

(5.5)
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When 1 is taken as unity ~or simolicity tae solution of

equation (5.5) is

N2..(V.,K,e) =- FiB[~'~'+1-] <ti[!·-:-,t:lJ1H,-:L.~

Fl and F2 are determined from the first order equation for

for the total orocess. The integro diffe-

rential equation for N2..( 'U., k, .e. ) Ls s

ell.- [ 0( 1k., ~.:; +(Q.+)J) ~J = ))i.. (N2..<.''1, «, t) e-'Y d:1
1)...

, 1L
,- ))1. e K + vOL e?-u, S N 2..("j,K) ~) e'1J Ii ':J + lJ'Li"'-

o
(5.7)

This integr::3.l equa t ion serves as the boundar v condition to

determine F1 and Ii'n. Substituting the; solution (5.6) in (5.7)
'::.1

and proce eding exactly on th8 S,~l]}1,3 line 3 ,1.3 in the previous

'sections we get

(5.8)

and

F" w P == i.~
(5.9)



"

where

r-. ,.l; r't - lJ2- t4-))., 1· J
~ 1. = 't'.1. La( 1 0( , 7+ i. , --, K

U )J .e.-+- v2. J<f, - , - _1 , - -i-:1.. ,- 1. - \< '.•••.1 0( 0(' ,

Solving these equations 'NG get

F==1. . z tJ (YRj. -M..-c»- yJ PC Qiz-LX-)

\.

Z N-(YR
1

-Jt\Y)- viP(Q.1Z -LA.) ,

(5.10)

(5.11)

(5.lla.)

(5.12 )

The a.nalytical solution for N2. (1.1, K ,L) is completely
determined~ One ca.nalsoeastly verify tha.tas L tends to
zero

\tenls to unity 3S coul~ be exoecte1.

\

-
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BOHEASPECTS OF '""'1DIATIVE DEGAN

_ ." K.Srini vasa Rao
lVlATSCI~l\TCE,The Institute of Hathematical Sciences, lVlJ•.D.l:1AS

(India)

+*+*+

It was on March 1, 1896 that Henri Becquerel detected a

new kind of raC'.iation wh.i.ch he called as '- 'Ur am c rays 1. The

present day terminology of 'radi(ll-acti ve decay' or 'radio-

acti vi ty Twas first coined by the 6uries and G.Bement in 1898.
11hen Becquerel discovered t.hi s type of radiation, neither the

exi stence 0 f the electron nor that of a nucleus wi thin an atom

'VIaS lmo'VJ11. Only in later years it was realized that radio-

acti ve decay was the first nuclear process discovered and that

the bulk of the radiation 0 bserved consisted of electrons.

T'\VDof the early puzzles which confronted the sca enta sts , at

the beginning of this century and nearly three decades before

the aavent of quantum mechani cs , concerned radio-active decay.

They were (i) What is the source of the energy that is being

continuously released by certain materials whii cn were radio-

acti ve ?

(ii) 1mat is the significance of the characteristic half-life

for a radio-active decay?

ltffhile these t-woT.)uzzles have been explained by quantum mechanics,

the question: Why only certain elements are radio-active, while

others are stable? continues to be a puzzle to-date.
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Why the early puzzles of radio-activity required more than

~hree decades for their resolution has been very well explained,

from a historical point-of-view linl{ed to the growth of quantum

mechani cs, by Abraham paier1)in a lucid r evi ew article. Here, vTe

dwell on a few of these aspects eleborated by Pais.

In the second of the famous trilogy of the 1905 papers,

Albert Einstein on relati vi ty, states: II f a body gives 0 ff the

energy L in the form 0 f radi ation, its mass dimini shes by

L/c2 (where c is the velocity of light) ••• The mass of a

body is a measure of its" energy ..•• It is not impossible that

wi, th bodies whose energy content is uaria.ble to a high degree

(e. g. with radium salts) the theory may be successfully put to

the test'. The mass-energy equivalence established by Einstein

could have, in principle, answered someof the questions related

to the origin of the r adi.o acvl ve energy. However, the mechanism

of the radioactive decny l,omsunder atoo d only after the advent of

quarrtum mecham cs , when it was realized (in 1928) that the

c1i stinta:gration 0 f a nucl eus is a natural consequence of the laws

of quantum mechani c s,

Rutherford (1900) was the first to note that if N( t) is

the number 0 f radio-active atoms at time t, then the de9rease

of N with tis given by;

Qli
dt

-i\t'e. ;.(i) "= or N( t) = N( 0)
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Recently, Ruby2) has shown, on the basis of a probability

equation approach, triat radioactivity is a binomially distri-

buted process, for any value of the observation time and discussed

the approximations necessary to establish the poissonian

stati sti cs, We summarize below thi s appro ach,

A.ssume, follo"Wing Feller3), that in a sufficiently small

interval of time h, the probability for an individual atom to

decay is rep resented by 2\ h, wher-e 1\ is a characteristic

of the radiaactive species. Let P(n,t) be the probability that

n radio acti ve atoms exi st at time t. We wi sh to determine the

pro babip:ty P( n, t+h) that such atoms exi st at time t +h •

I f attention is restri ct.ed to terms of up to first order in h,

two possi bili ties exl sbs Ei ther n atoms existed at t. and

no decay 0 ccur-red; or n +.1 atoms were present at t and

one decayed. Nathema.tically, we can wri te

P( n, t+h) = P( n, t) [1 - n '}..h] + P(n+1, t) [( n+1)x ~ ( 2)

. with the ini tia1 condi tion

P( n ,10) = 1 at t = 0
o

( 3)

Dividing throughtout by h, in the limi t h -""'- 0, we get.....

Lt P(n,t+h) - p(n,t) = _ n '}..p(n,t) + '}..(n+1)P(n+1,t)
h~ 0 h

L, e. d P(jlit) =
dt

(4)M PCn, t) + Cn+I) f.. p( n+l, t).

/
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Eq.(4) ~.; the probability d5 ~ferential equa'~ion governing

the radioactive p rc cess, which can be solved ,straight forwar d'Ly

as shown below.

First le n = no in eq. (4) so that the right hand side

reduces to one term:

d p( n ,t)
p

dt
= - n f.. P( n ,t)o 0

who se solution is:

= exp ( - n }, t). 0
( 5)

Hultiply eq. C 6) throughout by

to t from 0 to en

-pte and integrate with respect

co enso e-pt ..<L PC n -1 t) dt
dt 0' = -(no -1) l\ S

o
e-pt

e 'pt P( no•.1, t) dt

-n }'t
e 0 dt.

Integrating the left h311dside by parts:
t ,00

e -p PC n -1, t) I + p
o f(j

= (n -1)7\o

1 -ptt e PC no-1, t) dt

00 005:-c nol\+p)t .-It.L.S e-pt P( n -1, t) dt + n f., e aT-o. 0 o' ""'.,',
o

= -en -1) l\ Pen -l,p)o 0

n },
o+- .

(no:l\ + p)

"There p(n
o

-l,p) is the La'P1ace transform of p(no -1, t). Re-

arranging and simplying, we get :

. .'"i l&.-L!"._ ! (. AU."
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Pen -I,p)
o

Tald..ng the inverse Lap Lace t.r-an sf'o rms we get

2
pC no-2, t) = [no (no -1) /2J exp [-'l\t( no-2)j [( l-e:xp( -i\t) J . \

~---

Letting n = n - 2o and repeating the process gives =

Letting n = n - 3, •••• ,it can be finally inferred that ':.o
n (n -1) (n ...2) ••• (n -k+l)

P(n -k, t). = 0 0 Q.. - 0

o 123 •.••k
eXp L -'l\t( no - k)J :-.

k([1 .;.expf -r,t) J ·
Or~. by multiplying the numerator and denominator by (no -k) -l ,

we get ~

n 1 k
P(no -1:, t) = (no -Jr.) ~ kf exp [-'l\tCno-;ok)J[l-exp( -'l\t)J • (8)

Eq. (8) may al so be wri tten as

n ! n ~k
P(k, t) = (n _g) r-k-r- -pk( 1 - p) 0 (9)

o
where P( \t, t) is the pro babili ty of having k decays in a time

t , 'in th p = [1 - eJ..'J)("':'~tU being the pro babili ty of any

individual atom decaying. Eq. (9) clearly establi shes the bi no-.

cial nature of the distribution.

/
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hcccntly, B8.rnett4) E;PcvCa probabilistic description

of radioactivity based on the TgOOd-RS.eCW',"age Le ss ", "mono r y-

lQssr or 'forgetful! postul~te, which can be stated as follows:

The conditional probability 'chat a r<ldio.c-ctivG at.om will 'live'

p as t time s+t, gi ven t.hat it has lived pas t time s, is equaL
,I -, ~:.. '., " •

to the uncondatf.o nr.L probability th,:,t it wou.Ld h-vo lived past

time t, starting from tiLle zero, Thi s post.ul.ace lead.s Bartnett

directly to the conclusion that the decay tir,le of a TI".dioactive

atom is an exponenti ally di stri buted random vari able. Thi s

appr oacn stresses from the outset the randomness inherent in

the radioactive decay process and. is offered by Barnett as a

complement to the deterrIini stic approach that t.r eat s flucuta-

tions about mean values.

Rutherford andSoddy5) first f'or'muLated Ln 19021 the

exponen+i aL Laws governing J-~1edecay end Q;ro'wthof radioactive

subs t.ance s, 'Bateman6) in 1910 made generalizations of these

laws and 0btC:'ined general forms of the decay end growth equations.

These ar e referred to as 1BateLlan equo.tions T inli terctture 7) and

they are appli cabLe not only to the seri es decay of naturally

occurring r2dioactive substances but also to the radioactive-

series decay among the fission products.

\·{e consider that it \\Ould be wor thwhi.Le to set-up an.d

solve equations an8.10gous to the Bateman equations for the

radio-active series decay

, , '~fL .•
ra

-
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An analysis of the probability differential equations governing

the radio-active decay series will be di scusse d in a forthcoming

p :ubli ca tion.
;
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